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INTRODUCTION 
There have been many investigations in recent years into 
the areas of phonics and word meanings. Both phonics and 
word meanings are valuable assets to a good reading program. 
Phonics instruction given in the right amount and in the 
right area will help a child to unlook new words. However, 
an overemphasis can be detrimental and slow down the speed of 
reading. 
Word meanings are~sential, as children must understand 
what they read. words that are just said without meaning 
attached are of little value. 
Thus, phonics and word meanings are both important parts 
of the total reading picture. 
Another important element in reading is that of grouping 
the children for instruction. Hardly a textbook in education 
can be opened without finding some reference to individual 
differences. Recognition of individual differences is impor-
tant. Equally important is providing for these differences. 
Often each child does not receive as much attention as 
the teacher would like to give him because of overcrowding in 
many classrooms and an ever increasing curriculum to teach. 
Social learning, where children work in pairs, oan be 
helpful to the busy classroom teacher. Paired practice 
leaves the teacher free to work with those children who need 
1 
~ special help. It also gives the children an opportunity for 
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greater response and a chance to exchange ideas on a particu-
lar subject. 
Durre111 feels that "there are a great many situations 
when interest is heightened, comprehension is increased, and 
general achievement improved through pupils working in pairs 
or in teams of three." 
This study is an attempt to determine the effect that 
·,social learning has upon reading achievement. 
1. Donald D. Durrell. Improving Reading Instruction. 
New York: World Book company, 1956, p. 129. 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
"The fact is widely recognized that reading can make its 
largest contribution to personal development and social pro-
gress only as children and youth acquire a high level of 
efficiency in understanding what is read." 
These words of Williams. Gray1 state clearly the aim 
of reading. In order to achieve this goal of reading with 
understandin~ constant experimental work is being done. 
Teachers are continually trying to improve their methods of 
instruction. The writers decided to determine the effect of 
working in pairs on the reading program in the second and 
third grades in certain areas of reading. 
The review of research will be concerned with: 
1. Social learning 
2. Phonics 
3. Word meaning 
4. Dictionary work 
Social Learning 
From almost the very beginning of time, when one pre-
historic creature sought and found another of his kind, man 
has realized that he cannot scist alone. Even before the 
1. Williams. Gray, "Reading and Understanding," Ele-
mentary English Review (March, 1951) 28:148. 
3 
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beginnings of civilization, men found it necessary to band 
together in groups for mutual protection against animals and 
each other. This need has been well expressed by White,l 
as follows: 
Of all the mammalian species, the members of Homo 
Sapiens seem to have the greatest need of companionship 
and sharing of experience. 
Pointing out that if man lived entirely alone, we would 
have no necessity for communication or exchange of thought 
he goes on: 
That distinctive human trait, language, is the 
symptom of and the product of the needs of our nature 
and the nature of our needs. 
The fact that man is a social creature who needs the 
companionship of others of his kind has been brought out by 
philosophers, students of the humanities, and great writers 
since the early days of literature. 
The social needs of human beings have been established 
by students of psychology. 
his greatest satisfactions, 
stated: 
Group contacts provide man with 
2 
reported Millard. He further 
Man's mere existence depends upon social living. 
He has discovered that his greatest satisfactions are 
achieved through group contact. He has not only learned 
the benefits of working with others, but he has also 
discovered that one of his basic needs is best satisfied 
l. Lynn White, Jr., "Togetherness", Childhood Education 
(February 1958), p. 251. 
, 2. Cecil Millard, Child Growth and Development in the 
Elementary School, D. c. Heath and Co., Boston, 195l~p.208. 
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through the establishment of the security and feeling 
of belongingness that group living provides. 
Since it is well accepted that satisfactory group rela-
tions are essential to a normal and well adjusted life, we 
should seek to determine the best way to bring about this 
desirable outcome. Psychologists and educators have been 
working toward this end for many years. 
The importance of a feeling of belongingness to a child 
is emphasized by Millard. 1 He pointed out that in early 
childhood this need is satisfied by the family, but, as the 
child becomes older, he seeks to become identified with 
groups of children his own age. Achieving a sense of be-
longingness assures him that he is necessary to the group 
and gives him a feeling of security. watson2 and Millard 
agreed on the importance of a feeling of security and belong-
ingness in a child's life. This idea was further developed 
by warner3 in the following statement: 
A basic need of the child is one of feeling that 
he belongs to the group. He may gain this feeling in 
the classroom by being either a member or a leader. 
Through planning together, working together, and through 
mutual appreciation of the progress of classmates, 
children find acceptance in the group. 
The basis for satisfactory group relations and a well 
adjusted adult life is established in the child's early 
1. Ibid., p. 209. 
2. E. H. watson, Growth and Development of Children, 
i Yearbook Publishers, Chicago, 1954, p. 123. -
3. Rudy H. Warner, The Child and His Elementary School 
-=-World, Prentice Hall, Inc • , Englewood_, __ N ~-- J., _)957, _ J2.· 13. ____ • 
years. His pre-school social experiences being of a limited 
nature, his first real opportunities for group relations 
come in kindergarten or first grade. The significance of 
this was pointed out by Sheehy, 1 when she said: 
The day-by-day group living which the child meets 
when he comes to school offers a tremendous opportunity 
for increasing his disposition and skill in the most 
important business of his young life--learning to live 
with others. 
The conception of the classroom as a miniature commun-
ity in which children learn to live as they must live in 
the larger community in adult life was advanced by Crenshaw~ 
She recognized the class situation as one in which citizen-
ship is practiced and each individual has an opportunity to 
be a contributing member of the group. 
Lane and Beauchamp3 stressed the necessity for good 
group interaction, when they reported: 
One of the consuming tasks of the child entering 
school for the first time is to learn to live with a 
number of others his own age •.•• During these early 
school years, children begin to learn that most of life 
is lived in groups and that group action requires a 
high degree of social insight and of practical know-how. 
1. Values of Grouping 
The values of the group method are apparent in many 
1. Emma Dickson Sheehy, The Fives and Sixes £2. to 
School, Holt Publishers, New York, 1954, p. 289. 
2. v. crenshaw, "creative Participation in Class," 
Progressive Education (May 1957), p. 83. 
·' 3. Howard Lane and Mary Beauchamp, Human Relations in 
Teaching, N.Y. u. School of Education, Prentice Hall, 1955, 
p. 107. 
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areas, according to MoAulay, 1 who round that there is more to 
be said in favor of the use of the group method than simply 
that through it children learn to cooperate and work to-
gether. A child thus deepens his knowledge of a particular 
subject, not only from his own work, but because he shares 
in the discussion and summarization of his group. 
A lesson using the group method may have social as well 
as instructional values, stated strevell and Oliver, 2 in the 
following quotation: 
In group action the teacher can impart the prin-
ciples of Americanism and democratic living and provide 
ever so many opportunities for children to plan, or-
ganize, administer, mature and find efficient ways to 
coordinate their activity. 
strevell and Oliver concluded that there are learning ex-
periences which a child can have only in group situations 
and these are universally held to be essential to building 
character, teamwork, leadership, effective and correct human 
relations, and participation in purposeful group activities. 
The group process contributes to each child's develop-
ment, according to Thompson,3 who reported that group ac-
tivity is an essential part of a pupil's school life. She 
1. J.D. McAulay, 'Initiating the Group Method," Social 
Education (November, 1957), p. 315. 
2. Wallace Strevell and Pauline Oliver, "Grouping Can 
be Flexible within the Classroom," The Nation's Schools (Feb-
ruary, 1957), p. 89. -
3. E.s. Thompson, "The Role of Group Dynamics and Dif-
ferentiated Instruction in Promoting Pupil Development," 
Chicago University Conference on Reading, 1950, p. 148. 
indicated that, since the welfare of the group depends on 
the welfare of the individual, the school is also responsible 
for the development of opportunities that make it possible 
for each pupil to set his goals, initiate activity, carry it 
out in group form and evaluate results. 
1 This opinion was shared by Glad, who cited the oppor-
tunities for personality development as one of the values of 
grouping. In speaking of the overly aggressive child or the 
overly timid child whose personality defects may stem from 
home environment, Glad pointed out that correcting home con-
ditions is not the province of the school. However, he felt 
that perhaps the principles of wholesome social grouping and 
leadership, applied at school, would help such children to 
make a better social adjustment. 
Group situations provide a wonderful means of motivat-
ing learning, stated strevell and Oliver. 2 They said: 
The experienced teacher is especially sensitive to 
a great power that rests in what is termed 'motivation'. 
The drive to learn is of supreme importance, and the 
teacher knows that of several available ways of motiva-
tion, the most effective usually is 'group purposing'. 
This was found to be true in the study conducted by 
Baudanza,3 in which she stated: 
1. Donald D, Glad, "Grouping for Development", Child-
hood Education (April, 1949), p. 354. 
2. strevell and Oliver, op. cit., p. 90. 
3. Mary Baudanza, "Development and Evaluation of Les-
. sons for Class and Group Situations in Grade One", Unpub-
8 
" lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Educa-
r 1 ===4F'l>=·~·~on ~ 95_7_. p. ___ 270. --·---------· ·-·-"o·=~·- -----~----~~~----~-------"'=~------ ~--·· 
This procedure (socialized learning) seemed to 
appeal even to the most diffident pupils. Leaders had 
high standards and there was no fooling or wasting time. 
Pairs or groups got right down to the need at hand and 
returned to their seats, without being told, when the 
work was finished. 
Wagner1 outlined these basic principles of classroom 
organization, which underly the practice of differentiating 
instruction: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Grouping should be flexible. 
It should promote independent activities. 
It should improve the social climate of the class-
room. 
It should result in each individual becoming im-
portant to the class and consequently growing in 
self-respect. 
2. Types of Groups 
Since educators are in accord concerning the social and 
educational values or grouping, let us examine some of the 
various types or groups. 
Modern educational thought favors heterogeneous group-
2 ing, according to Hamalainen, 
that is, placing children with a wide range of 
abilities in each class, as opposed to having 'fast' 
groups and 'slow' groups. A heterogeneous group helps 
provide a more normal social situation for children. 
It encourages an atmosphere in which all children are 
given the opportunity to work with others of varied and 
diverse abilities. 
1. Guy Wagner, "What Schools are Doing in Grouping 
Children for Reading", Education (January; 1958), p. 309. 
2. A .E. Hamalainen, "Grouping Pupils Should Provide 
Normal Social Situations", The Nation's Schools (June, 1950), 
p. 34. 
Burnhaml claimed the average class was more heterogene-
ous than homogeneous because of the range of individual dif-
ferences. 
The fact that the class is heterogeneous provided the 
necessary flexibility to divide it into approximately homo-
geneous sub-groups. 
==:!10~-=---·· 
strevell and Oliver2 identified several types of within-
class groupings in the following classifications: 
1. Ability level grouping, talent grouping, differen-
tiated curriculum grouping, tutorial grouping, op-
portunity grouping, and competitive grouping. 
2. common interest grouping, motivation grouping, com-
mittee grouping, and discussion grouping. 
3. social grouping, teamwork grouping, grouping for 
leadership, grouping for recognition, and socio-
dynamic grouping. 
They further emphasized that these informal groupings 
are frequently organized and reorganized; they arise from 
necessary purposes and fade when their usefulness passes. 
Important implications from recent research in group be-
havior have been indicated by Passon and MacKenzie, 3 whore-
ported: 
Research in group dynamics has served to reveal 
and emphasize several dimensions of the group influence, 
1. Esther Burnham, "Grouping for Language Arts in the 
Fifth Grade", Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, 1957, p. 2. 
2. Strevell and Oliver, op. cit., p. 90. 
i 3. A.H. Passon and G.N. MacKenzie, "Research in Group 
· Behavior", The Nation's Schools (April, 1952), p. 71. 
:~ --
and to place in the teacher's hands significant in-
sights as to how his effectiveness may be increased. 
The teacher is in a position to influence the nature of 
the group and the group influences on individual learn-
ing. 
They list seven important findings from "studies in 
Group Dynamics", as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
The major influence on children in the classroom is 
interaction with others. (70% of class episodes involved others.) 
Progress of pupils as well as what they learn is 
influenced by their social-emotional needs. 
The pattern of relationships in the classroom 
strongly influences learning. 
Groups within the class can be so organized as to 
facilitate or block learning. 
Classes require time and help to learn to function 
as a group. 
Teachers can use group participation to change 
pupil behavior and attitudes. 
Teachers can use the group in teaching problem 
solving. 
3. Small Group Work 
Thus far we have been considering the values and types 
of grouping in general. This study and other somewhat simi-
lar ones have been concerned with the use of small group or 
team work. 
Durre111 found that there are few objectives of learn-
ing in the elementary school which are not better attained 
through group or team work. 
1. D. D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 130. 
--===~o. ----
Harris1 concurred in this opinion, stating: 
Groups of two children can be effectively used for 
such activities as testing one another on word or phrase 
cards and for reading games. 
The advantages of team study are cited by Durrell and 
2 Palos, who reported: 
Team study seems to offer many advantages to learn-
ing, especially in view of the wide differences in 
ability among pupils in any classroom. rt permits ad-
justment to individual differences in level and learn-
ing rates; rapid learners may advance faster or use 
more difficult material; slow learners may use easier 
material or more detailed study guides and progress at 
a suitable pace .... Certainly team study provides 
greater security in learning, especially when pupils 
check their knowledge with each other at frequent in-
tervals in the study period. 
Some of the activities that may 
12 
· then the reading skills are mentioned 
be employed to streng-
3 by Durrell in the fol- --t--
lowing statement: 
Children in primary grades may work in pairs on 
many kinds of word recognition practice, on reading-
readiness activities, in helping each other with lvords 
in silent reading, in checking each other in workbook 
activities. They may enjoy various types of contests 
when paired with a child of equal ability. Sometimes 
it is desirable to pair a rapid learning child with a 
slow one, setting up a tutorial situation for various 
kinds of help. 
The use of study teams and paired practice was most 
1. Albert J, Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, 
· Longmans Green and Co., 195o;-p. 110. 
2. Donald D. Durrell and Viola A. Palos, "Pupil Study 
Teams in Reading", Education (May, 1956), p. 553. 
3. Durrell, op. cit., p. 129. 
,, 
l'', 
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effective in certain areas, according to Bourassa, 1 who said: 
In the author's opinion, the content areas of read-
ing and arithmetic which involves study skills and 
drills seemed most conducive to grouping. 
This was also the opinion of Baumgartner, 2 who cited 
these results from small group work: 
There was greater pupil participation and individ-
ual checking, individual differences were provided for, 
concentrated practice was greater for both rapid and 
slow learner, cooperation with others was improved, and 
there was more enrichment activity. 
3 4 . 5 6 
studies made by Palos, King, Dlllon and Campanaro 
found that study teams of two and three worked best and were 
most efficient in the study skills areas of the curriculum. 
1. Marie Bourassa, "Development and Evaluation of Les-
sons for Class and Group Situations in Grade One," Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, school of Educa-
tion, 1957, p. 284. 
2. Barbara Baumgartner, "Teaching in Groups in Grade 
Three," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School'of Education, 1957, p. 190. 
3. Viola A. Palos, "Graded Lessons f'or Pupil Study 
Teams, Grade Six," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, Schai of Education, 1956, p. 48. 
4. Muriel P. King, "Development and Evaluation of Les-
sons in Socialized Learning for Grade One," Unpublished Mas-
ters Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1957, 
·p.35l. 
5. Barbara Dillon, "An EXperiment with Graded Study 
Guides," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
. School of Education, 1957, p. 53. 
6. Lena Campanaro, "Graded Lessons for Use of Study 
Teams, Grade Four," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni-
. versity, School of Education, 1956, p. 40. 
King and Palos reported that they found groups of four to 
seven worked well for art, language, social studies and dis-
cussion. Children of varied ability could participate with 
success here. 
Without exception, the above studies reported a high 
degree of cooperation and interest from the pupils. In fact, 
Durrell and Palos1 found that pupil reaction to this type of 
lesson were almost always favorable. 
The specific results of group activity were mentioned 
. by Campanaro2 in the following statement: 
Group activity aided the youngsters in clearer 
thinking, improved their cooperation and sportsmanship 
and encouraged them to participate and express their 
ideas with greater confidence. 
According to King, 3 there are definite gains for both 
the superior and the slow child from the use of the group 
process. She reported: 
The superior child is challenged and stimulated by 
a rich activity program unlimited in scope. The slow 
child gains a sense of belonging and a feeling of per-
sonal worth through the provision of experiences of 
success. Group work provides excellent opportunities 
for children to work together and appreciate each others 
contributions to the common effort. 
The lesson of living successfully with our fellow men 
is not one to be mastered in any one phase of our education, 
1. Durrell and Palos, op. cit., p. 554. 
2. Campanaro, op. cit., p. 40. 
3. King, op. cit., p. 352. 
14 
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concluded Lane and Beauchamp. 1 
This task of getting along with his associates is 
a continuous, never-ending task that takes on new di-
mensions as the human being grows. 
It is, however, a lesson that we must learn, if we are 
to live satisfying and harmonious lives in our world of to-
morrow. It may well be that the children in our schools 
·today, through their experiences in group living, will some 
day develop more satisfactory group relations for the adult 
world. 
·. Phonics 
Phonics has certainly been one of the most controver-
sial issues in the reading field. Its popularity has flue-
tuated up and down with the voice of public opinion varying. 
To some phonics seemed to be the one solution to reading suc-
cess. Equally staunch in its views was the opposition to 
whom phonics held only a minor role, if any, in reading in-
struction. 
Smith2 has summarized these historical cycles that 
phonics as a reading technique has passed through: 
In this capacity it (phonics) increased in popu-
larity and reached its first great crescendo in the 
years elapsing between 1890 and 1920. This was the 
period in which phonics was taught intensively beginning 
l. Lane and Beauchamp, .212_. cit., p. 107. 
2. Nila B. Smith, "What Research Says About Phonics", 
Journal of Educational Research (September 1957), 51:1-2. 
""' i! !" J ==d!===··-·•"=c~•-
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with the first day in first grade, and in which phonics 
usually constituted the entire reading program with 
little or no attention being given to other important 
aspects of reading. Emphasis on phonics completed its 
first historical cycle sometime between 1910-1920, 
during which time it rapidly diminished in popularity. 
The second cycle started at this time ... from 1920 
to 1935 or 1940 phonics was in disrepute in many places 
and was renounced in large numbers of schools. 
Then again in about 1940 a new interest in phonics 
began its ascendance, climbing steadily from that time 
to the present moment, when it has reached an all-time 
high in its second historical cycle. 
A look at some of the studies done during these his-
· torical cycles may show us why public opinion vacillated so 
·much and whether or not these opinions were justified. 
One of the earliest studies in phonics was done by 
Valentine1 in 1913. He worked with two groups of children 
whose chronological ages were from six years and six months 
to eight years of age. One group was taught by the look and 
say method and the other group was taught by a phonic ap-
proach. Valentine hoped to determine which of these two 
methods was more effective. As a result of this study he 
concluded that the children taught by the phonic method 
gained more in reading words previously seen and in reading 
words previously unseen than did the children taught by the 
look and say method. 
1. c. w. Valentine, "EXperiments on the Methods of 
·Teaching Reading," Journal of Experimental Pedagogy 2:99-112; 
cited by Nila B. Smith, 2£· cit., p. 4. 
""==*=~== ·=~===---· 
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A few years later, in 1916, currier conducted an experi-
ment to determine the value of phonetic drills in teaching 
reading. These drills were tried out on the second grade 
pupils in the public schools of Tilton, New Hampshire. The 
following observations were made on completion of this ex-
. perimental study~ 1 
1. Phonetically trained classes read generally 
with less speed, less interest, greater fatigue, and 
with confusion of ideas. 
2. Classes not having phonetic drills read with 
greater interest, increased speed, and more expression. 
They were careless in pronunciation and employed more 
or less word substitution. Fatigue was much reduced, 
and story reproduction was very successful. 
currier continued similar but more intensive investiga-
tions over a period of five years. In 1923 currier made 
2 these observations based on this protracted study: 
1. Phonetic drills have a very real value but are 
not essential to every child as a part of the daily 
program in primary grades. 
2. Phonetic drills should be employed with dis-
cretion and adapted to the needs of the individual 
child or special group. 
3. Word-pronunciation drills have proved to be of 
much value. 
In 1930 Mosher and Newha113 reported an experiment in 
1. Lillian B. Currier, "Phonics or No Phonics", Ele-
mentary School Journal (February, 1923), 23:448. 
2. Ibid., p. 452. 
3. Raymond Mosher and Sydney Newhall, "Phonic Versus 
Look-and-Say Training in Beginning Reading," The Journal of 
, Educational Psychology (October, 1930), 21:500-506. 
i 
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"'' which they found that phonics was not more effective than 
another approach to reading. They compared a phonics ap-
proach and a word approach in reading. Seven classes of 
first graders participated in this study. The study con-
tinued over a two-year period. At the end of this time the 
pupils were tested for eye fixations, speed on easy and hard 
material and comprehension. These investigators reported 
· that there was no important difference in the results of the 
two methods used. 
Smith questions this study. She says that: 1 "accuracy 
in word recognition was not tested at all, and word recog-
nition is of course the aspect of reading skill to which 
phonics is supposed to contribute most directly." 
In 1937 at the Eli Whitney School in Chicago, Illinois, 
Tate tried out special periods of formal instruction and 
drills in phonics. Formal phonics instruction had been pre-
' viously dropped at this school. The children were put into 
two groups according to their abilities for this instruction. 
2 Tate reported that: 
1. Phonics instruction and drill, as judged by 
the results of the Gates Primary Reading Test, Type 1, 
is far superior to the look-and-say method in develop-
ing the ability to recognize words. 
1. Smith,~· cit., p. 3. 
:1 2. Harry L. Tate, "The Influence of Phonics on Silent 
',! Reading in Grade I, " The Elementary School Journal (June, 
' 1937)' 37:762-763. 
""==""== 
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2. The results of Type 2 of the Gates test give a 
slight indication that the look-and-say method is su-
perior to phonics instruction and drill in developing 
the ability to comprehend sentences. 
3. Results obtained from Type 3 test show con-
clusively that the look-and-say method is superior to 
phonics instruction and drill in developing the ability 
to comprehend paragraphs of directions. 
4. The use of as many as thirty minutes daily for 
special phonics instruction and drill leads to an un-
balanced development of the abilities to comprehend 
words, to understand sentences, and to grasp the mean-
ing of paragraphs. 
At this point, it may be well to define the term phonics. 
Harrington defines it as: 1 "the ability to recognize and to 
produce the sounds of letters and combinations of letters, 
. when the visual symbols are presented." 
Other elements that aid the teaching of phonics are 
auditory discrimination and visual discrimination. These 
concomitant skills help to make phonics work more effective. 
Dolch and Bloomster2 believe that ear-training is the 
basis or ground work for a phonics program. 
Cordts supports this belief for she states that: 3"every 
teacher should know that phonics is based on auditory acuity; 
on hearing the sounds in words." 
1. Sister Mary James Harrington, "The Relationship of 
Certain Word Analysis Abilities to Reading Achievement of 
Sec end Grade Children," Unpublished Doctor 1 s Thesis, Boston 
,' University, 1953, p. 66. 
. 2. Edward Dolch and Maurine Bloomster, "Phonic Readi-
:' ness," Elementary School Journal (November, 1937), 38:201-5. 
3. Anna D. Cordts, "And rt I a All Known As Phonics, II 
Elementary English (october, 1955), 32:376. 
,, 20 ====·----
In 1940 Murphy tried out thirty ten-minute exercises in 
auditory discrimination. These exercises were given to 
fifty-one children in grades one and two. 
Murphy concluded that: 1 
In the individual auditory test for identification 
and production of sounds ••• the experimental group was 
much superior to the control group. The mean score of 
the experimental group was 27 sounds correct as com-
pared to 10 for the control group. All children in the 
experimental group exceeded the mean for the control 
group, whi~no child in the control group equalled the 
mean of the experimental group. It is evident that the 
ability improves rapidly by specific training. 
In a recent Doctor's Dissertation (1953) Harrington's 
findings support the importance of phonics teaching in the 
present day reading program. 
Harrington tested five hundred second grade pupils from 
five different schools to determine the relationship of cer-
tain word analysis abilities to reading achievement. 
The five schools participating in this study had formal 
programs for the teaching of phonics. This phonics program 
also included some training in visual and auditory discrimin-
. ation. 
Harrington's results pointed out that: 2 "There is a high 
positive relationship between the knowledge of phonetics and 
reading achievement •••• Therefore, as far as this study 
1. Helen A· Murphy, "An Evaluation of Exercises for De-
veloping Auditory Discrimination in Beginning Reading," Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1940, p. 40. 
2. Harrington, ~· cit., pp. 127-128. 
-~-
indicates, the chances are 99 out of 100 that there is a 
significant difference in the reading achievement of chil-
dren who have a knowledge of phonetics, when compared with 
those who do not have the. knowledge." 
Doloh 'is firm in his stand that there is a definite 
need for some form of phonics instruction in the elementary 
schools. He declares that: 1 "School books do not however 
remain limited to the sight vocabulary of the first grade 
pupil. New words must come in daily and at an ever-
increasing rate. At the same time the amount of repetition 
of new words steadily decreases. As the number of words be-
comes greater, the appearance of the words becomes more and 
more similar. All these conditions - greater number, less 
repetition, and greater similarity of words - demand some-
thing more than the sight method of learning. They demand 
what is called 'independence in word recognition, 1 and that 
means some sort of phonic attack." 
A note of warning is issued by Witty and Sizemore in 
relation to phonics teaching. They caution that: 2 "Phonic 
systems may develop a tendency in children to recognize 
words piecemeal. This emphasis results, particularly when 
the method is used apart from a meaningful approach in very 
1. Dolch, ~· cit., p. 201. 
2. Paul A. Witty and Robert A. Sizemore, "Phonics in 
, the Reading Program: A Review and an Evaluation," Elementary 
r"\ i' English (October, 1955), 32:369. 
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slow reading. The child is often so hampered by his attempts 
to sound out each part of a word that he fails to react to 
natural, larger, perception units in oral and in silent read~ 
• II lng. 
1 Betts also contends that: 
if the child is to use his phonic skills to get through 
to the idea, he must be ab.le to use them automatically 
so that he can keep his mind on one idea. For this 
reason he learns his phonic skills in an actual reading · 
situation rather than by studying a list of isolated, 
meaningless words before he reads. 
In discussing the transfer of training in phonics to 
2 tr 
reading Dolch says: we assume that the skills developed 
will be transferred to actual reading. But will they? We 
know that so many children 'know' their phonics but seldom 
use phonics in reading, and prefer to guess. But when a 
strange word is met with in oral reading, either a new one 
or an old one, sounding or the use of context is in order 
This is 'word attack in reading,' and the teacher is not 
assuming that it takes place but makes sure that it takes 
place. If she manages the situation right, stopping to 
sound just often enough but not too much, all can learn word 
attack and, above all, learn the 'habit of sounding in 
1. Emmett A. Betts, "parents and Teachers Want to Know 
About Reading," Education (January, 1958), 78:296. 
2. Edward Dolch, "Four 'Methods' of Teaching Reading," 
Elementary English (February, 1954), 31:75. 
=· c 
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·reading,' which is a most important habit in itself. 
In looking over teacher's manuals used in reading Betts 
·states that: 1 "cold, recorded facts show that the authors of 
teacher's manuals for widely used basic readers have never 
dropped phonics. Before any responsible author can drop 
phonics he must substitute a better way to analyze words for 
·identification purposes. So far, that better way has not 
been discovered." 
A recent publication by Rudolph Flesch served to arouse 
public opinion again on the question of teaching phonics. 
The book, Why Johnny Can't Read,caused considerable concern 
. among parents and teachers. 
In this book he (Flesch] contends that Johnny can't~ 
read because phonics is not taught in the modern school.' 
In Russell's survey he polled two hundred and twenty ex-
perienced teachers and other school personnel to get their 
views on phonics. One answer 
that phonics is not taught in 
helps to refute the 
3 the modern school. 
statement 
Seventy eight per cent of the group teach phonics 
as part of some or most reading lessons. The emphasis 
here seems to be on making phonics a regular part of 
the reading activity, closely tied in with other read-
ing, and not a separate skill to be practiced in isola-
tion. 
1. Betts,££· cit., p. 296. 
2. Witty and Sizemore, ££· cit., p. 355. 
3. David H. Russell, "Teachers' Views on Phonics," 
.! Elementary English (October, 1955), 32:373. 
' 
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Smith ~urther strengthens the contention that phonics is 
taught in our schools today. She reported that: 1 
One study has shown that 98 per cent o~ elementary 
school people are teaching phonics at the present time. 
2 However, Russell ~eels that: "the problem is not the 
simple, black-and-white one o~ phonics versus no phonics, 
~or all reading systems and methods give some place to pho-
. netic analysis and related procedures. Rather the question 
is the more complex one o~ what, how much, when and to whom." 
The question o~ what to teach is the ~irst part to con-
sider. 
Burrows3 ~eels that teaching vowel sounds di~~ers more 
than the teaching o~ consonants as there are so many varia-
tions in the sounds made by the vowels. 
Bennett ~ound that there was a de~inite need ~or care-
~ul help in teaching the median vowel sounds. She tabulated 
the errors made by retarded readers in the recognition and 
pronunciation o~ two hundred thirty-seven basic words in 
context. 
Bennett ~ound that: 4 "the median vowel type (o~ error) 
1. Smith, ££· cit., p. 7. 
2. Russell, ££· cit., p. 372. 
3. Alvina T. Burrows, "Applying Phonics Research to 
Classroom Teaching," Childhood Education (February, 1956), 
. 32:273-279. 
4. Annette Bennett, "An Analysis o~ Errors in Word 
::Recognition Made by Retarded Readers," Journal o~ Educational 
' Psychology (January, 1942), 33:32 & 38. -"'-===~=-·=--=··--=-. 
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accounts for fifteen per cent of the total tabulation. Evi-
dently sharpness in visual discrimination which recognizes 
likenesses and differences in the middle as well as at the 
. beginning or end of words is a product of growth. This study 
shows that poor readers are particularly deficient in this 
respect ••• failure to observe the middle section of words 
is, therefore, an important factor in mispronunciations, es-
' pee ially of monosyllables." 
In 1948 Crossley tested to determine the effect of lan-
tern slides in the teaching of auditory and visual discri-
mination of word elements. One of Crossley's conclusions 
showed that: 1 "Children who are subjected to auditory dis-
crimination of vowel sounds profit by such training." 
It is difficult to give an exact outline of what is to 
be taught on each grade level in phonics. 
Durrell says that: 2 "wide individual differences in need 
for phonics instruction will appear in any grade. Slow 
.learners in third grade will need many of the materials as-
.signed to the first grade. Rapid learners in first grade 
often need word-analysis help which ordinarily comes in third 
grade or later ••• The instructional need will depend upon the 
difficulties which appear in the child's oral reading." 
1. Alice Crossley, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Lan-
·tern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Wo~ 
Elements," Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Boston University, 
'1948, p. 135. 
:·: 
2. Durrell, 2£· cit., p. 23]. 
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When the subject of what to teach is brought up inevi-
tably the question of phonics workbooks arises, also. Cordts 
takes a firm stand on this issue; 1 
Because workbooks are time-consuming, their popu-
larity as seatwork is unequalled in the primary grades. 
But let no one suppose that while the children are 
laboring over their phonic workbooksodth pencils in hand 
they are developing word perception in reading. How can 
one distinguish between sounds except by listening? By 
hearing them. And workbooks make no sounds. 
2 The teachers in Russell's survey had a similar opinion 
·on workbooks. They were against using separate workbooks ex-
cept with a few pupils who might benefit from them. 
Durrell gives an answer to the questions: how much and 
to whom phonics should be taught: 3 
If his attack on words is reasonably accurate, us-
ing the phonics elements presented in his basal system, 
he needs no supplementary work in phonics. certainly 
it is a mistake to push every child through any lesson 
series in phonics. Most of the commonly used basal 
systems provide a program adequate for the average and 
more than adequate for the superior reader. The teacher 
should select or build the necessary supplementary prac-
tice for slower learners. 
Witty and Sizemore4 are also in agreement with Durrell 
on the matter of basal reading programs giving enough atten-
tion to phonics adequate to meet the needs of most children. 
1. Cordts, op. cit., p. 376. 
2. Russell, op. cit., p. 374. 
3. Durrell, op. cit"' p. 230. 
4. Witty and Sizemore, 
.2£.· cit., p • 370. 
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On the matter of extra phonics work Burrows1 states 
that: "nor is it to be found in any research to date that 
doubling the amounts of time and drill helps even the less 
gifted who might profit from a reasonable amount of phonics 
help." 
Now to answer the question of when or at what age level 
phonics instruction is most helpful. 
"Research indicates that formal phonics instruction does 
. not have much value in the first grade and that the point at 
which it becomes of great value is at the beginning of the 
2 
second grade." 
"The research studies do not substantiate the conten-
tion of Flesch and others that we can have perfect readers 
by using a phonics approach at an early age."3 
As a result of a study carried on by Dolch and Bloom-
star they noted that: 4 "children of high mental age sometime 
fail to acquire phonic ability but children of low mental 
age are certain to fail ••. Children with mental ages below 
seven years made only chance scores; that is, as far as this 
experiment indicates, a mental age of seven years seems to 
l. Burrows, op. cit., p. 279. 
2. Smith, op. cit., p. 1· 
3. Witty and Sizemore, ££· cit., p. 370. 
4. Dolch and Bloomster, op. cit., p. 204. 
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be the lowest at which a child can be expected to use phon-
ics. 11 
1 ,. In Harrington's study she concluded that: 'there is a 
slight, positive relationship between mental age and reading 
achievement .•• The possibility therefore, is little better 
than chance that there is a real difference in reading achieve-
ment of children who have higher mental age." 
Durrell is in favor of starting the phonics program: 2 
"as soon as the child can identify separate sounds in words 
and knows the forms and names of letters, the phonics can 
begin. In fact, it can begin for a single lSter or group of 
letters even before all of the sounds and names of other 
letters has been learned. The possession of an adequate 
perceptual background, not a 'mental age of seven' makes 
phonics effective." 
In grade one there are always some children who reach 
the age of seven years and phonics work would be helpful to 
them. A period of phonic readiness would also prepare the 
children of lower mental ages to work successfully with a 
more intensive phonics program provided in most second grade 
classrooms. 
Research definitely shows that phonics can be an asset 
1. Harrington, ~· cit., p. 126. 
2. Durrell, QE• cit., p. 228. 
. to a reading program. This phonics research points out that 
the chances are very slight that there will be any more his-
torical cycles in the teaching of phonics. 
Phonics must be related to real needs and closely tied 
in with reading work. rt is not a skill to be used in isola-
tion. 
Phonics is not the complete answer to reading success; 
nor is any other one method. rt takes a combination of ap-
proaches to meet the varying instructional needs of children. 
Thus, phonics is one important part of the total reading 
picture. 
·word Meaning 
Since early man first used primitive drawings on the 
·.side of his cave, symbols have been used to convey the in-
' tended meaning of the writer. Without someone to read the 
symbols, however, they remain useless, abandoned and wasted 
treasures. The progress of man depends upon the communica-
tion of his thoughts and ideas from one generation to the 
next. Man progresses as he builds upon the experiences of 
men before him. Speaking, listening, writing and reading are 
the basis of this communication of ideas, but the written 
word, because it can be preserved, can reach a wider audience 
:and is therefore the most important. 
The written word by itself is meaningless, merely the 
.scratches of pen on paper, one man's idle doodlings which 
29 
will soon be lost or buried. A very small child, in imita-
tion of adults, will "write" lines on a piece of' paper and 
he will even "read" back these lines to the adult, but 
these lines are the child's own private means of' communica-
tion. He has no audience but himself, and in a few hours 
even the child, himself, will not be able to say what he 
originally intended the lines to mean. 
The adult man uses letters and combines them to make 
words to aid him in communicating his thoughts. The words 
are man's tool, but they are a delicate tool to be handled 
with skill and care. The writer must manipulate the words 
and combine them in phrases and sentences which will convey 
most clearly his intended meaning to all readers. The 
writer must keep in mind the response of the reader to the 
symbols on the page, for reading is an interaction between 
the reader and the words of the author. Durre 1:t· says, 
"Reading is a process of interpreting symbols, each symbol 
being drawn from an image, idea, emotion or experience of' 
the writer ••. The reader must create his own images and under-
standings from the words of the writer." The reader reacts 
to the ·word by itself and to the word in context with other 
words and from his own experience and knowledge he derives 
1. Donald D. Durrell, "Development of Comprehension 
and Interpretation," 48th Yearbook of the National society 
'for the study of Education, Chicago, 1949, p. 193. 
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meaning from the page. McKee 1 succinctly says, "Printed sym-
. bols do not give meaning to the reader; they act merely as 
'fuses' to stimulate him to make meaning in his mind, this 
· he does by recalling, manipulating, and combining concepts 
that the printed symbols stand for." 
The writer's task in using words to set down his mean-
ing is that of a skilled craftsman .. With an equal amount of 
skill the reader must approach the writer's words so that 
his reading is not mere verbalization. McKee 2 states that 
"the fundamental measure of effectiveness in reading is the 
quality and the quantity of the meaning which the individual 
realizes when he comes in contact with printed symbols of 
ideas ••• The best reading occurs when the individual realizes 
a large amount of correct rnerurtng as he comes in contact with 
a given printed symbol." 
words are the writer's tool for conveying meaning. 
Reading is the process by which the reader derives the au-
thor's meaning, but reading is not an end in itself. Mere 
pronunciation of words and the mechanical movement of the 
lips as the eyes move across the page is not reading. Beery3 
1. Paul McKee, "certain Matters of Importance in the 
Teaching of Reading," Elementary English Review (June, 1937), 
14:115. 
2. Ibid., p. 115. 
3. Althea Beery, "controversial Issues Related to the 
Development of a Meaning vocabulary", 48th Yearbook of the 
National Society for the study of Education, Chicago, 1949, 
p. 182. 
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tails us that "essentially reading is getting and using the 
meanings intended by the printed page. " Children can be 
taught to become good verbal readers but this skill by it-
self does not insure successful reading, reading with mean-
ing. A child may be able to pronounce large numbers of 
words and even to use them correctly in sentences of his own 
making, but this ability does not guarantee that he will re-
spond correctly to these words in an unfamiliar context. 
McKee1 states that 
no matter if one is able to pronounce or speak a given 
printed symbol, or no matter if he recognizes it 
visually as something he has seen before, he does not 
read the symbol unless he realizes some degree of cor-
rect meaning. Reading without the realization of some 
degree of correct meaning is a myth. 
Instruction in the mechanics of reading is important and an 
essential part of the reading program but all too often stu-
dents can merely recognize the words they are reading but 
2 
not understand them. As early as 1925 Whipple differenti-
ated between the "word caller" for whom "the recognition of 
words is an end in itself ..• with little or no regard for 
meaning" and the "good reader" for whom "the word is a sym-
bol through which he grasps meaning." 
1. Paul McKee, "word Lists and Voaabulary Difficulty in 
Reading Matter," Elementary English Review (November, 1937), 
14:241. 
2. Guy Montrose Whipple, editor, "The Development of a 
Meaningful Vocabulary and of Independence in Word Recogni-
tion" 24th Yearbook of the National Soaiety for the Study of 
Eduaation, Part I, Bloomington, Illinois, 1925, p. 75. . 
To insure the child's growth as a "good reader" and not 
a "word caller", the number of words introduced in children 'a 
readers has been limited. Limitation of vocabulary does not 
necessarily mean the child fully understands what he is read~ 
ing, however. Meanings of words are dependent upon the con-
1 text in which they are used and as McKee has pointed out 
investigation has shown that words of very high fre-
quency rating in reading-word lists have been a source 
of difficulty in comprehension in the intermediate and 
higher grades, simply because the reader did not know 
the particular meanings with which the words were used 
in the reading material. 
A word in one particular setting may be understood by a 
child but in another environment may be unknown to him. As 
2 Whipple said, "Both the value of a word and ita general 
meaning depend on the context in which it is found and the 
purpose with which the context is being read." Control of 
the vocabulary frequently means only that the child can pro-
nounce the words but the fact that he can pronounce a major- ' 
ity of the words does not mean that the majority of the words 
are understood by him. Gray and Holmes3 point out that 
II d i t II 245 l. McKee, Wor L s s. • • • • , p. • 
2. Whipple, ££· cit., p. 78. 
3. William S. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, "The Develop-
ment of Meaning vocabularies in Reading," Publications of 
the Laboratory Schools of the University of Chicago (Chicago,. 
1938) No. 6, p. 17. - -- -- --
One of the facts emphasized repeatedly by all in-
vestigators is the surprising lack among children of 
clear, accurate meanings of words. The development of 
such meanings is a specific obligation of teachers at 
all grade levels and in each field of study. 
Control of a child's vocabulary is in itself a fallacy 
because as soon as the child can read his vocabulary is no 
longer controlled. A child learns to read and immediately 
he is encouraged to read more, but extensive reading should 
never replace actual teaching of meanings of words. A child. 
can turn page after page in numerous books but his reading 
may be mere verbalizing. Seegers1 said that "many children 
learn to read without learning to think while they are read-
ing. They acquire a kind of casual acquaintance with the 
tool, but use it very little." Gray2 is very specific as he 
says that "Wide reading by pupils should be supplemented by 
carefully planned guidance at frequent intervals to attach 
clear, vivid meanings to words." Children need to be made 
conscious of the meanings of words to become aware of what 
they do not know. The teacher's task is not only to insure 
the child's understanding of the material in readers but he 
1. J. C . Seegers, "Reading for Meaning, " Elementary 
English Review (October, 1946), 23:247. 
2. William S. Gray, "Development of Meaning vocabu-
lary with Special Reference to Reading," Elementary English 
Review (February, 1940), 17:76. 
., •.. 
must equip the child with the skills essential to finding 
word meanings independently. 
The writer uses words out of his experience. The child 
as he reads brings with him his own previous conceptions and 
experiences and applies them to his reading, i.e. to the un-
derstanding of what he reads. As Artley1 states "'meaning' 
comes only through the combined experience of the writer and 
the reader. " The child's earliest meanings are dependent 
upon his own concepts, his own personal response to his en-
vironment. The teacher's job is to build upon the experi-
ences of the child and to add to them and broaden them. 
The teacher enriches the child's vocabulary by adding new 
meanings to familiar words used in unfamiliar settings, and 
also by direct teaching of new words. The child's mind must 
be opened to the variety of meanings a single word can have 
when used in different contexts and at the same time the 
child must have the excitement of learning new words, which 
previously held no meaning for him at all. The first task, 
as Durrell and sullivan2 say, is to draw the pupils' atten-
tion consciously to the word, to 
interest the boys and girls in the significance of 
1. A. Sterl Artley, "Teaching Word Meaning through 
context", Elementary English Review (February, 1943), 20:73. 
2. Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, "vocabu-
lary Instruction in the Intermediate Grades," Elementary 
English Review (May, 1938), 15:185-198. 
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words, to make them word-conscious, and to provide an 
atmosphere in which they can develop concepts for the 
many1strange symbols (words) they meet in their read-ing. 
As the child's vocabulary is enriched, his own experi-
ences and concepts are broadened. As his concepts are en-
larged, he is able to read with greater understanding a 
wider variety of materials. Gray2 points out that 
when a child reads a passage containing familiar words 
and concepts, which are presented in new relationships, 
he may acquire new experience ••• Reading as well as 
concrete experience may enrich their background and 
prepare them for understanding an increasingly wide 
range of materials. 
At the same time, Durrell3 adds 
the child must be taught the techniques of handling 
words not previously known since his understanding 
vocabulary is limited to his experiences and since it 
is one of the functions of reading to enlarge experi-
ences. 
Drawing attention to the unfamiliar words is the first 
step in instructing the child in word meanings. Then the 
child must be taught how to derive meanings of unknown words .· 
from the context in which they are used. The child meets an 
unknown word in a sentence but he can be taught to infer the 
1. Thomas Schottman, "Encouraging the Growth of Vocabu-
lary," Elementary English Review (October, 1952), 29:333. 
2. William S. Gra~, "Reading and Understanding," Ele-
mentary English Review (March, 1951), 28:1~9. 
3. Durrell and Sullivan, ~· cit., p. 140. 
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' meaning of' that word f'rom the setting of' the word itself'. 
, McKee1 states directly that "all terms should be taught in 
contexts that enable the reader to derive the meanings in-
tended." For example, the young reader encounters this sen-
tence: "The boy whispered the word to his f'riend so that no 
one else could hear him." The reader can inf'er f'rom the 
rest of' the sentence that the meaning of the word "whisper" 
is to talk quietly. The child must be taught directly to 
notice and to use these context clues. 
The word is taught in context and f'or review the child 
is later given opportunity to use the word in sentences, to 
f'ind a synonym or antonym, or to f'ill in blanks with the cor-
. rect word or to classify the words under headings made by 
the teacher. Practice should be frequent to insure that the 
word really becomes a learning to the child and that it will 
· become a part of' his speaking, writing and understanding 
vocabulary. As the child's meaning vocabulary increases, 
growth in other areas may be apparent. As Holmes2 points 
out, growth in vocabulary enables the child to "read more 
effectively" to attain "greater fluency in oral discussions 
of his learnings" and "to write with greater f'acility." 
1. Paul McKee, "vocabulary Development", 36th Yearbook 
. of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I, 
: Bloomington, Illinois, 1937, p. 282. 
2. Eleanor Holmes, "Vocabulary Instruction in Reading", 
i Elementary English Review (April, 1934) , ll: 103-4. 
The extent and rate of each child's growth in vocabulary 
is dependent on several factors as Beery1 points out: "The 
general capacity and level of maturation of the child ••• The 
nature and variety of his experience ••• The child's curiosity 
about words ••. The instruction in vocabulary which the child 
receives." Each child's rate of growth will differ and at 
the same time the needs of each child will differ. Only as 
the teacher makes definite provision for the direct instruc-
tion of word meaning in accordance with the needs of each 
.. child will the child be provided with the tools for success-
2 ful reading, reading with understanding. McKee states that 
. "There is no such thing as reading without understanding, 
that reading is good because the pupil understands clearly 
and correctly the meaning of the word, phrase, sentence, or 
paragraph at which he looks, and that reading is poor when 
the understanding which the pupil achieves is vague or false." 
Dictionary Skills 
A study of professional literature reveals the impor-
tance placed on the dictionary as an aid in effective teach-
ing of reading, language and spelling. However, it seems 
apparent that there is a need for a greater understanding and 
1. Althea Beery, "The Development of a Meaning Vocabu-
~. lary," 48th Yearbook of the National Societ! fbr the Study of 
'Education, Part II, Chicago, 1949, pp. 173- • 
2. Paul McKee, "Problem 
!of Elementary English (March, 
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of Meaning in Reading," Journal 
1941), 30:219. 
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knowledge of how a dictionary can become a helpful tool to a 
child. There are different opinions as to the proper age 
and grade level for teaching these skills and the necessity 
for related drill. 
Anderson1 seems to sum up the opinions of many educators 
when he says, "Nothing can be a substitute for intensive and 
extensive study of the dictionary." The student must "know 
the dictionary as an ever present help in time of ever-
present need." He also says that the eccentricities of our 
language being what they are and the changes in usage being 
so frequent it is essential that constant study of the dic-
tionary be carried on to enable one to be aware of the lat-
est approved form of any English word. 
,Thorndike2 adds, 
The dictionary is one of the most important instru-
ments of instruction, It offers an enormous store of 
systematized knowledge, more or less of which is useful 
to every pupil. We can hardly realize the saving of 
time and errors made by this great invention of past 
scholarship. Still less, perhaps, do we realize that a 
dictionary ranks high in satisfying two ideals of edu-
cation, namely that the instruction be given in response 
to real need felt at the time, and that the pupil be 
taught to do something which would be a reasonable thing 
to do in the real world. A pupil uses the dictionary 
when he really wants to know the meaning or pronuncia-
tion or spelling of a word. 
1. R. I. Anderson, "Webster Changes His Mind," Business 
, Education World (September, 1943), 24:14. 
2. E. L. Thorndike, "Improving Ability to Read," 
, Teachers College Record· (November, 1934), 36: 137. 
In answer to many queries as to when or in what grade 
children can use a dictionary with success, Dolch1 states: 
(1) 
(4) 
'When "the dictionary" is spoken of, a particular 
book should be specified. 
'!'he phrase "use the dictionary" must be defined. 
If possible, the term "successful use" must be de-
fined. 
Differences in the preparation and the ability of 
the children must be taken into account. 
2 Durrell agrees with Dolch when he says, "Children dif-
fer greatly in their ability to use the dictionary." 
Although it is agreed that all children are not ready 
3 • for dictionary work at the same time, Pickard in her articlei 
suggests that certain steps to begin preparation for formal 
work ean begin as low as the second grade. She, however, 
feels that the dictionary itself should not be placed in the 
pupil's hands before the fourth grade. 
Betts4 takes exception to this when he says that a chil~ 
is usually ready to use a simple dictionary at the third 
reader level. He also adds that "By the time he has attained 
fourth reader level ability, he has been initiated in the 
independent use of authoritative encyclopedias, atlases, and 
other reference books." He feels that skillful use of an 
1. E. w. Dolch, "use of the Dictionary," Elementary 
Sehool Journal (May, 1930), 30t672-3. 
2. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, World Book 
Company, New York, 1956, p. 119. 
3. Vera E. Pickard, "Training Children to use the Dic 
tionary, " Elementary English Review (June, 1933), 10: 139-42. 
4. Emmett Albert Betts, "Parents Want to Know About 
Reading," Education (January, 1958), 78:291. 
" 
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' encyclopedia will enrich the school program and improve basic 
skills. 
Gray1 writes that to be able to use a dictionary or 
reference book "It is first of all necessary that the reader 
be able to locate the word he needs to find." 
In writing of the ability to equip a child with these 
2 
skills and to do independent research Kelly states, "It is 
obvious that the simplest and most basic skills be taught 
first. The pupil must know the sequential arrangement of 
the alphabet before he can find the words." He also adds, 
"The school must develop into the child the ability to find 
quickly and adequately additional facts needed." 
McKee3 has listed eight essentials in teaching die-
tionary development. They are: 
1. Alphabetization. 
2. Which one-third or one-fourth of a dictionary should 
be opened to in beginning to find a word in a dic-
tionary list. 
3. The meaning and use of the spelling or phonetic 
spelling that follows in parenthesis each word in a 
dictionary list. 
4. Meaning and use of accent marks. 
5. Meaning and use of pronunciation key. 
6. The selection of meaning that fits best. 
7. Meaning and use of guide words. 
1. w. s. Gray, On Their Own in Reading, New York:Scott 
·Foresman and Company,l948, pp--;-roB"=to. 
2. Victor Kelly, "The use of the Dictionary in the 
1 
Elementary School," Elementary English Review (January, 1936), 
1i 13:17-19. 
3. Paul McKee, The Teaching 
~ ton Mifflin co., 1948:-p. 368 • 
.,._ __::-:=___-~ -··--·- ------
of Reading, Boston: Hough-
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8. The finding of a word in an alphabetical list ac-
cording to the third letter. 
Kelly1 adds one more aid to learning to use the dic-
tionary skillfully by placing emphasis on the ability to 
. name one or two letters which come before or after each let-
ter of the alphabet, thereby adding speed in locating a word. 
Hobbs2 discusses the use of the dictionary as an aid in 
spelling. He states, "If the children do not use the die-
tionary individually and independently, then they have not 
been taught the use of this most valuable tool." 
In Horn•s3 article on syllabification as an aid to 
spelling, he makes the following comments: 
••• intelligent use of the dictionary is necessary 
to spelling and is not too easy to learn. Used in con-junction with the initial syllables the dictionary fur-
nishes a means for ordered, systematic search for the 
correct spelling of words needed in writing. Some 
words will be found quite easily, while others are a 
source of frustration to the young searcher. There is 
no easy way for learning. 
Horn4 also adds to this by saying, "Learning to identify 
syllables and familiarization with the pronunciation and cor-
rect spelling of common prefixes, suffixes, and combined 
forms are very important to a child." 
1. Victor Kelly,££· cit., p. 18. 
2. Valine Hobbs, "Dictionary as a Spelling Aid," Ele-
mentary English Review (November, 1938), 15:268-9. ---
3. Thomas D. Horn, "How Syllables Can Help in Spell-
ing," Education (January, 1956), 76:294. 
~ 4. Ibid. 
~ l===>F=== 
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Davis1 follows in the same pattern of thinking by say-
ing, "words have an annoying habit of not ending when a line 
ends. They must be broken in two at convenient places and 
the pieces carried over to the next line." Thus calling for 
a knowledge of syllabication. 
It would seem apparent that drill in dictionary skills 
and use is necessary and should begin in the primary grades. 
Pickard2 feels that 
The dictionary habit should be so well fixed by 
the end of the fourth year that when a pupil finds a 
word in his reading of which he does not know the mean-
ing it should produce such an uncomfortable feeling as 
to compel him to resort to the dictionary. 
To further this need and desire to use the dictionary 
3 Trabue suggests that every child should have a dictionary 
at hand for immediate reference. 
This statement brings up the question as to what is the 
4 best form of dictionary for children. Buswell feels that 
the best answer to this is gained through experience. He 
adds 
1. R. c. Davis, "syl-lab-i-ca-tion is Simple," Journal 
of Business Education (January, 1953), 28:174. 
2. Pickard, op. cit., p. 140. 
3. M. R· Trabue, "use of the Dictionary," Teaching Lan-
guage in the Elementa~School, 43rd Yearbook of the National 
Society-for the Study of Education, Part II, Ch. 8, p. 187. 
4. G. T. Buswell, "New Dictionary for Children," Ele-
mentary School Journal (January, 1948), 48:246-247. 
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The semantic problem of dealing with various mean-
ings of words is one of the most difficult which a dic-
tionary maker has to encounter. The variety of mean-
ings for the same word increases as children mature. 
Even for young children, a word is not a single thing 
with a single meaning, but in many cases, is a symbol 
with a variety of meanings applicable in different situ-
ations. 
Conclusion 
Research definitely points that there is need to develop 
dictionary skills in the primary grades. The habit should 
be well on the way to becoming fixed by the end of grade 
three. Therefore, the need for alphabetizing and syllabica-
tion drill is necessary to develop these skills. 
'~==·--· 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
Grade Two 
Preliminary Procedures 
' 
The first step for the seminar members was to make 
lessons designed for team work and to try these samples out 
in their classrooms. The tryouts were helpful in showing 
' what types of lessons might prove successful in this study. 
From these informal tryouts it seemed that presenting the 
material in a variety of ways would be helpful in keeping 
interest high. 
The seminar group working on social learning divided 
" according to grade level. Two teachers working on the sec-
ond grace and three on the third. 
All the lessons were to be used in reading. The areas 
selected for second grade were phonics and word meanings. 
The vocabulary used in these lessons was taken from two 
sources: the basic Scott Foresman textbooks for grade two 
l 
and the common word list for grade two. 
The teachers on the same grade level exchanged lessons. 
Thus, in grade two the children were given both a phonics 
1. Bennett, E. Virginia et al., "construction and 
. Evaluation of Group Tests in Reading for Grades One, Two, 
and Three", Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, 1953. 
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,.., 
and a word meaning lesson each day for the duration of the 
six-week experimental study. 
General description of the lessons 
These papers were used as seatwork drills. Most of the 
lessons took between ten and fifteen minutes to complete and 
check. The total time spent on both lessons each day was 
·between twenty and thirty minutes. 
In some of the seatwork exercises the teammates shared 
one paper; in others because of the nature of the material 
both children had papers of their own. However, they still 
figured out the answers together. 
The lessons were set up so that the children worked in 
,j pairs for four days out of every week and on the fifth day 
:each child worked alone. An exception to this came in the 
· phonics lessons where in two instances more than four paired 
practices were required before the test lesson. 
These lessons were self-checking when the children 
worked in pairs. The answer key was folded under the seat-
. work paper. The fifth day's work was a test and for the 
most part did not have an answer key. Each test was checked 
by the teacher; so she could determine how the child's in-
dependent work was progressing. 
Oral directions to the children were few and very gen-
eral in nature, as specific directions were written on each 
of the lessons. There was a certain amount of repetition in 
46 
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, the types of lessons used that made them easier for the child 
to follow after having completed one in the series. 
The general directions to the whole series went as fol-
lows: 
"We are going to play some word games together. We can 
have more fun at recess time playing with someone else rather 
than playing alone. You will work out most of these word 
games with a partner. 
"Every game that we play in gym or on the playground 
• has certain rules that must be followed. These rules will 
helP us to play the games well. 
"1. Read the directions together. 
"2. SaY the words or read the sentences to each other, 
both taking turns. 
"3. Decide on the correct answer. 
"4. Take turns writing the answers. One partner can 
spell the word while the secretary writes the word. 
"5. When the game is finished check the answer key to 
see how well you played the game. 
"6. If you made a mistake try to find out why. Maybe 
you spelled the word wrong or put it in the wrong 
place. See if you followed the directions care-
fully." 
The children were very enthusiastic about the prospect 
of working with a partner. 
: Examples of phonics lessons 
The phonics material was intended to supplement and re-
inforce the learning of the vowel sounds as stressed in sec-
48 
The phonics work consisted of six types of lessons: 
Names 
Circle the words in which you hear short "a" as in the 
word "apple" • 
splash fan stand grass 
name cap table wave 
maybe bake dance late 
rang catch flat glad 
hand game train happy 
began fat quack candy 
Write the words you have circled below. 
2. 3· 4. 
ANSWERS 
2. 3. 4. 
splash fat stand grass 
rang catch dance glad 
hand fan nat happy 
began cap quack candy 
('\ 
·rr~='*'=============·-- --~-·-== 
Names 
Circle the words in which you hear the sound of long 
"a." as in "rain" and "sta.y". 
far always maybe care 
wa.it train fa.rm hay 
way made ha.ir yard 
garden stay gray ta.il 
name car dark start 
pa.ir stairs paint pla.y 
today large party grain 
Write the words under the clue letters 
AI AI AY AY 
ANSWERS 
AI AI AY AY 
wa.it ha.ir way maybe 
pair paint today gra.y 
train tail always gray 
stairs grain stay play 
,...., 
-----
,.,, 
1,; Names 
Write each word below under the key word which has the 
same sound. 
roof pool poor hood 
foot rooster moo spoon 
room cookie goose brook 
food fool look cool 
woods good school stood 
Book Moon 
ANSWERS 
Book Moon 
foot look roof poor 
woods hood room moo 
' cookie brook food goose 
. good stood pool school 
rooster spoon 
(\=-= fool cool -~···-· ------------·. - ---.-------~ -----------.-----. 
"·"'jr~.,r===-===========~====---- ---
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1: 
Names 
Find the word that belongs in each sentence and write 
it in the blank space. 
1. Jack is going to the show with ____ _ 
2. You can 
3. A baby bear 
4. Put an ice 
5. Do not 
6. Jane's baby 
1. us 
2. use 
my bat and ball. 
is called a • 
in this orangeade. 
your finger with 
sister is very 
ANSWERS 
3. cub 
4. cube 
Boston University 
Sc:l':col of Education 
Library 
that sharp knife. 
use 
up 
us 
cube 
curb 
cub 
cute 
cup 
cut 
5. cut 
6. cute 
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Names 
Circle the word that belongs in the sentence, then 
write it in the space. 
1. The mouse was in the 
trade trap 
:! 2. The doll was a very one. 
small smell 
3. To send a letter, you must put a --------on it. 
stamp story 
4. Hit the nail with the 
-------· 
harm hammer 
5. Do not fall down the 
stand stairs 
6. The shine at night. 
start stars 
. 7. the cookies and see if you like them. 
Tent Taste 
8. When she broke her doll, the girl was • 
said sad 
ANSWERS 
1. trap 2. small 3. stamp 4. hammer 
s. stairs 6. stars 7· Taste 8. sad 
Names 
Find the correct word in the list of words at the right. 
·Write the word in the space below to complete the sentence. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7· 
can you up to ten? 
Put the candy in your 
Dick called his dog in a 
A ball is 
I live in a white 
A pig's nose is called his 
Mother needs to make a 
south 
would 
voice. out 
flour 
should 
pound 
cake. house 
. 8. I went to the store for a ---------- of butter. thought 
: 9. Jane came of the house. snout 
----------
10. The birds fly---------- in the winter. loud 
round 
' 
bought 
mouth 
count 
ANSWERS 
1. count 3. loud 5. house 7. flour 9. out 
· 2. mouth 4. round 6. snout 8. pound 10. south 
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• Types of word meaning lessons 
The following are the different types and number of 
word meaning lessons used in each of these categories: 
1. Use of clues to evoke picture meanings of words. 6 
2. Lessons containing antonyms. _2_ 
3. 
4. 
!} 
Lessons containing synonyms. 
Classification of words into special categories. 
i 5· Use of context clues in completion sentences. 
!' 6. Words with multi-meanings. 
': 7. Tests which were a review of the week 1 s work. 
Two tests were on opposites and words with the 
same meaning. Three tests were of the defini-
tion or description type. The remaining test 
was on multi-meaning words. 
Examples of word meaning lessons. 
::::it;=;::--. 
__}__ 
2 
4 
4 
6 
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·Name 
The clues tell you something about each word. Circle 
the right word and write it on the line below. Then make a 
drawing. 
CLUES 
. 1. You need this if you are going to buy things at the store. 
2. rt may have the name of the store on it. 
3. Something the children like to buy at Mrs. Hill's store. 
4. You use this when you are home and want to talk to the 
storekeeper. 
5. Food can be put in a bag or in something else. 
6. Mother bought these kinds of seeds for her garden. 
money honey six sign can candy 
cent sing potatoes 
2. 3. 
line talking box fox flash weeds 
telephone bank flower 
• 4. 5. 6 . 
ANSWERS 
1. money 2. sign 3. candy 
4. telephone 5. box 6. flower 
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Write the two words in each sentence that have the opposite meaning. 
David found the ball that Betty had lost. 
Ann is the first one in line and Jim is the last one. 
My piece of candy is long, but David's piece is short. 
Some of the cars were going fast; others were going slow. 
The dog went under the fence because he could not jump over it. 
Mother bought six large potatoes and ten small ones. 
We can often hear the train coming, before we can see it. 
rt was cold this morning, but now it seems to be hot. 
--
---- -- ~--- ---
Answers 
found 
lost 
first 
last 
long 
short 
fast 
slow 
under 
over 
large 
small 
hear 
see 
cold 
hot 
1 II II 
f 
I 
' il ,, 
I[ 
I 
,! 
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r1 
li 
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Name 
Finding words with the same meaning. 
Write these words in the right spaces below. 
quietly certain one nearly 
quickly stream opening lady 
afraid rocks went wants 
shiny always two stairs 
1. hole 7. sure 
2. bright 8. pair 
3. steps 9. woman 
4. stones 10. river 
5. almost 11. needs 
6. suddenly 12. frightened 
ANSWERS 
1. opening 4. rocks 7- certain 10. stream 
2. shiny 5. nearly 8. two 11. wants 
3. stairs 6. quickly 9. lady 12. afraid 
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Name 
Write these words under the right headings. 
angry mean ear lazy 
mouth neck great arms 
hand silly friendly wonderful 
Jim frightened food glass 
I eye foot sand 
head tired face glad 
The way we feel. Parts of our body 
ANSWERS 
The way we feel. Parts of our body 
angry great mouth ear 
mean friendly hand foot 
-
silly lazy head face 
frightened wonderful neck arms 
tired glad eye 
,..., 
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;I Names 
d 
~ 
use the word cards to find the missing letters in each word. 
Write these letters on the lines to make the word right. 
The food you eat in the morning is called b-------t. 
il 
'I 1. !i You don't want any more to eat because you have had e----h. 
il Milk, bread and potatoes are called f--d. 
il 
Dick drinks his milk from a g----. 
B~y wants ap---e of apple pie. 
!I Jim wants a d---k of water. 
' 
' 
.\ 
' 
'i Fi 
ill 
!I 
il 
;i 
Ann was sick from eating too much. Now she is feeling b----r. 
David could not eat s-- pieces of pie. 
The store belongs to Mrs. Hill; so she o--s it. 
Jane wants to change 100 pennies for a d----r. 
II 
~ 
I 
I j 
II 
Answers II 
I 
breakfast II II 
II 
enough 
food 
-
glass 
-
piece 
-
drink 
I! 
better !I 
<I ,, 
six il 
'I 
II 
I 
owns I! 
·I 
dollar 
:J 
II 
It 
II 
~~ 
! 
It 
!! 
) 
li 
il 
IN-• 
! 
I 
I 
I 
park 
dark 
) 
lift fall Fall 
left change 
butter top 
cut fell 
I 
tie 
letter 
·-----
1 ~ I 
II I 
I 
·~ Some words have more than one meaning. Read each pair of sentences. Write the 
word that belongs in both of these sentences. i 
I I· i 1. Did Jim down the stairs? I " n~u< ... ~-" T<-
-'' 
.v=•~u =uu "~'u like to play in the 
' I 
2. 
'!I 
I 
I 
I 3. 
ir 
'I 4. 
l. 
2. 
I 
·' 'I ;I 
I 
' 
I 
is a nice time of year. Fal:her wants to the car near 
the house. 
David has a red 6. Mrs. Hill sent a to Mrs. Bell 
Betty can't her shoes. Can you make the s? 
--
The baby likes to play with her 7. Mother has a ring on her hand. 
-··- -·-- __ . I Ann her candy on the table. I 
8. Betty needs to her dress. !i 
The bread is on T.hg c:thc.lf' 
Mother a piece of pie for me. 
Ann has a on her leg. David got ______ for a dollar. !I II 
ii ----,.----------AN"'""S~WE,=RSc:::------1----------- !i 5. park 7. left !t 
[I 
fall Fall 3. top 
tie 4. cut 6. letter 8. change 
II 
II ,, 
11 0\ 
!i 0 
'li 
j! 
It 
I' 
·I :, 
) 
' 
n 11 Name !l " 
I board swim circus 
) 
island deep 
Test 
park 
j 
II lr 
I' 
jl 
il 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l storm star boat sheep low friend 
I the words above in front of the sentence that tells something about the I word. 
[ ____ _ Something that is fun to do in the water. 
Someone that you like very much. 
You will see elephants and clowns here. 
-----------------------
-------------------------The water is way over my head. I 
:I 
I saw a flash of light and it began to rain. 
---------------------- A. place where many children can play. 
~ ~ 
'i 
II 
Clothes can be made from this animal's hair. 
II 
1-II !i 
i: 
!I 
-----------------------Father made a playhouse with these pieces of wood. i: ;I 
~ 
Land with water all around it. II I~ 
' ~ 
0\ 
I~ 
1 
\ 
!I 
II 
.Pairing the children for teamwork 
The pupils changed partners twice a week, so that each 
child had many different partners during the six-week period. 
'Working with a partner for two days seemed to be the best 
arrangement, as the child got used to working with his partner 
and was able to go ahead much faster on the second day with 
less commotion in the room. 
Care was taken by the teachers to put children together 
who would work well together. A more proficient reader was 
often paired with a slow reader. Slow readers never worked 
with another slow reader, as there was so much material to 
read these pupils would have experienced some difficulty. 
In a few cases care had to be exercised to see that the 
bright child didn't do the whole job for the slower reader. 
Both had to share the work. 
When pairing the pupils for teamwork there was no differ-
ence made in relation to sex. Boys had girls for partners as 
well as working with other boys. 
Personalities were also an important factor to be con-
sidered when grouping the children for paired practice. 
;Population 
The total number of children taking part in this program 
at grade two level was forty-one. The children were from two 
different classrooms in different towns. 
The I .Q. 's ranged from 92 to 135 and the mean score of 
!", __ --=-="'J"'h~_f;! __ .;:o_mbil}ed gro!dJUYaS :Ll3_·~===-
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The range in chronological age was from 6 years and 11 
months to 8 years and 5 months. 
Testing 
The choice of a test was an important issue since the 
purpose of this study was to determine the amount of progress 
made in reading due to paired practice. 
Form I of the Gates1 Advanced Primary tests for Grade 2 
(Second Half) and Grade 3 was given in word recognition and 
in paragraph reading before the experimental study commenced. 
The children participating in this study were again tested 
on completion of this program with Form 2 of the Gates Ad-
vanced Primary test in word recognition and in paragraph 
meaning. 
The analysis of the test results is presented in the 
next chapter. 
All the lessons used in this study are included in the 
Appendix. 
1. Gates, Arthur I., Advanced Primary Reading Tests, 
'i Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
~ ·New York, 1942 . 
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Grade Three 
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of 
social learning on reading achievement in grade three. 
I A carefully planned six-week program of word classifi-
ii cation, 
!I 
word meaning and dictionary skills was developed to 
,j be used in the study. The children worked in pairs for four 
,, 
,, 
i' days 
I 
of each week and on the fifth day each child worked 
,, 
Self-checking devices included all of the ;I alone. were in 
'i! lessons in which the children worked together. 
I' 
., 
'\ 
!i ,, 
ii Vocabulary 
I' -
The vocabulary used in this study was taken from Ben- d 
"nett •s1 common Word List and the scott Foresman Basic Text 
:1 Book for Grade III. (See Appendix for vocabulary list.) 
!: Procedure 
'I I 
and Grouping 
'.'1 
I Each of the three teachers participating in the study 
' il was given a complete set of the 90 lessons. 
I 
The total periodi' 
i' 
I' :i of time allowed to complete the lessons was approximately 
ii 
1
,: 45 minutes, allowing 15 minutes for each lesson. The chil-
i' 
i' ii dren were paired so that each child had an opportunity to 
I, 
., 
ii work with every other child in the class. 
' 
,, 
li 1. Virginia E. Bennett et al., "construction and Evelu-
i!ation of Group Test in Reading for Grades One, Two, and 
li Three", Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
I! 
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Word Classification 
The lessons in word classification are constructed to 
require the children to respond meaningfully to previously 
selected words. Each lesson requires the children to clas-
sify the words in one of three categories. Therefore, not 
only is recognition of each word essential but also the 
knowledge of the meaning of the word. The same words are 
used in several different classifications to provide repeti-
tion to help fix vocabulary. Multi-meaning words are in-
eluded to help the children understand how some words may be 
used to give several different meanings. For example: The 
word "pages" is included in the category, Parts of things, 
and People. "Brave" is used in People and Words that tell 
how people feel. "pitcher" is used in People, Words that 
tell about games, Things IOU could buy at the store, What a 
man can be, and Inside a house. 
The outline of the lessons follows: 
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1. Vacation Things that are hard Things that are soft. 
2. Things you can carry About kings Things that are dan-
gerous 
·3. Unpleasant Happy About a bank 
4. Things made of metal outside a house Doing things 
5. Review Test 1 
6. Time words words that tell about games Things you 
can see in the city 
--=== 
7. Larger than a house Smaller than a house Sounds you 
can hear 
8. Things you can buy at the store Things you could live 
in A mid-summer's day 
9. Dancing Weather words Things you can smell 
10. Review Test II 
11. Men can be water Things that are whole 
12. words that describe You can put things in Things that 
grow 
13. Pleasure Things a ship can carry Parts of a ship 
14. Things made by people Parts of a person Fishing 
15. Review Test III 
16. Where? When? HOW many? 
17. \fords about pets Things girls like About a car 
18. About working in an office Places Things you do in 
games 
19. A birthday party What you see at the shore 
winter 
20. Review Test IV 
21. What you could put in a trunk 
gives light 
22. space Inside a house 
What can walk 
Parts of things 
In the 
What 
23. Things that are planted The ocean About books 
24. Arithmetic words Furniture On a street 
25. Individual Review Test V 
---- ---- --- ====== 
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26. What a boy can do What we get from the earth Things 
you can eat and drink 
27. \-fords that tell how people feel 'rhings you see in the 
country To join 
28. People About the land Things you can wear 
29. Words that tell directions About toys Land of make 
believe 
30. Individual Review Test VI 
Construction of the classification device 
The device is made of a 12" by 18'' sheet of oaktag. The 
pockets are made by turning up 4 1/2" at the bottom, then the 
oaktag is stitched at 6" intervals to form three pockets. 
Each pocket is equipped with a holder so that the categories 
could be changed readily. The words for the categories are 
printed on 4 1/2" by 2 1/2" cards. The words to be classi-
fied are printed on 4" by 2 1/4" cards. For each day's 
lesson thecards are a different color. Each pocket contains 
an answer key for self-checking. The word cards for classi-
fication are placed in an envelope that has the directions 
for the device printed on it. A model of this device will 
be found in the Appendix. 
A review lesson is included for every fifth day. The 
words used in the classification exercises during the week 
are tested by two methods. In one method the children clas-
'sify the words under the particular categories. In the 
_ ... ,.., 
second method the children read a list of words and select 
a category which is appropriate for that list. 
Directions for the administering 
The children are grouped in pairs. Each pair is given 
a pocket device, and an envelope. The following instructions 
are printed on the envelope. 
Directions: The words on these cards can be put into 
three categories. Look at the pockets. The title on 
the pockets tells hmr to group the words. Take turns 
reading the words to your partner. Decide betvreen you 
in which category the word should be placed. When you 
have put all the words on the cards in the pockets, 
remove the key card that you will find in the pocket 
and check your work. 
The individual seatwork review test for the fifth day 
of each week is distributed and corrected by the teacher. 
Samples of these tests follow. 
" ~~=-"~==""·-=·-· =-=--- . ····· --- .... --=-==-=---=-=-== 
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· Directions: The follo;ring words tell about six categories. 
Read the words in the list at the left. Each word belongs 
under one of the six headings. Put the right word under the 
heading. 
castle 
add 
ribbon 
cheer 
angry 
·needle 
silk 
love 
wheels 
lips 
princess 
ugly 
knife 
saves 
sang 
. tm.rer 
shawl 
jam 
grin 
court 
tin 
About Kings 
-
Unpleasant 
A Bank 
j 
rent palace 
managed crash 
Happy 
-
I 
Things that are soft 
- -
Things made of metal 
I 
i 
trays tears 
flood pleasant 
69 
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Directions: Here are some groups of words. Fill in the 
spaces >-ri th one of the following ••ords or groups of 'lrords. 
Things that are Hard; Doing words; Vacation -.rords; Things 
made of metal; About Kings;·Dangerous; Things you can carry; 
Outside a house; Things that are soft; Happy. 
1. hit, bend, shake, slide, swallow are 
2. wood, trays, rock, safe, skates are 
3. travel, valley, trunk, cabin, cottage are 
4. wall, corner, hedge, lot, stone are 
5. silk, wool, ribbon, blossom, jam are 
6. court, castle, princess, count, tower are 
7. keys, pen, tin, knife, needle are 
8. cheer, grin, sang, humming, pleasant are 
9. book, cups, puzzle, case, fruit are 
10. sharp, crash, enemy, flood are 
Word Meaning 
The purpose of the exercises in word meaning is the 
strengthening of the children's ability to infer meaning 
from context, resulting in the increase of their understand-
ing vocabulary. 
In constructing the exercises the •rriter endeavored to 
use the words in the stories in such a way that the children 
could infer the meaning from the use of the word in the sen-
tence. The exercises provide for practice in the following 
areas~ 
1. Associating words with the correct definition. 
2. Identifying synonyms or antonyms. 
3. Selecting from a choice of three the two sentences 
closest in meaning. 
4. Deciding the meaning of a multiple meaning word 
corresponding to the meaning used in the story. 
5. Choosing the correct word in filling in blanks. 
The workbook contains 30 lessons. The children worked 
in pairs for four days. On the fifth day each child worked 
alone. An answer sheet accompanied each lesson. The words 
used in the Review Lessons were based on those selected for 
drill in the preceding lessons. 
To aid the children in mastering the meanings of words 
several different types of exercises are used. 
1. Putting a check beside the correct meaning: 
-n-~'=T 
:i 
:: 
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Example: 1. A settler is 
a. a person who makes his home in a new land.' 
b. a person who likes to sail. 
c. a person who likes to travel. 
2. Putting a check beside the correct meaning for the 
;I underlined word in the sentence. 
li 
:i 
,, 
Example: 1. When Janet's sisters were at school, she 
felt very lonely. 
a. 
-b. 
c. 
to feel sad for being by yourself. 
to feel very cheerful. 
to feel very helpful. 
3. Looking at the underlined word in sentence, ii each and'' ~ ! 
;I finding a word from the list 
l! 
which means the same thing. 
ARRIVED DELAYED PREPARED 
1. The airplane Tom was on was flying over the 
airport ,just as I came there. 
4. From a list of words selecting the word which will 
I-Ii best fit the blank. 
I' 
FAVORITE USUAL 
1. In the spring baseball is the best -liked sport 11 
for many boys. It is one of my---------------
games. 
Writing T if the sentence is True and F if it is 
1. A person who is friendly likes other people. 
6. Writing Yes if the sentence is possible and No if 
ii it is not possible. I~ 
'i 
-, 
1· 
1. If you see a crowd, you see just one or two 
people. 
Underlining the correct group of words for each 
====---- ·-· 
1. If you are doing your work carefully, you are 
doing it without thinking or with much thought. 
8. Words have more than one meaning. Read each sen-
tence. put an X beside the sentence which uses the under-
lined word in the same meaning as in the story. 
LEFT 
1. We had a long drive ahead of us, so we left 
early. 
2. When my sister broke her arm she had to learn 
to write with her left hand. 
3. What was left behind, we will not see again. 
9. Read the pairs of words below. They are opposites. 
Use them correctly in each sentence. Write the correct word 
in each blank. 
ENORMOUS TINY 
1. The 
the 
--------~mice looked very funny beside 
__________ ,elephant. 
10. Decide whether each pair of sentences means the 
same thing or the opposite. 
1. He ran swiftly. 
He ran rapidly. 
11. Write S if the two words mean the same and 0 if 
they mean the opposite. 
MISCHIEVOUS GOOD 
12. Put an X beside the 2 sentences that are closest 
in meaning. 
we trust him. 
we are terrified of him. 
we are afraid of him. 
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~ It is hoped that by providing the children with these 
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exercises that these words will become part of their meaning 
vocabulary. 
Dictionary Skills 
The lessons in dictionary skills are constructed to 
begin with alphabetizing and to progress to dividing words 
into syllables and putting in accent marks. Fifteen lessons 
are devoted entirely to alphabetizing. The following methods 
are employed: 
1. Placing words in the proper third of the alphabet. 
2. Naming the letters preceding and following a par-
ticular letter of the alphabet. 
3. Arranging words in alphabetical order according to 
the initial letter, or second letter. 
4. Locating words in the dictionary by using key words. 
A sample lesson in alphabetizing as given to the chil-
dren is as follows: 
" 
Lesson 1 
1. Write the alphabet on the lines below. 
2. Put the letter that comes after each letter. 
Y __ B __ F __ V __ K __ H __ G __ A __ I __ L __ 
T __ C __ J __ Q __ D __ M __ E __ 0 __ N __ U __ 
3. Put the letter that comes before each letter. 
____ z, ____ C, ____ Y, ____ X, ____ D, ____ A, ____ J, ____ T, ____ W, ____ H, 
____ E, ____ G, ____ I, ____ M, ____ P, ____ s, ____ K, ____ L, ____ O, ____ Q, 
v 
Key: 
1. ABC DE F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
2. YZ B~F~VlK~H_I_G~Ali~LlT~ 
C D J_]L Q...J:L D~ M..lL E_l'_ O____L N_Q_ u__y_ 
3. _x__z, lC, _£_Y, lX, ~D, ___ A, __ I_J, _§_T, __y_w, 
~H, __R_E, _l'_G, ~I, ~M, _Q_P, _lLS, ~K, _]LL, 
N 0, p Q, uv 
======c ---···· 
The second fifteen lessons are devoted to syllabication 
and the correct placement of accent marks. The methods used 
include the following rules: 
1. Classifying words according to the number of syl-
lables in each word. (No words of more than three 
syllables are used.) 
2. Dividing words into syllables and applying these 
particular rules of syllabication: 
a. If the first vowel in a word is followed by two 
consonants, the first syllable usually ends 
with the first of those consonants. 
car/ry an/xious/ly 
b. If the first vowel in a word is followed by 
.only one consonant, the first syllable usually 
ends with that vowel. 
fe/ver 
c. If the word ends in le, the consonant that 
comes just before the 1 begins the last syllable. 
can/dle bun/dle 
3. Placing the accent marks by listening to the syl-
lable which is the strongest. 
A sample lesson illustrating some of the points stressed 
follows. 
- -=·==== 
·===·==== 
Syllables 
Divide these words into syllables. Under 
vowel sound heard in the first syllable. 
done for you. 
win{iow ta}ble paper 
;)he>rt i \or"'\~ a.. 
scold angry pumpkin 
:meadow matter whisker 
shadow ribbon sister 
finish scatter silver 
Key: 
win!dow tajtle pafper 
' . I on~ <l. 3hor-t" t lon::J o... 
scold anjgry pum';{kin 
lon9 e 'Sh~rt ct. ':>ho..-t u.. 
mead{ow mat~er whis~er 
:;ho>"t e ':>hCI"t <l. ':lh<l>rt i 
sha~ow rib~ on sis~er 
~ort ct. short i ~1'\ort i 
fin/ish scat/ter si~ver 
:~hot't- i sheri CI.J "Soort i 
each word write the 
The first two are 
tiger 
indeed 
ticket 
puzzle 
spider 
t*er 
\on5 i 
irfleed 
:;r.ort i 
tic~t 
-short i 
pu~zle 
-s h<'>r+ u. 
sp*~r 
\on9 1 
===-
The entire series of lessons used in this study will be 
·found in the appendix. 
Population 
Sixty-six children in three third grade classrooms 
representing two cities in suburban Boston were included. 
The intelligence quotient ranged from 87 to 150 obtained from 
school records and chronological ages from 7 years 10 months 
to 10 years. 
Tests 
Before the material was tried out in the classrooms, 
reading achievement was measured by the Gates1 Primary Tests 
Form I, types I and II. The~o types were word recognition 
and paragraph reading. At the end of six weeks the children 
were retested with Form II of the same test. These tests 
were administered and corrected by classroom teachers. They 
were given to make~ possible to determine if the workbook 
lessons resulted in appreciable gains in reading achievement. 
The test scores were analyzed and the results are presented 
in the next chapter. 
1. Gates, Arthur I., .2£.· cit. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Grade Two 
The data were analyzed to discover the~fect of group 
learning on 
1. Word recognition 
2. Paragraph reading 
Table I shows the comparison of mean scores on word 
recognition at the beginningand close of the study. 
Table I 
Comparison of Word Recognition Scores 
~est No. Mean S.D. SEm Diff. SEd iff c.R. 
ml-~ 
Initial 41 23.88 10.95 1.71 
8.46 2.25 3.76 jFinal 41 32.34 9.43 1.47 
The mean score of the initial test was 23.88 words com-
pared with 32.34 for the final test. The critical ratio of 
3.76 shows this is a statistically significant difference in 
favor of the final test. 
The difference of 8.46 in the final test was the equiva-
lent of a two-months gain on the grade equivalent listed on 
the test norm. 
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Table II shows the distribution of scores on the ini-
,i tial and final word recognition tests. 
:: 
d 
!i 
Table II 
Distribution of Scores on Word Recognition 
Tests 
' :i Interval 
I 
'!! 47-49 
I. 
j: 
,: 44-46 
ii 
'i 41-43 
i 38-40 
I 
i 35-37 
I 1
11 32-34 
.. 
·i 
:, 29-31 
!; 
: 26-28 
!! 
il 23-25 !I 
I' 
:1 20-22 
I' !l 
n 17-19 
'i 14-16 
+i i! 
" ii 11-13 
il h ii 8-10 
ii 
'5-7 
,I 
ii li 2-4 
I' ,, 
Test I 
5 
4 
4 
2 
4 
4 
3 
4 
2 
1 
4 
3 
1 
Test II 
1 
3 
3 
4 
8 
3 
3 
2 
2 
7 
2 
3 
i' The scores on the initial test ranged from 2 to 40 and 
il 
i' on the final test from 14-48. 
'i 
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'i 
11 
11 Table III shows the comparison of mean scores on the 
" h initial and final tests of paragraph reading. 
Table III 
Comparison of Mean Scores on Paragraph Reading 
Test No. S.D. SEm Diff. SEd iff 
.. 
Mean C.R 
'I 
ml -D~;? ;i i! 
Initial 41 15.00 5.70 .89 )7' 2.63 1.27 2.0 ; 
Final 41 17.63 4.44 .69 '•' 
'I 
The mean score on the initial test was 15,00 compared 
1: with 17.63 on the final test. The critical ratio of 2.07 
p 
11 ilshowed this was not a statistically significant difference. 
i,l There are 96 chances in 100 that this is a true difference in 1 
1! 
!i favor of this study. ,, 
,• 
11 The difference of 2. 63 in the final test was the equi va-
'! . ,, 
ii lent of a two-months gain on the grade equivalent listed on 
,, 
!i the test norm. 
i' li 
,, 
' 
1: 
ii li 
,, 
n !i 
li 
·' il ,. 
" 
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II 
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Table IV shows the distribution of scores on the initial!' 
! 
!, and final tests of paragraph reading. ,, 
il 
Table IV 
Distribution of Scores in Paragraph Reading Tests 
ii Interval Test I Test II H 
1: 
I 
!' 
29-31 1 
26-28 2 
23-25 4 9 
i; 20-22 5 7 
1: 
1! 10 9 ;I 17-19 
14-16 8 8 
11-13 3 4 
8-10 4 1 
:; 4-7 7 
'I 
It 
24, I' ,, The the initial test ranged from 5 to and I 
scores on 
i the final test, from 10 to 29. ii on 
l,i, 
,, 
p 
1\ 
183 
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Grade Three 
In this study there were 66 children. The Gates Ad-
i; vanced Primary Reading Tests, Type 1 Word Recognition and 
~ ! 
' ii Type 2 Paragraph Reading were given to the children at the ·,•, 
!I 
' beginning and the conclusion of the six-week experimental 
II period. 
" :r Table I 
ii 
" 'I Word Recognition ,, 
:t 
' Intervals Frequency Test I Frequency Test II 1.': 
48-50 0 7 
45-47 6 20 
L 42-44 10 14 il 
39-41 15 12 
36-38 8 5 
33-35 8 4 
30-32 8 2 
l'i 27-29 5 1 ,, 
,, 
p 
24-26 4 1 
21-23 1 0 
18-20 1 0 
Table I indicates that the scores on the second Gates 
! 
1!'
1 
test, Word Recognition, are distributed more heavily in the 
i' 
·: 
'! 
ii range of scores from 39-50, showing that the lessons brought 
1 
I 
1· about positive gains in the children's word recognition abil-' 
t! 
" 1,\ i ty. On Test 1 31 children s::: ored 39 or above and on Test 2 
f"' li 53 children scored above this level. 
--~c.c.c~=JF=-=~=~~-c~~·~·==-=•--·· --------- •-~-~~·"·'·~.7:cc.--- • -~--'"'-~- •~"'===·oc •~•-~·~-
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d 
!I 
" 
' 
.. 
Intervals 
31-33 
28-30 
1
84 
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Table II 
Paragraph Reading 
Frequency Test I Frequency Test II 
5 5 
7 11 
'i 25-27 20 28 
ii ,. 
'i ,, 
•i 
i 
' 
22-24 
19-21 
16-18 
13-15 
10-12 
18 
8 
4 
2 
2 
11 :i I• 
7 
1 
3 
0 
Table II indicates that the scores on the second Gates 
Paragraph Reading, are distributed more heavily in the 
of scores from 22-33, showing that the lessons brought 
a slight gain in the children's paragraph reading abil-'
1 
,'i 
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Table III 
Word Recognition 
' ! i Test No. Mean S.D. SEm Diff, SEdiff c.R. 
ml-m2 
Initial 66 36.41 6.57 .808 
5.73 1.04 5.62 
Final 66 42.14 5.21 .648 
' :, Table III indicates that on the final test the group 
ii made a mean gain of 5. 73 as compared with the mean of the 
initial test. A critical ratio of 5.62 indicates that this 
gain was statistically significant. 
The difference of 5.73 in the final test was the equiva 
i: 
':I lent of a twelve-months gain on the grade equivalent listed 
1
i on the test norms. 
-! 
:I 
il i; 
',' 
p 
!! 
:; 
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Table IV 
Paragraph Reading 
Test No. Mean S.D. SEm Diff. SEdiff c.R 
ml-m2 
Initial 66 23.86 4.68 .57 
1.68 . 708 2 .3' 
Final 66 25.54 3.42 .42 
ii ii 
il made 
·I 
Table IV indicates that on the final test the group 
a mean gain of 1.68 as compared with the mean of the 
\i 
;: initial test. A critical ratio of 2.37 indicates that this 
i) 
il gain was statistically significant. 
!i 
i! The difference of 1.68 in the final test was the equiva-i 
:; lent of a four months gain on the grade equivalent listed on 
i,i the test norm. 
" li ,. 
" 
I, 
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,: 
!' 
li 
,I 
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;: ii Summary 
·i 
of Analysis of Data 
; In comparing the mean scores of the initial and final 
'i tests, the group made significant gains. Greater gains were ;: 
p 
,, 
ji made in the area of word recognition than in paragraph read-
ii ing, but the gains in both areas were sufficiently great to 
il 
if be statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'i I, 
I 
Grade Two 
;; Review of the Problem 
The purpose of this experimental study was to determine 
the effect that social learning has upon reading achievement .i' 
I• 
il Review of the Experiment 
Forty-one children participated in this study at grade 
I 
1
: two level. These pupils were from two different classrooms 
' 
'i in different towns. 
I 
ii 
i The pupils were given two seatwork drills a day for :: 
!I 
II 
:1 thirty days, 
I 
ii 
11 meanings • 
one lesson in phonics and the other in word 
The words for the lessons were taken from the 
,, 
;, second grade Scott Foresman textbooks and Bennett' s1 common 
li 
•I 
1: word list for grade two. 
II 
Thus, these exercises aided word 
i1 recognition and helped to make this vocabulary more meaning-
il i: ii ful to the children. 
i 
Each seatwork paper took between ten and fifteen minutes
1
' 
I 
complete and check. The pupils corrected their own papers· 
il 
'I by using the answer key that was folded underneath the team-
·' 
,, 
,, 
I' work paper. 
If 
I< )! These lessons were set up so the children worked in 
n 
Bennett, E. Virginia et al., op. cit. 
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pairs for four days out of every week. on the fifth day 
each child worked alone. Test lessons were marked by the 
i; teacher. These test papers were very important, as they 
It 
If showed how the child was progressing in his independent work 
It after having been exposed to teamwork. 
II 
I 
., Tests were given in word recognition and in paragraph 
I! reading to establish the pupils' reading ability before the 
II 
,I study 
ii 
began. At the conclusion of this experiment different 
,, 
" i forms of the Gates1 Advanced Primary Reading Tests for Grade 
i: 2 and Grade 3 were administered to measure the effectiveness 
1\--- -
I' 
i: of the paired practice exercises. 
:j 
,';conclusions 
i' Test data have been analyzed and the following conclu-
j! sions have been drawn. 
!' 
1. The mean score of the initial test in word recogni- i! 
Ption was 23.88 words compared with 32.34 for the final test. 
il 
' ,, 
1
1
!, The critical ratio of 3. 76 shows this is a statistically sig-: 
1: 
', nificant difference in favor of the final test. 
I 
! ii li 
I! from 
1,; 
ifrom 
2. In the first word recognition test the scores ranged· 1 
2 to 40 compared with the last test scores which ranged .,, 
! ~ 
14 to 48. The final test showed a gain of 12 points in 
I 
',',the lowest score and a gain of 8 points in the highest score. i' 
I 
The mean score of the initial test in paragraph 
'I 
~------- ii 
I' 1. Gates, Arthur I., Bureau of Publications, Teachers 1: 
!!college, Columbia University, New York, 1942. 1 
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" 
' 
reading was 15.00 compared with 17.63 on the final test. 
ii 
The;' 
\'critical ratio of 2.07 showed this was not a statistically 
significant difference. il There are 96 chances in 100 that I, 
!: this is a true difference in favor of this study. 
!! ' 
,, 
4. In the preliminary paragraph reading test the scores•i 
i' ranged from 5 to 24 compared with the concluding test scores 
:': which ranged from 10 to 29. The final test showed a gain of 
!I 5 points in the lowest score and a gain of 5 points in the ,, 
il 
jl,highest score. 
' 
,i Points of Observation in the study 
II 
' : 1. The children thoroughly enjoyed doing the paired 
li 
u, practice exercises. 
I' 
2. Teamwork was beneficial in improving social rela-
il 
I' tionships. 
! ~ 
3. Teamwork proved helpful in giving the children con-
':! fidence in themselves. rt was surprising to see how the 
'i 
\
1
: shy boys and girls reacted to social learning. These chil-
il 
.. 
' 
[i dren had many worthwhile contributions to make. " 
4. At first, there was considerable noise in the room 
:1 during paired practice work. However, the noise was not 
·' 
I bothersome, as all the children were busy and obviously en-
:i 
" joying their work. 
,, 
5. Changing partners once a week rather than twice a 
::week would help the pupils to go ahead much faster on their 
i 
:. own and there would be less confusion in the room. 
(", [I 
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I! 6. One paper for a pair was favored in most cases, as 
;I 
ii 
:: there seemed 
!! 
to be a better spirit of teamwork as opposed to 
individual competition. 
'I ,,
i,[ 7. These paired practice exercises were designed for 
;i 
n the average reader. The writers think that graded teamwork 
I 
i' material 
I! ,, 
:1 8. 
for each reading group would be equally effective. 
For ordinary purposes one reading team•rork exercise 
:':a day given over a longer period of time would be more de-
,: 
:1 sirable than the method used in the six-week study. 
li Summary 
I 
After six weeks of seatwork drills in phonics and word 
\'1 meanings the pupils showed definite gains in reading achieve-
d 
:· ment. Personality changes are difficult to measure, but 
::paired practice work was conducive in establishing a good 
•I 
" 
l
'l feeling of rapport among the students. 
,I Teamwork lends itself well to use in reading work and 
" 
lito many other areas in the elementary curriculum. Paired 
[i 
!'practice work provides additional time that is necessary if 
·: 
i! the teacher is to provide for all the individual needs within:, 
\i 
'her classroom. The teacher can utilize this extra time pro-
fitably by working with pupils who require more attention. 
Grade Three 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effective-!' 
,! ness of paired learning on a reading program in Grade Three. 
il 
~ i 
I' Sixty-six children in the third grarefrom suburban 
[I areas of Boston were used in this study. 
:: selected for the study was taken from the 
The vocabulary 
BennettL common word·; 
:\ list and the Scott Foresman list. Ninety lessons were writ-
II 
lj ten specifically for the areas of Word Classification, Word 
!r Meaning and Dictionary Skills. The children worked in pairs 
:I 
'i for four days 
li were attached 
,, 
and on the fifth day worked alone. Answers 
to each lesson so each pair checked his own 
:i 
''work. 
" The Gates Advanced Reading Tests for Primary Grades, 
.i Type I word Recognition, Type II Paragraph Reading were ad-
il 
II ministered at the beginning and conclusion of the six-week 
n 
!i period. 
il The scores obtained from the data showed significant 
' i! gains. The critical ratio for the Gates Word Recognition 
:: I !i Test showed a mean gain of' 5. 73 as compared with the mean of' 
:i 
i' the initial test. A critical ratio of 5.62 indicates that 
1 this 
·: 
gain was statistically significant. 
:' 
!' 
:l 
il The critical ratio fur the Gates Paragraph Reading showed,· ,, 
ii 
II ---------
'i 
I 1. Bennett, E. Virginia et al., op. cit. 
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ii 
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:i 
I' 
!I a 
)I, 
' 
mean gain of 1.68 as compared with the mean of the initial 
: test. A critical ratio of 2.37 indicates that this gain was 
,I 
)I also statistically significant. 
" 
;1 Points of Observation 
,, I li 
:1 For the purpose of' this study the three teachers working': 
'i 
11 on this experiment used these lessons with the entire class 
:! ,, 
'i all at once. The writers think that a more effective method 
i! 
,I would be to have only a portion of the class using the les-
·,: 
'i sons at one time. h 
' 
At the same time, no provision was made for individual 
II li difference in the lessons, although lessons similar to these 
!! 
:: could be prepared taking into account different levels of 
I 
il d' il rea lng. From observing the children and listening to their 
!: 
:I 
:I own comments, the writers think that paired learning is a 
,I 
':'1 very successful method and well liked by the children. The 
!i 
' iiwriters also think that pairing two very slow learners is 
!!not a successful combination, although other combinations 
ii 
I' 
,: seemed to be good. Paired learning was so successful in the 
!i 
'I !:areas of' reading that the writers believe that it can be used 
I! ,, 
II in other subjects in education. 
Some of the comments made by the children were "I didn't 
ji know 
,1, 
a word and my partner helped me. I learn more when I 
i! work with a partner." Also significant ;ms a growth of a 
I' 
11
1
cooperative spirit, evidenced by the children themselves work\; 
II 
:! ing in the paired learning situation. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Suggestions for further research might include: 
l. Use these exercises with a larger population and ad-ri 
\\ 
,, minister a spelling test to measure growth in spelling as 
well as growth in reading. 
2. Try these exercises with two groups, one working in 
''teams, the other using the lessons as individual seatwork. 
li 
:i Test to find out which group makes more progress. 
3. Use this material with experimental and control 
groups. 
4. Give an intelligence test to the groups before 
these materials to discover the relationship between achieve-'! 
: 
ment and ability in reference to these lessons when used in 
!i 
li 
•! !i 
pairs. 
Jllodification of these lessons to adjust them to the 
of the different levels within a grade. 
i: 
:i 
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Second Grade 
Common Word List 1 
, air careful fall himself 
::almost carried family hole 
·always catch far horse 
;; angry caught fast hot 
,, 
cent feel hurt ':Ann 
answer change fellow 
::arms chimney fence if 
circus field I 1ll 
11 babies clean fill I 1m 
:'bank climb flash Indian 
i!bark clothes flat island 
!) because clown floor isn't 
'been cock-a-doodle- flowers 
ibegan doo follow Jim 
'believe country food joke 
•• bell covered foot 
::beside cut forgot keep 
',:best found kind 
! better dance friend knew 
:, Betty dark friendly 
··,between David frightened land 
big deep last 
'bird didn't garden late 
',',bite dig give lazy 
. blow dirty glad left 
i board dollar glass legs 
'·bought don't goes letter 
·bread dressed gold light 
breakfast drink gone listen 
bridge great live 
. bright each grew long 
.brothers ear 
brought early hair mean 
r build eight hammer men 
:burn elephant hand middle 
'butter else happen miles 
I' end hard minutes 
·candy enough haven't money 
'can't even hear most 
:'captain ever hide mouth 
'care eyes high move 
l. Bennett, E. Virginia et al., QE· cit. 
Mrs. 
near 
neck 
needs 
nice 
noise 
i! nothing 
o'clock 
only 
own 
. pair 
i, park 
pie 
piece 
plow 
police 
pool 
poor 
potato 
pull 
, queer 
i' quick 
i! quiet 
ranch 
reach 
!: real 
!! really 
remember 
. rest 
:, right 
river 
'about 
,: above 
'afraid 
afternoon 
:ago 
'almost 
, alone 
:• always 
!·angry 
Ann 
-..=::::-.-:-rr:·-.:-·_:- ---· ----
road 
roars 
rode 
roll 
roof 
room 
rope 
sand 
saturday 
sea 
second 
seeds 
seemed 
sell 
shall 
sheep 
shells 
shine 
shirt 
short 
should 
shouted 
show 
side 
sign 
silly 
sit 
six 
slowly 
small 
smell 
smile 
soft 
spring 
stairs 
stand 
stars 
start 
station 
step 
stick 
stones 
storm 
straight 
such 
suddenly 
suit 
summer 
supper 
sure 
swim 
table 
talk 
tap 
telephone 
tell 
tent 
than 
that's 
their 
threw 
through 
throw 
tie 
tired 
together 
told 
top 
Scott Foresman 
answer 
answered 
apron 
arms 
around 
aunt 
babies 
bad 
bags 
baking 
balloons 
bank 
bark 
bear 
beautiful 
became 
because 
bed 
been 
traveled 
tried 
trot 
trouble 
try 
turn 
twins 
use 
village 
wait 
'Wash 
watch 
wave 
well 
wet 
wheels 
while 
whistle 
wife 
wind 
wings 
winter 
wolf 
woman 
wonderful 
won't 
woods 
would 
year 
young 
before 
believes 
bell 
beside 
best 
better 
Betty 
biggest 
bite 
blovr 
~rr~-==t= ---
::boards 
' boil 
both 
bought 
box 
boxes 
!i branch 
branches 
bread 
breakfast 
bridge 
'' bring 
'' brother 
brought 
bugs 
build 
building 
bumpety 
butter 
,, buzz 
'by 
cabbage 
cakes 
,'calf 
I call 
candy 
cap 
care 
carried 
1 carry 
'cart 
catch 
caught 
can 
change 
chatter 
,, chief 
i: chimney 
, Christmas 
churn 
circus 
city 
clean 
climb 
,',clothes 
';clowns 
coat 
1cold 
, corner 
couldn't 
count 
country 
cover 
crack 
cream 
cried 
cries 
cro•r 
cry 
cut 
dances 
dancing 
David 
deep 
detour 
didn't 
dies 
dress 
drink 
dropped 
drops 
drum 
dust 
each 
ear 
early 
earn 
earth 
Easter 
easy 
elephant 
else 
end 
enough 
errand 
even 
ever 
everybody 
excited 
eyes 
fairy 
fall 
far 
farmer 
feathers 
fellow 
few 
fiddle 
field 
fill 
fire 
fish 
fix 
flew 
floor 
flour 
flowers 
fool 
forest 
forget 
forgot 
friendly 
full 
game 
garden 
gate 
gave 
geese 
getting 
goat 
gobble 
goes 
gone 
got 
grass 
great 
grocery 
grows 
gruff 
ha 
hadn't 
hair 
Halloween 
hammer 
hand 
handkerchief 
happen 
hard 
hardly 
hat 
haven't 
having 
hear 
heard 
helper 
herself 
hide 
hiding 
high 
hive 
hold 
hole 
honey 
honk 
hope 
hopped 
horns 
hot 
~otter 
hung 
hungry 
hurried 
hurt 
ice 
if 
I'll 
I'm 
inside 
isn't 
it's 
I've 
jay 
Joe 
John joke jolly 
keep 
kept 
kinds 
Kitty 
knew 
large 
leaf 
learn 
leaves 
left 
legs 
letter 
lift 
lights 
·er-r-=-,.,·=~-- .. 
lion 
listen 
living 
long 
longest 
louder 
loudest 
,, 
machine 
magic 
maple 
matter 
meet 
i' men 
ii middle 
. minute 
1 Molly 
:',money 
!~ more 
most 
,: mouse 
1 mouth 
., 
move 
moving 
,. much 
·myself 
neck 
need 
neighbors 
never 
. nice 
': nickles 
noise 
noon 
nose 
oak 
o'clock 
often 
only 
own 
, paid 
:·pan 
i park 
''part 
i: pay 
"pen 
,, people 
pick 
pie 
place 
pleasant 
point 
police 
pooh 
poor 
porridge 
pot 
potatoes 
pull 
queer 
quickly 
guiet 
quit 
rake 
reach 
real 
really 
remember 
riding 
right 
river 
roar 
roll 
roof 
rope 
rub 
sad 
sam 
same 
sand 
sandy 
saturday 
save 
scare 
screams 
scrub 
second 
seeds 
seen 
sell 
shall 
sheep 
shoes 
shook 
short 
shorter 
shortest 
should 
shovel 
show 
shut 
side 
sign 
silly 
since 
sing 
sister 
six 
skate 
skip 
sleds 
slide 
sliding 
slow 
slowly 
sly 
small 
smaller 
smart 
smell 
smile 
smiling 
sniff 
soft 
sorry 
sounds 
spring 
squawk 
squeal 
stairs 
stamp 
stand 
station 
stay 
steps 
stick 
still 
sting 
storekeeper 
straight 
strange 
straw 
strong 
such 
sudden 
suddenly 
seems 
summer 
sun 
supper 
sure 
surely 
taking 
tall 
taste 
telephone 
tell 
terrible 
than 
that's 
their 
thresh 
third 
through 
tiny 
today 
together 
told 
Tommy's 
tomorrow 
tonight 
top 
trap 
train 
tricks 
tried 
troll 
trot 
try 
turn 
turtle 
ugly 
upside 
village 
vine 
visit 
voice i! 
waddle 
wag 
wagged 
. n-,c-~--7·-~~T'=-=c-.~~=~=-=,==,===-
!: 
wake 
wait 
watch 
1; wasn't !: 
water 
wave 
weed 
week 
wet 
what's 
wheat 
while 
whole 
wide 
wife 
wiggles 
wild 
window 
wings 
winter 
wise 
wolf 
wonderful 
won't 
woods 
woodpecker's 
words 
wouldn't 
wren 
years 
yesterday 
you'll 
young 
yourself 
Zeke 
able 
above 
add 
adventure 
afternoon 
against 
age 
agree 
alarm 
allow 
,, . 
•' Amerlca 
among 
amuse 
angry 
answer 
appear 
are 
arrive 
ashamed 
asleep 
attention 
·bait 
bath 
• beach 
:beat 
become 
. beg 
; begin 
belongs 
bend 
between 
·beyond 
•', bit 
'bite 
blanket 
blaze 
blossom 
body 
boil 
bold 
book 
1. 
Third Grade 
Common Word List1 
born clam 
borrow clap 
both claw 
bother clear 
bow clever 
brave cloth 
break cloud 
breath coal 
bright coffee 
broke collar 
brought comfortable 
built company 
bunch continued 
bundles corner 
bus cottage 
busy count 
court 
cabin course 
calves cousin 
camp cover 
carriage crack 
case crash 
castle crawl 
cattle creature 
cave crept 
center cupboard 
certainly cups 
chance custom 
changes 
Charles danger 
chased dare 
chatter daughter 
cheek dead 
cheer decided 
cheese deck 
chest die 
child different 
choose disappear 
chose discover· 
chuckled doctor 
chug dozen 
circle draw 
Bennett, E. Virginia, et all., op. cit. 
dream 
drew 
drop 
drove 
dry 
dust 
eager 
easy 
edged 
eight 
either 
eleven 
empty 
enemy 
evening 
except 
excite 
explain 
fair 
fairy 
farther 
fell 
fellow 
felt 
few 
fifty 
fight 
finally 
finished 
fit 
fix 
flames 
flap 
flash 
flood 
fog j' 
fold 
forest 
forgot 
fortune 
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forward jam melt popped 
fruit Jane middle pound 
frightened jar mile pours 
full journey mind prepare 
' furniture juice mine pretend 
mistake princess 
gathered kept moment promise 
gentle keys Monday proud 
: George kicking months puzzle 
. gift kill moon 
golden king motor queen 
grain knees mystery question 
greet knife quiet 
grin nails raged 
group lad neat rang 
gun lady needle rather 
lake neither realize 
half lane net reason 
1 hang lap nine remember 
harbor lead nor reply 
'hatch led north rent 
hate left number ribbon 
heart leaped rich 
. heat leased ocean rid 
. hedge leather offer ripe 
' heels lick often roast 
herd life Oil rob 
., hit lines ourselves rock 
hitch lips rose 
hoof load packed rush 
·hour loose pages 
1
' howl lot palace sad 
: humming love parents safe 
.. hundred low parrot sail 
hunt luck passed sang 
'huge passengers saves 
.husband magic patch scampered 
1 hut managed path scattered 
mark peddler scold 
1 t;!!~ine marry peg seal master pen search 
_immediately masts perhaps second 
-. important matches pick secret 
inch matter pitcher send 
:, indeed meadow plan sent 
' 
'inn meals pleasant servant 
interesting meant plenty set 
'insist meat point settle 
1 instead meet poked seventh 
' 
several 
shadow 
shake 
sharp 
shawl 
shell 
shines 
shoot 
shore 
shoulder 
signal 
silk 
silver 
simple 
sir 
sister 
size 
skates 
skins 
slide 
slip 
smoke 
snail 
sold 
soldier 
son 
song 
sort 
soup 
sparkling 
speak 
·able 
:'accident 
·account 
ached 
:act 
•added 
admired 
admitted 
adventure 
. against 
:.age 
agreed 
ah 
:ahead 
spent thirty 
spider thread 
spoil through 
spoke tickets 
spread tight 
square tin 
stars toes 
steal tossed 
stomach touch 
stone toward 
stool tower 
storm track 
stove trade 
strange travel 
stretched trays 
stripes true 
sugar trunk 
sun turnips 
suppose 
surface ugly 
swallow unless 
usual 
tall 
tea vacation 
teachers valley 
tears vegetable 
teeth visit 
themselves visitors 
thick 
thin waist 
Scott Foresman 
aimed 
air 
airplanes 
aisle 
alarm 
alike 
allow 
already 
also 
among 
amused 
announced 
antlers 
anybody 
apart 
arrived 
arrow 
asleep 
ashamed 
ashes 
attic 
automobiles 
autumn 
awake 
awful 
axes 
backward 
wall 
wander 
warm 
warn 
weak 
weather 
weeks 
welcome 
wheels 
whether 
whiskers 
whole 
wide 
wild 
woke 
women 
won 
wonder 
won't 
wood 
wooden 
wool 
wore 
worried 
worth 
worse 
wrapped 
wrong 
worry 
yell 
yet 
you'll 
young 
baggage 
bait 
band 
bare 
bargain 
basement 
bath 
beach 
beaming 
beans 
beard 
beast 
beat 
beauty 
beaver 
begin 
beggar 
begged 
behave 
belonged 
below 
Benny's 
bent 
Betsy 
between 
beyond 
,. bicycles 
bits 
• blankets 
blazed 
·bleated 
Blednock 
blinking 
block 
boasting 
·bold 
bonnet 
born 
bothered 
bottom 
bramble 
brand 
brave 
break 
breath 
breathing 
bride 
broad 
broken 
brownie 
built 
bunch 
burrows 
buses 
bushels 
. butted 
buttons 
buggy 
cabin 
cage 
.camp 
Canada 
card 
--· - --~- "4:'.-----:-
carefully 
carpenter 
cave 
center 
certainly 
chance 
charged 
chase 
check 
cheek 
cheered 
cheese 
child 
chipmunk 
chuckle 
chug 
circle 
clam 
clapped 
cleared 
clever 
closed 
cloth 
clouds 
clover 
coaxed 
coins 
collecting 
complain 
conductor 
contest 
cook 
cord 
cousin 
counters 
course 
crash 
crawling 
crept 
croaked 
cross 
crowd 
crown 
crumbs 
cub 
cupboards 
cups 
customers 
damp 
danger 
dangerous 
darted 
daughter 
dead 
deal 
deer 
delay 
delicious 
delighted 
delivered 
den 
department 
desert 
desire 
desks 
destroying 
detective 
diamond 
die 
different 
dim 
directions 
dirt 
disappear 
discover 
dishes 
distance 
dived 
dock 
doe 
dollar 
donkey 
dozens 
drawing 
dreary 
drew 
drift 
drove 
dry 
dusk 
dye 
eagerly 
eaten 
edge 
eight 
either 
electric 
elevator 
eleven 
elf 
empty 
enemy 
engineer 
enormous 
entered 
entrance 
escape 
evening 
exactly 
excellent 
except 
exclaimed 
excitement 
excuse 
expected 
explains 
facts 
fail 
raint 
fair 
rancy 
farther 
fastened 
fault 
favorite 
fawns 
fear 
feast 
fed 
feel 
feet 
fellow 
fifteen 
rifth 
fifty 
fight 
figures 
finally 
fingers 
finish 
firmly 
fisherman 
fit 
flames 
flapped 
flood 
Fluffytail 
footmen 
footprints 
forty 
forward 
fog 
fond 
foolish 
forenoon 
fortune 
free 
freezer 
·Friday 
fright 
frighten 
frisky 
frogs 
frosting 
frowning 
fruit 
fur 
. furniture 
gazed 
gentle 
·gentlemen 
George 
giants 
gifts 
. giggle 
giraffes 
given 
'glanced 
glasses 
glaring 
glowing 
glue 
gnawed 
gold 
. golden 
goodness 
gorgeous 
gowns 
grabbed 
grand 
granny 
·greet 
.grinning 
. group 
grove 
growl 
-~ ~ .. -. ·- --- --~ --
grown-up 
grumble 
gun 
hail 
half 
hall 
handle 
handsome 
hang 
happiness 
harm 
haste 
hate 
hay 
haystack 
hearth 
heat 
he'd 
hedge 
held 
herd 
Herbert 
hid 
hind 
hit 
hitched 
hoarse 
holly 
hoofs 
hook 
hour 
howled 
huge 
hugging 
HUlda 
hundreds 
hunger 
hunt 
hurrah 
husband 
hut 
I'd 
idea 
imagine 
immediately 
important 
impossible 
inch 
indeed 
Indian 
inquired 
inn 
insisted 
instant 
instead 
interesting 
introduce 
invited 
iron 
jacket 
jam 
jars 
jerk 
jewel jingle 
Joan joined 
journey 
joy 
juicy 
Judy 
kettle 
kicking 
killed 
kindness 
king 
kissed 
knelt 
knife 
knothole 
ladder 
lady 
laid 
Lambkin's 
language 
laughter 
leading 
lean 
least 
leather 
lesson 
licked 
lid 
lie 
life 
lightning 
lily 
limb 
limp 
linen 
lizards 
load 
loaf 
lonely 
look 
loose 
lose 
loved 
lovely 
lumber 
lying 
magnificent 
maiden 
main 
ma,jesty 
managed 
marble 
Marching 
marked 
market 
married 
Martin 
matches 
meadow 
meant 
meat 
melt 
members 
Mexican 
mice 
midnight 
mile 
mind 
mine 
mischievous 
mistake · 
mixed 
model 
moment 
Monday 
monkey 
monster 
moon 
moose 
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motorboat peeling raccoon scurrying 
mount pelican raced sea 
mountain perfectly ragged search 
mystery perform raised secret 
Philip ranch selfish 
nails picnic rang send 
nap pieces rapidly sent 
narrow pillow rat sentences 
naughty pincushion rather serious 
neat plain rattling serve 
necklace plan realized set 
nephew plates reason settled 
newspapers playmate remain seventh 
. nine pleasure rent several 
nobody plump repeated shade 
none poked replied shadow 
nonsense poles rescue shakes 
number polite returned shape 
Polly reward sharp 
oars pool ribbon shelf 
obeyed popped rid shells 
ocean porcupine ring shelter 
odd Porky ripe shiny 
offer possible roast shone 
office posts robe shoots 
oho pouch Robert shore 
orange pounded rock shot 
ordered poured rows shoulder 
ought practicing ruffled shoved 
ourselves prairie rumbling shy 
owl prancing sighed 
prepare saddle signal 
package President safe silent 
packed pretending safety silk 
paddle prick sail silver 
page prince salt simple 
pail princess sandwiches Singleton 
pair prize Santa Claus sir 
palace probably Sarah skin 
parents promise satin sky 
passed protected satisfied slept 
patched puzzled sauce slice 
. patiently punch scamp slid 
paws puppet scarlet slippers 
peaches purple scattering slipping 
peanuts scent smash 
pearls queen scolding smoke 
pears question scooped smooth 
peddler quills scraps snatched 
peeked scratch sneeze 
"' 
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snug striking thrilling unlatched 
soap strip throne unless 
soaring stripes throw usually 
Sojo struck thumps 
sold struggles thunder vacation 
soldier stubborn tickets vegetables. 
solving stuck tick-took velvet 
somebody stumbled tiger 
son stump tight wall 
songs stupid timid wand 
sorts succeeded tin wandered 
space sugar Tippy warning 
spare suit toe Washington, 
spark suitcase tone wasps 
sparkle suppose tongues waste 
speak surface Tony's wearing 
spending surrounded tools wedding 
spent swam toot welcome 
spied sweater torn we've 
spilled sweeping tossed wheel 
spinning sweet towel whether 
spite swiftly tower whistle 
spoiling swimming tracks whiz 
spoke swings trade whom 
spoons swung trails whoofy 
sprang traveling whose 
sprinkle taken treasure wicked 
spruce tame treat win 
squeeze tar tremble wink 
stable tasks trimmed wipe 
stared taught trouble witch 
starving teacher true woke 
steady teakettle trunk women 
steal team tub won 
steaming tears tucked wooden 
steep teeth turnips woolen 
steer tend twenty-nine wore 
stew tender twice world 
stirring tent twin worms 
stomach terrified twinkle worried 
stone Texas twisted worse 
stool theater worth 
storm themselves uncover wrapped 
stranger they'll underneath wrong 
streak thick understand 
stretched thousands understood yawn 
striding threw unhappy yelled 
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Classification Lessons 
These classification lessons cover a six week pexiodo 
The children will t'lork in pairs for four days each week 
using the classification deviceo The partners should be 
changed daily so that each child will have an opportunity 
to i11ro.rlt t'ITi th every child in the room during the six t'ITeelcs., 
On the fifth day of each week, a t~itten individual review 
test is giveno These tests contain the same words that 
have been used in the classification device for that weeko 
They are co~rected by the teachexo 
Procedure: Each day group the children in pairso Give 
each pair a classification device and an envelope con-
·taining the t1io:td cards.. The direc·rcions are printed on 
tl1e envelope.; Instruct the children to read and follow 
the directionso The following instructions axe on the 
envelope .. 
Directions~ '!be woxd cards in this envelope can 
be placed in three categorieso Read the words on the 
pocketsQ They tell you how to group the word cardso 
Remove the word cards from the envelope and take turns 
reading the cards to you~ partnero Decide between your-
selves in what eategoxy the t·.roxd .belongs.. Then place 
the word CQ~Q in the xight pocketo t~en you have finish-
ed, take out the key card that you t-.ri11 find in each pock-
et and check your tm)Xk~ 
0 
;--
The same classification device is used each day 
by having the teacher replace the categories on the pockets 
and the sel~ checking key trl. th the next days lesson and 
giving out the envelope marked according to the lessou 
numbexo For ease of administrating~ different colored 
cards axe used each dayQ 
va.11ey · 
~:~:e.\te~. 
aC.v era:.;·:o".:.:e 
arrive 
beach 
cabin 
cotta~e 
joumey 
pleasant 
chose 
[J<l.C1hGU 
spent 
!..es.smt 3 
'CQ,Sil:le 
count 
cou:rtt 
Ci.T.C\:c.::n 
fo1r:tune 
ImsbaFldt 
1a~y 
z~ste.&: 
;)aJLace 
l:n~il!!eese 
zicJll 
sea:vant 
·cmrJetr 
king 
Things that axe Hard 
_.,...,..._ _ .,... __ --=:; "'--.."-:--....:_..,.,..~ 
fu:u."ni tu3Ce 
hoof 
keys 
motor 
roc1t 
safe 
skates 
shell 
wood 
·trays 
stone 
Dai1s 
coal 
gun 
stove 
Things you can carry 
bait 
blanket 
blossom 
btmeh 
bundles 
case 
cheese 
elam 
cloth 
eo11ax-
eups 
frui-G: jam 
jall: 
Iteys 
pen 
puzzle 
soup 
thx-ead 
t~ays 
Th~~~· th.~,.~.':~~!= 
1ap 
lips 
meadow 
sba:t'!11 
w-ool 
silk 
ribbon 
felt 
dust 
blossom jam 
seal 
Things that a~e da~gerous 
~=--= ... T""CT'2er'_:..;x..:=:-_.....,_~-=-----
flames 
blaze 
ela1:<1 
ex ash 
enemy 
rlood 
fog 
hoof 
kicking 
mine 
sharp 
~rtolrol 
-· 
Lesson 3 
Unpleasant Happy A Bank 
~~~~~~ .,...... 
'S:"n'llt 
ang:t""J chuckled add 
c1.a'I:'J meals keys 
cr-ash S{Plg count 
dang ex proud eio-Iit 0 dead pleasant eleven 
enemy magic fifty 
flood luck hundred 
frightened love 1tept 
hate idea l.ady 
hit humming rent 
sad grin managed 
kicking gift mark 
raaed eJ~cite safe 
scold clap saves 
ugly cheer tila11 
teaxs comfortable sort 
sto:r;:m 
won~t 
.. ~;:,..~~-~~=-====="'<---=---------·-·----~·-------=-----=====-===..;==x--
!Less-::>n 4 
keys 
gun 
knife 
pen 
needle 
silver 
tin 
trays 
t·.rheels 
stove 
Outside a house 
corner 
hedge 
lot 
l:Ja11 
t'l7ooden 
wood 
·rock 
stone 
chased 
chatter 
clap 
cra:wl 
d:rcat'\l' 
Doing v.roxds 
~' L F' .... ~ 
drop 
drove 
er.1pty 
fell 
fight 
fi}J: 
flap 
flash 
fold 
grin 
continued 
crack 
hang 
drew 
discouer 
led 
crept 
brought 
spoke 
sent 
rob 
fit 
send 
t'l7rapped 
pick 
packed 
StiTa:ll.lO'I.·J beat 
1):li~c 
stretched 
breathe 
gathered 
scattered· 
scampered 
scaxch 
hitch 
hunt 
meet 
plan 
set 
prepa:xe 
SO:?:t 
speak 
hi-t 
Id!l 
leaped 
poked 
popped 
pou:&:s 
zoang 
Xt:Sh 
sl:.cl:c 
shoot 
slide 
slio 
t8~aed 
1')-.:<'~ryJ• 
Test 1 
c:J Directions: The following words ~ell about six categories~ Read 
the words in the list at the left. Each'word belongs under one of 
the six headings& Put the right word under the headingo 
castle About Kings Happy 
.... ·~ ~ 
add 
xibbon ,... 
cheeJC 
.. 
angry 
needle :?.'" 
' 
-
silk 
love 
Unp1easan·ic Things that are sof'll: 
it.rheels 
0 
lips 
pxirr1c:ess 
-
ugly 
-.. 
knife 
saves 
se,:ng 
A l3an.k Things made of r~e:\.:8:. 
\);Qt'JCll ... -
shaw1 
. Jail! 
. 
gxin 
rent 
palace . 
-
~F.ays 
0 i':;ea::-s 
I 
l 
I 
-
<-0~L,; f.Jl.c.od 
:wau~ged pleasant 
'-'Jr....~(;..1~l..k tin 
. 
-
. 
.. ___ ._. -
-
0· 
0 
0 
Test I 
Di~eci::iollS: Here are some gxoups of words~ Fill in the spaces 
~ith one of the following words oz groups of words. Things that aze 
Iia~d; Doing wozds; Vacation wo~ds; Things made.~f metal; 
About Kings; Dangerous; Things you can carry; Outside a house; 
Things that are soft; Happy. 
1 .. hit, bend; shalce, slide~ st"lallow are-----------------
2 .. wood, trays~ rock 2 safe, skates are 
3 .. t.ravel 9 valley, trun1~, cabin, cottage are. 
4. 1:3&11!1 coxnexll hedge, lot, stone are . 
5 .. silk, t1Q01, .r.dbbon, blossom, jatu are 
6. court, castle, princess, count, tow~r are 
7., keys, pen, tin, lmife, needle are 
8Q cheer1 grin 9 sang, humming~ pleasant are 
9o book 9 cups 9 puzzle, case~ fxuit a~e 
10o shaxp, crash, enemy9 flood are 
0 
0 
Lesson 6 
age 
ilaJ .. f 
hOUil' 
£.1onday 
months 
second 
seventh 
uc;eks 
mor::1ent 
af teli:.'lloon 
evening 
L"Jords that tell about g~-
bend 
chased 
chee:E' 
choose 
clap 
circle 
hit 
pitcher 
puzzle 
yell 
amuse 
anst~er 
build 
count 
cove:!!" 
deck 
draw 
e~tp1ain 
group 
leaped 
lines 
middle 
bus 
lady 
passengers 
smoke 
b~:avel 
visitors 
wall 
t-Jheels 
dust 
t'!Tomen 
~~------·----------------------~---------------------------------------~--~----~----~--u 
0 ~J 
Lesson 7 
Larger than a house 
-~:rtoo== .... =r:w:o........, 
America 
beach 
castle 
iaix 
forcest 
inn 
h~rcbor 
lake 
meadoitJ 
oeean 
1ra11ey 
Smaller than a house 
boolc 
cabin 
cheese 
child 
clam 
colla:H: 
cups 
fa.i~y 
fruit 
1teys 
lad 
knife 
matches 
needle 
parrot 
puzzle· 
xibbon 
she11 
snail 
hut 
stotre 
Sounds you can heaz 
• ar-..ao~ 
beQ.t 
chattex 
clap 
crash 
flap 
hotr.r1 
moto:E: 
song 
yell 
humming 
0 
bJ~ tt.akei' 
b..:ok 
btwmd:iLe~ 
chest 
C£l..~ri8;,(0 
e.1o·l!:h 
coffee 
eo11a).Jr 
CO VeE" 
cupboa:c-< 
Cu,PS 
i"(-'!1t 
i: .. r~tl!r"" ~ 
,l:': ,'~ ,/"'*' 
(..,.t .. .t. ... 
jEtF1 
1::'-.i-:i f E: 
1l€ad 
3.&athex 
txun1~ 
tu2nips 
vegetable 
matehcs 
neat 
nails 
needle 
net 
oil 
pen 
pitche:r 
pt11zzle 
rcibbon 
.I:oas·lc 
BliUt'il'l 
s:i1.Yt 
si::tttes 
spE"ead 
si!:oo1 
txays 
~.JlOU could 
live itt 
castle 
cabin 
cn.mp 
cave 
cottage 
hut 
palace 
inn 
-a--------~-'~------·----~-·-------
0 
-{)ZL_ ... JG1 
0.::?21( 
bO'i:'J 
eill?e.~lc 
c1eveJZ 
f ... . " .,. :!iDl.::SiliSJ. 
1-,:~els 
"i;(.JC£ 
llti.flllliilillg 
:2.nm .. gine 
kicking 
!cnees 
leaped 
tn:etend 
tickets 
song 
square 
t·eathe.lL" Uozds 
-...,.___ ---~~-:::::::::::::-~~ 
bs:ight 
clea.x 
el.oi!d 
flood 
fog 
melt 
pleasant 
shines 
stos:m 
moon 
SUlll 
waxm 
afternoon 
bright 
uxy 
dust 
fair 
hundred 
pleasant 
sun 
W<l!Clil 
v-acation 
shines 
heat 
• Things you can smell 
----~~:.;.::_·;e ~'0:"~':;:.~'"' ____ ::::::;:----_:;:;:• ~-.::X w..-.tJ 
bait 
blossom 
cheese 
forest 
f!.'uit 
smoke 
soup 
tea 
tumios 
vegetable 
coffee 
rose 
• 
• 
Test II 
Diree'tions: Here a:re some groups of it'lo:tds.. Fill in the spaces 
with one of· the following words or groups of wordsQ 
Sma.ll.e:t than a house~ Th~ng$. y_o~. could live in, 
Things you can smell, Weather wordsa 
Dane in~ 
.... w ~~ 
1 .. blossom, smoke, bait, coffees rose are------------ __ _ 
2. bow~ song~ toes~ ldcldng 1 bend are about 
3e pleasant? fog, storm~ floodt clear are 
---------------------------
4 .. clap~ crash, yell, ho"t'll'l~ cha·J;te~ are 
5 .. cups, keys, knife, child, parrot are 
6e castle, cabin~ inn; cottage, palace axe 
Dixections~ F111 in. the spaces with one of the following words ox 
Tjl,in~g_n see in the city • .Ib.ings_ you r;an buy a;t_tl!.e. stq~l) 
Jjme wordst A midsurr~er•s d~yo 
1.,. hour 11 months 11 'fftJeeks, moment P second axe 
·---------
3~ A~erica~ forest, beach, ocean 9 castle are 
5.,. travel~ bus\) visitors, lady~ smoke are 
0 
Lesson 11 
M(-:.) 1 (-;a_n be 
c.;;:) ~>'»•ot=.....-:• ... •WM:• ... "=---
peddler 
sexvant 
soJldier 
teachers 
visitors 
wrong 
xic:kt 
passengers 
mCl1s·,ez 
impoxtant 
husband 
Geoxge 
Char:Jl.es 
iC"if~y 
doe·~orc 
eousln 
compru:Hy 
busy 
brave 
angry 
asleep 
"irro1ce 
clever 
thirty 
parent 
worried 
tall 
~;;:nin 
eager 
Water 
ha:!L'bor 
ocean 
pours 
boil 
flood 
bath 
spa)t!~:ling 
heat 
Things that axe ·t·Jllole 
__ ..,c.._ ... p.,..,. ... -..-,.~·--......,_·-- ..__~ .... -~.,.-=----
blanket 
book 
bus 
cabin 
carriage 
camp 
case 
cave 
cattle 
chest 
clam 
cottage 
ereatu!!:'e 
!~eys 
lmife 
calves 
furniture 
trays 
trunk 
= . ...,._.....,...., ........... ~:--=~-------C'tl ·--.-.zs.-===--=----------------
Ii ... esson 12 
tiJoxds tha·~ Describe 
-··-------,.._,_ ___ .. ____ ... ,._ 
bold 
b.l!:'ave 
bzight 
busy 
full 
gentle 
golden 
huge 
pleasant 
xi en 
sha~ 
simple 
sparltling 
st~ange 
wooden 
young 
clear 
clever 
PZOU1i51 
weak 
t·J@_Lf111 
,. ~ 
ra .. ur 
trl.ld 
ttride 
thicit 
loose 
easy 
f?'..,f~(,9g 
comfortable 
zipe 
thin 
tall 
tight 
·V;rue 
-~?.!!_£~~LP.~L!!l:!~ttL~~ 
book 
bm11ch 
chest 
-·cizcle 
cloth 
COl."l:!€:!1: 
cupboard 
cups 
pen 
safe 
trunk 
case 
bundles 
/ 
.?::!l~~K.IL:£~~Ltr~Qll! 
blossom 
calves 
cattle 
child 
clmu 
cxea.tu~e 
fores·~-
for.r.tune 
fru3.·c 
gr~in 
!ledge 
rose 
seal 
snail 
spidex 
teeth 
"toes 
turnips 
whiskezs 
vegeta"jlle 
Ct 
0 
Lesson 13 
P!easu~e 
vaea·cion 
SOrGlg 
skates 
puzzle 
1~.ke 
journey 
'Zll:ave1 
smuse 
beach 
book 
ea.!iiip 
visit 
Lesson 14 
I 
~~_go 
c.tfii!igs ..s. si!j.J2.,£;~J:t~ru:.t:~>-. 
coffee 
fruit 
cat'U:1e 
ellleese 
coal 
wood 
furniture 
g~ain 
tea 
oil 
ca1ves 
leather 
silver 
stone 
trunk 
skins 
load 
Things made by Peop~~ 
blanket 
Pa~ts of a person 
whiskers 
waist 
toes 
·iceeth 
stomwelll 
slr.in 
shoulde:r 
lips 
bool~ 
cheese 
cht~ges 
c!o-G:TI:1. 
ecpboazd 
cups 
felt 
fo.f!."tu..'tle 
gun 
furnitur;:e jam 
keys 
knife 
leather 
matches 
ribbon 
shatvl 
skates 
soup 
stool 
-tickets 
\'J'001 
wheels 
lap 
ltnees 
hear·t 
cheek 
body 
--.£@:~t§_~t:, ~ . ...§£\lTL 
Parts of 
mot ore 
bow 
deck 
cabin 
masts 
hatch 
signal 
wheel 
sail 
Fishing 
bait 
bite 
elam 
dozen 
fog 
harboz 
lake 
ocean 
north 
poin·t 
xoc1.t 
shell 
shoxe 
e 
Test III 
Directions: Here are some groups of words.. Bill in the spaces 
with one of the following 1.·.rords ox groups of words. Men can be , 
Parts of a ship, Pleasure, Things made by peoplev Fishing 9 
Things that gzow ~ 
lo deck, mastsv hatch, bow, cabin are 
2~ bait, sho~e, bite, ocean, haxbor tell about-------------------------
3. bJl.an1tet~ furniture, cloth, soup 11 jam are 
4., peddler, husband, soldier, doctor, pa:a:ents are what--------
5o hedge., rose, vegetabl.es, grain, whislters are 
6Q vacation 9 skates, travel, company are 
.Jir.cect.ions:: Here are some groups of words.. Fill in the sp2,c:es 
l"Ji -u:r1 one of the f o11o~:Jing woxds or groups of i.iTords o Pazte o~ ~ 
pe:rcson 7 tvater, Something to put things in, lJords that dest:::i.'ibev 
Things a ship can ca.rcxy, Things that are t:.rhole .. 
1.. cups, trunk, cupboard, bundJJ.es, pen are 
2 .. Cli:eatu:re, child, blanket, trays, cattle, are 
3. s1n:in ~ lips, Imees 1P heart, body, teeth are 
4. boil, heat, bath9 pours, flood are 
~ 5 .. stxange, young~ clever, golden, thick are 
6" fruit, t1Tood, coal v grain, oi1 are-~ ..__ ----------
0 Lesson 16 
Whe.zoe ? l'Jhen ? H0'£.'1 Many ? 
fali.JC among afternoon bunch 
America against evening ease 
beach eave months dozen 
bus cabin Monday eleven 
corner camp moment fetiT 
cou.rct castle often fifty 
deck cottage second group 
foxest farther weelcs full 
harbor ce11ter hour hundred· 
inn immediately lot 
1al;;e after lov~d 
meado'i...r finally nine 
m:li.ne number 
no~th plenty 
ocean setrera1 
path thi:d:y 
toweJ?: both 
shoxe 
beyond 
thl"Cough 
between 
-~- --------- - ~-
Lesson 17 
t'JoJrds about pets Things girls lilte About a cax 
amuse carriage built 
angry ribbon tin 
appeax shawl trunk 
asleep needle wheels 
beg p-rincess passengers belongs silver changes 
bothe~ silk crash 
chased beach drove 
claw book empty 
col lax cloth fix 
crcawl ,('> • fori:Jaxd ra:1x die puzzle keys 
howl song lines 
lap sister load 
leaped skates low lick thread motoz 
love secret number 
strange oil 
~ 11'Jande~ rent 'L'V'hisli.:ers stxipes born 
wild 
r.nind 
hunt 
Lesson 18 
Work in an 6ffice 
answer 
boolt 
busy 
count 
decided 
explain 
important 
interesting 
idea 
managed. 
mistake 
neat 
pleasant 
:!t'ang 
rceply 
:!t'e:nt 
safe 
Lesson 19 
A Bit'1:hda,Y.: Part_:r. 
afternoon 
cheer 
child 
company 
few 
foE·h:me 
gift 
greet 
parents 
pleasant 
popped 
ribbon 
rose 
silver 
sister 
son 
song 
sugar 
trays 
daughter 
purselves 
Places 
America 
beach 
forest 
corner 
meadow 
path 
valley 
tower 
patch 
camp 
1~e 
I 
Thing~ou do in.game~--­
bend 
chased 
cheer 
clap 
circle 
hit 
yell 
steal 
W'O!l 
touch 
tossed 
through 
shoot 
slide 
-rush 
passed 
leaped 
drop 
edged 
stretched 
Wha~ you see at the shore 
beach 
In. the win·cer 
blanket 
bi·te ocean 
changes 
clam 
cottage 
fog 
harbor 
masts 
point 
sail 
shell 
snail 
. blaze 
danger, 
heat 
melt 
moon 
north 
shawl 
slide 
slip 
smoke 
sparkling 
stars 
stoxm. 
sun 
wood 
coal 
·oil 
Test IV 
Directions: Here are some croups of t;rordso Fill in the spaces 
tdth one of the follovring 1.;rords or groups of wordso 
lV'ork in an office, Things you do in games~ A Dirthday Party, 
About a ~!!:! ~~ Where? In. the winter. 
1 .. forest', 1a1te, America,. beach, roeadet'J' tell 
2"' giftv child~ x-ibbonS> cheer, greet 9 tell about_, ___________ _ 
3 .. oil, blanket, slide 7 coal, stol."'ll tell about 
4~ safe 9 busy~ managed, rang, answe~ tell about 
5. keys~ t:runk 1 t.rheels, motor, oil tell __ ~-------------
6~ hit, tossed~ yell, chased, slide tell about 
Direc·tions: Fill "~n the spaces 'I:.Tith one of the following "t".rords 
or groups of t:• .>rds.. Places, lllo£'ds about ~9 Things girls lil~e, 
What you see at the shore, \'lhen? IIm•.r many? 
1. lramed,iately, moment 11 I~londay,. evening, afternoon tell. _______ _ 
2., erunp, lane, valley, path, tm"'er are 
3. harbox, sail, shell, beach, clam axe 
4~ dozen 9 eleven, few? seve~a1, case tell 
5. x.ibbon.~' si11c, needle 11 thread, princess axe ·--~-----~-··· 
6 .. claw, howl 9 liek 9 't"Jh.islce:rs, t;rander are---------------
• 
Lesson 21 
\1Jhat~_you could put 
r in a trunk 
cloth 
puzzle 
ribbon 
silk 
silver 
shawl 
spread 
thread 
blanket 
trays 
wool jar 
Iadfe 
felt 
gift 
st~ates 
slip 
What can walk 
brave 
calves 
Charles 
child 
cousin 
creature 
doctor 
enemy 
George 
hexd 
husband 
king 
lad 
lady 
master 
paz rot 
peddler 
princess 
servant 
sister 
soldier 
visitors 
ourselves 
tdha t g!!_es light 
sun 
stars 
matches 
flash 
flames 
coal 
bright 
blaze 
moon 
·-------------------~----~~--------------------·--------------------------------Lesson 22 
.snace 
above 
appear 
beyond 
farther 
cloud 
disappear 
huge journey 
t:rave1 
mile 
moon 
sun 
stars 
Inside a ho~ 
blanket 
boolc 
chest 
cloth 
cupboard 
cups 
furniture 
keys 
needle 
matches 
pitcher 
silver 
spread 
trays 
wall 
stool 
bath 
·heat 
EP:,rts of thi~.:tg~ 
cheek 
claw 
cover 
dec~ 
half 
heart 
heels 
hoof 
lmees 
lips 
lap 
masts 
waist 
·toes 
teeth 
stomach 
pages 
Lesson 2;3 
1!1ings that are P~~nted 
blossom 
eoffee 
forest 
fruit 
gxain 
hedge 
xose 
tea 
tu1.··rd.ps 
vegetable 
Lesson 24 
circle 
d~aw 
half 
inch 
size 
squaz:e 
t.rho1e 
add 
answer 
borrow 
COU...'I'lt 
eight 
e·leven 
fi.fty 
houx 
httl'ldred 
left 
nine 
number 
pound 
!_he Ocean 
beach 
changes 
danger 
fog 
haxbox 
huge 
life 
.raged 
rock 
shore 
stone 
surface 
wood 
i.1ooden 
chest 
cuoboard 
dust 
leather 
stool 
built 
About books 
-· ... ... 
pages 
answex 
begin 
belongs 
borrow 
choose 
cloth 
cover 
exp1~.in 
finished 
inteiCesting 
lea.the:v: 
lines 
mine 
mys~cery 
t>xincess 
spoil 
whole 
t:·dck 
v.ride 
continued 
bus 
busy 
carriage 
cornez 
ex ash 
danger 
empty 
fellow 
child 
ourselves 
lady 
mot ox 
patch 
peddler 
roe!;; 
stone 
show.lde!." 
signal 
travel 
wheels 
Test V 
:.Jhich Hords 
O Directions: D:r;a.w a circle around the words that are right .. 
0 
1.. l'Jhieh of these things give light? 
flames: peddler blaze stars 
brave paxrot matches cousin 
2o \~ich of these things could you put in a t~c? 
cloth moon herd ~ing 
princess ribbon wool silk 
3o \~1ich of these words te11 about axithmetie? 
lady 
moon 
slip 
enemy 
sexvan·t 
spread 
inch chest count leather answer cupboard 
left add stool dust borrow wood 
tVhieh of ·these things would you see on a street? 
travel add crash hour peddler 
bus ches-t ehild leather 
5"' \1Thich of these things are parts of something? 
stool 
stone 
heels deck above disappear lips pages 
1:xave1 f axther wais·i; stomach ' huge. claw 
6o t\l'hich of these thi:ngs would you S'ee inside a house? 
blanltet masts cupboard mile bath . sp.!rea.d 
deck fu.!'.o.i1cttxe e1oud stool pitcher si1vex 
1o l~ich of these things would you plant? 
answer vegetables borrow xose explain hedge 
grain cloth cove~ leather tur~ips mystery 
8o Which of these words tell about the ocef!n? 
fog harbor princess beach rose 
choose roclt shoxe pages foxest 
0· 
Lesson 26 
l'Jhat a. box can do l'{8a t 'J!e. r-:~ f ;gm !_gj;!!gS you .£.?!!! 
the eartfL. eat and d!dn1£_ 
alarm lead 
agree mark silver cheese 
ansi...rer mind rock clam 
borrm'IT patch stone coffee 
bother pick oil fxuit 
build plan coal gxain 
crawl prepare jam 
dare pretend juice 
discover promise meals 
dream reason meat 
explain remember snail 
fight reply soup 
fix realize sugax 
fold rush );ea 
greet scamper turnips 
grin seae-ch vegetable 
hate send 
hit shoot 
hitch signal 
hunt slide 
imagine slip 
speak 'f.'ll'arn 
0 welcome woxry insist 
Lesson 27 
\i!ords that tell Thlf!gs_you see To jgj~ 
J1ow people t' eel J±l_'J:Jle. COU]lti'}l 
angry worse blossom Il'}.arry 
ashamed able c:reatu:re clap 
bold strange fo.:rest cover 
brave fruit hitch 
comfortable grain jam 
eager hedge fix 
fair herd nail 
frightened hunt peg 
gentle lad belongs 
important lake 
proud raeadow 
rich pen 
sad rock 
ugly rose 
0 wa.rrn smoke worried turnips young valley 
different vegetable 
fit wood 
• 
-·· 
• 
•"" 30lt1 28 
brave 
Charles 
child 
cousin 
daug11't er 
doctor 
fellow 
Geo:rge 
:1u.sband 
Jarae 
k.:~flg 
1aJy 
m1n'3ter 
O'!.ll.""=selves 
pages 
pa:<::ents 
nasse:n.gers 
pcddle:r 
,,i.tcher 
~'ld .. ncess 
c,,~T7:1Ut 
sister 
six 
soldier 
son 
teachers 
themselves 
visitors 
women 
About the lang 
build 
clear 
different 
flood 
forest 
huge 
lane 
life 
low 
meadow 
plenty 
:ri<fl 
se·;;t!e 
sh~1te 
suxface 
't'J.ide 
'I:Jor:th 
1ee&ecl 
ren:~ 
Thi!.!r.A you~~~'} 
i"Jea£' 
blanket 
collar 
fe1-t 
leather 
ribbon 
rose 
silk 
shat'J'l 
silver 
sl:a"~:2-s 
s::-'.i~~ I 
ski ID-s 
sea1 
ii'Yh:lskeEs 
=====--~-~~~---·~------------------------~~---·--0·--===---------------------
L(asson 29 
t'Jords that tell 
-· ·ai:rectlons 
between 
cente!t' 
~ircle 
eontinued, 
farther 
r: o ~t:.rard 
left 
meeri: 
middle 
mile 
north 
toward 
wheels 
wood 
whole 
usual 
tin 
sold 
sha!;:e 
popped 
peg 
mine 
huge 
gift 
exact~ 
chug 
choose 
build 
break 
broke 
borrow 
bend 
interesting 
stripes 
wooden 
Land of r.1a1r.e-beli~av~ 
ugly 
strange 
secret 
princess 
pretend 
palace 
maeie 
fn.il:y 
rLtysteJ??y 
a~ceam 
disappcE"s 
0 
0 
D 
Test VI 
Di:recticms: 'rhe f o11ot'ling 't'.TO~ds tell about six categories.., 
Read the 'tll'ords in the 1is·t belm'l.. nach 't'Jord belongs unde:r one 
of ·the six headings., Put the right t.'lm:d unde:-r ~U;he headingo 
----
hitch 
husband 
People I Things you ca.n "t;i(Z~i? 
ribbon 
juice 
rock 
--- ---··---... -.--
angry 
. Jain 
doctor 
cousin 
Things you C&"l What we get fgoTJJ. 
eat a.ud d~.ink the earth 
shat.'\il -· ~~~ .... 
-
soup 
. 
' 
Pl"OUd -
oraughter. 
eoal 
n1arxy I 
----.. -·~ -~-- - -·· -
---- -~ .... -- ... ·----
., iJmpoxta..Tn.t 
collax 
t11ords that tell To join 
how people feel 
worried 
stone 
-
nail 
eheese : 
silk 
-
pareents 
oil _._. .. _ _.._., _ _,_ .. _,.. -
Q,shamed I 
-
-
··--... 
-. 
- . 
--· 
..M::• l- -slip clap 
Test VI 
~ Di~®etio~s; ~Iere axe some groups of words~ Fill in the spaces 
with one of the following words or groups of words® 
-
The land of make-believe,, :f1.bpJ.tt toyq_, 'l'hings you can see in the 
eo~~ry~ About the la.n<!_11 ~Vhat !1 boy: can do, Words that tell 
9-J..rectipn, ~·~ords that tell. hot...r pepple feel., Things 11.re can eat 
~Q;_drink • 
.1... hedge, cattle., forest, lake, calves are 
2~ tin, wheels, wooden, shrute, popped are 
3o d~~am~ fight~ huntj promise, mind are ------------~--------
4. mystery, fairy, ~retend, ugly, princess tell about 
--------
5., tea~ ft"Uit~ turnips, meals, coffee are 
6<» frightened, sadt> comfortabl.e, brave, bo1d1 are ... _......._.-<~ ......... 
7o 101'11, c!ea~, settlep leased? build are 
s.. no1:th, fa!'ther~ left, bett'leent mile are 
•
:_;-"-' 
. 
. 
~ 
• ,. 
Directions for Const:ruction of the Classification Device 
The pocket device is constructed of 12u x 18" oak tag .. Turn 
up 4~n at the bottom to form three pocketso Stitch up the sides .. 
At six inch intervals stitch to form three pocketso 011 the 
front of each poc1ret place photo tabs to hold the interchange~ble 
category cards.. Cut cards 4-~-"x 2~-u from colored const:~ruction 
paper for the categories.. Cut cards 4nx 2t" from colored con-
struction paper fo~ the word cards.. Number the category cards 
and the word c~ds accozding to the lesson numberso Use red 
construction paper for the first lesson, orange for the second, 
yellow fox the third lesson and green for the fourth lesson. 
By using different colors it makes it easier to administer and 
adds variety to the device. Cut cards 3u x 4n for the key cards .. 
At the top of the card print the category and under it list the 
the words that belong in the classification. A numbered key 
card is placed in each poclcet .. 
..J 
,. : ,.....-- ---....31 
~ 
II 
Model of the Classification Device 
count 
I 
1 
With your partner read the story below. When you are finished~ 
read the di~ections and do what they say. Work together as you are 
following the directions. When you· are all through~ unfasten the 
anstver sheet and check yo_ur: answers • 
. Only a f'ew short houra a.go the captain on the Ma~flwer had 
eightsd lando Marcy, an eight year old. girl~ had been as excited 
ae the rest of tha passengers. That night the boot had landed at 
Plymouth Rook., but no one had be.an a.llO\tTecl to get off the boat until 
da.ylighto l(ercy felt vary strange and held tightly to her mother 9 s 
hand. She satr Indiana i"ol~ the first time in her life o Sh$ vas 
. 
frightened but t~ey "Were friendly Indians. One of tlle Indians 
tried to talk with them and later she learned he vas the ehiefo 
· Marcy would never forge.ta this day. She vas proud to ba one of the 
~ tirst settlers in Ame~ieao 
Pu'G t;m X beside the correct meaning. vTork together as you do 
1~ A settler is 
a person who makets his home in e. new land. 
a person who likes to sa.11. 
a person who likes to travel. 
2. A passenger is 
a.. the captain of a ship. 
-- b. a little girl. 
-- c. a person. who travels on a. boat or· t~ain or bus o 
3. A ohief' :ts 
8.o 
-b. 
- o. 
·-
a soldier. 
a leader of other people. 
a person who travels~ 
0 
0 
4 • A ce.pta.:tn is 
a.. a. person 't~ho is a peddler .. = b.. a perGon who is the head of' a ship .. 
c. a person -rrho knows how to build houses. 
-
Read saeh sentanee. Decide whethe~ it is True or False. Write 
T if. 1 t is Tr-ue • Write F if 1 t is False .. 
""""""' 
-
-
-
-
-
1. A person who is friendl~ likes other people. 
3. lfuen you. :f'eel strange; you are very happy o 
4.. If 70u are allo-wed to walk to the etore ~ 70u must not go to 
the stora. 
5. When he sighted land~ he did not ·see it for a long time. 
6.. \fhen you are frightened~ you ara brave. 
7. Her mother was proUd of her, beea.use ahs had done well at 
school. 
a. 'When the boat had landed, it was still in the middle of the 
ocean. 
Ana~er Sheet No. 1 
~ lo a,., a person who makes his home in a. new land. 
2. Co a. person ~ho travels on a boat or train or bus. 
3o b .. a leader of other people 
4o b. a person who is the head of a shiPo 
TrueoFslse 
lo T 
2. F 
3o F 
4. F 
5. F 
6t. F 
7· T 
8o F 
·. 
2 
The circue -v1as eoming to to~-nl Jack did not have to be coaxed 
O to go with his father to watch the animals and the tents baing un-
leaded f~om tha huge trucks. He noticed a large cl.•ol;r"d gathe~d 
around one truak. A lion was raging wildly in his oage. Jack ~1as 
t-rorJ?ied_. but he felt sate standing bes:td0 his fa.thero Onl!:1 ot tha 
circus people talked quietly to the animal until he s~oppsd his· 
roaringa Near one of the other trucks a clow.n began to practice 
his act for the shcnr. Ja.ok and his father watohed him and were 
very a.musedo Soon GVsryone bsge.n to chuakleo Jack could not wit 
to buy his tioket for the circus. 
a 
Read each sentence below. Decide the correot moaning for the 
illlderlined vordso Put an X beside the eo~reet meaning. 
&.o to come tog~ther 
- b o to talk to each other 
- c o to nmna.gs 
-
2o sam coaxed his mothe~ to let him go skating. 
S.o to pretend 
- b. to tr-y to do something 
- c. to talk someone into letting you do something 
.......... 
3 o Tom ,...ch_u_e_k;;;;:l~ as he watched his cat chase his ow tail. 
a. to scold 
-- bo to bs angry 
- c. to laugh quietly 
-
4. The farmer unloaded the food from the truck. 
a .. 
-bQ 
- Oo 
-
to take from 
to not:tce 
to let fall 
5o Me.~ practiced playing the piano. 
ao to ma.~ believe 
-=- bo to do something over and over 
- c. to tey 
0 
0 
0 
, 
Write YES if the sentGnce is possible ·and NO if it is not possible. 
_,..... 
If' you sa.a a cro~Jd, you see just one or two people. 
If' an animal is raging, he·is eating his food quietly in 
the corner .of his esge. 
3 o When t,ou a.:re amused: you Sl"e bs.ppy., 
4 ~~ Tom 1iould be worried if his dog stayed avs:y .from tha house 
for tvo o~ three dayso 
·-5o A little bo~ who is lost in e. big eity would f'eel saf'eo 
6o Ir you speak quietly~ you shouto 
--· 
?o If an animal :ta roaring, he does not make a soundo 
0 lo ao to come togethe~ 
2o c. to talk someone into letting you do something 
3o Go to laugh quietly 
4., a. to talce from 
5. b .. to do something ove~ and ove~ 
Yes ... No 
lo No 
2o No 
3o Yea 
4o Yes 
5o No 
6o No 
0 7o No 
0 
3 
Stra:wbaiTy, a b~ve India~l boy" ran through the vooda3 until 
he came to a fork ir! the tx-ail. One branch led into the forest: 
the other led to the white settlers 0 cabins. He was wearing some 
moccasins which the ehief had given him as a present for his tenth 
bil"thde.¥• fjtrawbGrl7 w~s glad he hsd them on, fo'/1' as h& crept along 
the trail, he was so qui~t he did not alarm a..1'lyone. Th:ts was an 
ad.vsntux:a tor the Indian boy o The chief was eoW'lt~W£ on him to send 
a aigna.l back to his people who were weitL'"lg in their wigwams. He 
hsd to discover how many mora 5ettlerta had landed on the shore, but 
he "tra.s no't to appear f'ace to :rae& with any ot'" them. After ore:wl:tng 
alcng the t~ail, he arrived at the watol"' 1 S edge. There he was able 
to aae the nelr settlex-'So He then hw:Tied back to the Indian camp 
to !m!7Se.d t:r~ netvl:} 0 
some of the wo~ds in the stoz-y were underlined. Look at them 
'" . 
&.ga.in" Read the sentence :tn which the7 were ussa. With rour partner 
think what the meaning of the word is. Sometimes thesa words can 
have other meanings too. Read each sentence below.. Put sn X beside 
the aentanee wh-ich uses the tmderlined word in the aame nwan:lng as 
in the stol:'Y .. 
...,.,.,. 1" Columbus will al"W'"ti!.YS be remembered, beoauae he discovered a 
new la.ndl'l 
__ 2o His ship lancwd somewhere ott the shor-es of North ~mericao 
_ 3o The first settlers uaed some of the land for planting com. 
FORK 
-
-
lo His baby siate~ is just leam~g to eat with a fwko 
2 o l-ahen you come to a fork in the road.., turn left o 
3o The boy 'tratehed the farmer who toxaked the ha:r into the cart o 
3-2 
COUNT 
0 1. Her mother counted on har to 'tia.teh her baby aistar. 
2. Because there was a mistake:~~ ~re could not count that problem 
'righto 
_ 3. · She has leamed to count to one hundrado 
SPREAD 
-
l ~ r~ spread peanut llu.tter on the bread. 
__ 3 o Neva of the v1nner of the race apxaea.d far snd wide. 
BRANCH 
...._.. 1 o ~ A small braneh of the river :flO'tfS by '!ft3' house • 
O Put an X beside ~he corraet mee.r."'ling for each of these wordeo 
0 
1 .. 
-2o 
- 3o 
...,.,... 
Hurry 
woolen mittens 
e jackst made of skins 
soft leather shoes 
1. to move quickl7 
.....,.. 2 o to be far sway-
= 3. ·to walk slowly 
Pm:>SGllt 
_ lo toy 
2 0 g3..f't 
- 3o path 
-
Signal 
Discover 
l o to take the cover of£ 
- 2. to find 
- 3 •. to leave. 
-
Appear 
l. to put on 
- 2 .- to send tor someone 
-3. to be seen 
-
Alarm 
lo ·to knov 
- 2. to frightan 
- 3. to hear 
-
1. a sign to do or tell something 
- 2. to writ® o..VAe 0 s name 
= 3 o a. piece ~f bx:ead 
0 
Answer Sheet Noo .3 
LAND 2o 
FORK 2o 
COUNT 1. 
SPREAD 3. 
BRANOH l. 
Moccasins 
3. soft leather shoes 
Hurry · 
1. to move quickl7 
Present 
2.: gift 
Signal 
0 1. a. sign to do or tall something 
0 
Discover 
. 2. to find 
.P .. ppear 
3. to be seen 
Alan~! 
2 • to frighten 
4 
·. As a 'boy I had a great desire to ba a sailor like my uncle. 
0 He <t-;as one or the men t-tho sailed ssveral times to I,ittle A.merica. 
in ·(;he South Pole. The first part of these trips was usually easy; 
bu:t as the ship sailed fa:rther f~om the warm waters» it we often 
tossed abou·t on the waves o Then ths ship began to run into enormoua, 
drifting blocks of ice. When the men finally arrived at the South 
Polep they ware orten surx:ounded by ice so that the ship could not 
m.ova in eny diracrtiono The men w&l"S pX'Spa~ed for the cold weather 
and would work to break up tho ice and finally the~ would succeed 
in clearing a small pa.th foX" the sh1Po It us slov moving and 
often they ware dela~ed for several days. Mo~ than once the7 had 
to turn back but still they pushed on o At last came the time vhen 
they could not move forw&~d en7 more. My uncle admitted he was 
often frightened; but each trip was a thrilling ®Xperieneeo 
Read ea.eh sentence belowa Look at the underl:L?led word·. l-lith 
:your ps.rtne:z? fi.'i'ld a. word in ·this list which means the same thing" 
Write the word on the line. 
to~rd ar~ived fi.~lly surround prepare clsar tossed 
desire usually admitted succeed dal87Sd farthe~ sailed 
1~ The airplane Tom ·wss on 'toJSS flying ovett the airpor-t Just as I 
came there • 
2. He had a. hard time leaming ho-w to ride a bieyol&, but at last 
he '\vas able to do it all by himself. 
3c Bob and his tv:tn brother want ve£l much to h&.VQ. a. new biercleo 
4. 1ll.Y father built a fence ·<;o go all the wa;r e.rouru! the vegetable 
garden in order to keep the doge out. 
5a 1--J'e are often told that if you will only try veey hard, you wil-l. 
do the jo_:p weu. 
6 o t.f'no is the one who w$..l'l get the mea.'l re~d:.r? ______ ......._ 
7. Bacause of the rain the baseball game was ~topped for a while. 
8 o He mada known that he had been lw"rong L\1. taking Tom • s football 
without aeldng him. -------· ._ 
9. At most ttnws on ra:tn7 days we make up ow:- ovn. playa.. -----
lOo The teacher asked thoee children who vez:e ready to x:ead their 
stories to eo~mto the front. 
llo Maey was drawing on the dining room table, but vhen it was time 
for dinne~ she had to t,a.ke a.waz all her things so she could eat 
the table., ___ .,,...,.,_,""""""' __ _ 
l2o He lives ~ lons~r distane~ away from school than I do. 
: ~ .. 
-
• !' ~ ~ •• 
Ans't-rar Sheet No .. 4 
1. arrivad 7· delayed 
2. fina.ll"J 8. admitted 
3"' d.esire 9. usuall-:r 
4o surround 10. forward 
5o succeed llo olea~ 
6o prepare 12. farther 
0 
0 
0 
Ree-d. each pair of sentences., If the two mean the aame thingJf 
write S on the blank. If they mean the opposite~ write Oo 
lo He is excited. 
-
12. He was delayed. 
He is calm. He was stopped for a whileo 
2o He is allcwsd to do it. 13. He desires that booko 
He can do it. - Ha wants that book. 
' .. 
3o He'faels atrsnge. l4o He gttthersd up the pap.ells. 
_,.., 
. He feels shy. He scattered the paperso 
4a He is frightenedo l5o He ar~ived at siX. 
He is seared. - He left at silt. 
.......,. 5o He ia amused. . l6o She·prepa~ed the maalo 
-He is 1.10t pleased .. She goo the mee,l ready. 
6o He is speaking quietl~~ 17. Fma.lll'" ha cams • 
- Hs is shouting. - Hs came riglrt a'ifa;y-. 
-·To He is roaring G 
-
18. Usvally thay eat at tiveo 
He is \fhispe!'ing ... They eat at five most of 
the time. 
8., He discovered the boat. 
He found the b~t. .. 19. He did not'appear until ntnao 
- He did not show up urt,-i.l nine o 
Sh. Tha plane landed at nine. 
- The plane took off at nineo 20o That is your present. 
- That is your gift. 
10 o He hurried to school~ 
-- He ~1alked a1owl7" 21. The books vere spread out o 
- The books were colle~. 
ll. He is vhispar1ng9 
He ~B roaring e 22. He is chuckling. 
He is la~htns qu1etlyo 
Answer Sheet Noo 5 
0 le He is sxc:f:Gad. s 12o He vas delayed o 
-· Rs is ca.lmo - He vas .stopped for a whileo 
s 2o He is allowsd to do it. S l3e He desi~as that book. 
- He can do ito - He v~ts that booko 
S 3o He feels st~ngeo 0 14. He gathe~d up t~~ pape~s6 
......... He feels shy. - He scattered the papa~s. 
s 4o He is frightened. ..Q... 15. He arrived at siX. 
- He is aee.red o He left at six. 
0 5o He is amused o 
- He is not ple&sed~ 
S l6o She prepared the mealo 
- She got the meal ready o 
0 6o He ia speaking quietl~. 0 17. Finall;r he cameo 
""""""' Ii~· iiS ahout 1ng o - He esrs ~ight ·away. 
0 7o He is roaring .. S l8o Usually th~Y eat at tiveo 
- He 1s vhiaperingo - They ee.t .at five most c£ 
the time. 
s So He diaoovsred the bo~to 
..,._..,_ 
He found the boot o S l9o He did not appear until nineo 
- He did not shov up until nineo 
..Q_ 9o Tha pl&n lmde~. at nine ... 
Ths plane took off at nine. 
.!. 20 •. That ia your presante That is your gift o 
0 10. He h~:ted to aohool .. 
-
·He w~llr.®d slovly 9 0 2J.o 
-
Ths books were spread outo 
The books were eollected. 
0 llo He· is whispering. 
- rte is roaringo =~ 22o lie is ehuckling. He ia laughing quietlyc 
6 
It was late in the afternoon and the light vas d:Lmo I was 
t'- in a hurry and. so did not not:Lca a little brmra cr-eature at rq feet 
until I nearly stumbled over him. It was a baby x»aecocn o Probabl7 ~ 
he had wndez:'ed off from his home e.nd lost hia -ua.y o He was trembling 
all over:t but he could not move because his leg was htWto Carefully. 
I pie ked him up and carried him home with me. r:ogether with my 
b:!!?other we took care of himo We treated him with kindness and in 
a short time he -c.rs.a no longer terrified of us.. Every afternoon 
after sehool he limped to the door to greet u.s.. He vas lonsly 
during tha da.~ and he seemed to want our company o He leamed a few 
t~ieks and vould delight us as he perfoma.ed themo \ole would have 
· .. lik£dto have kept him as a PGt~ but we knew that when hie leg was 
bstt~ro he wottld leave us. His home was in the woods and wa could 
not insist that he live with USo 
Read these sentences o Look at the underlined words o ~Tith 
you partner deeide the conaot meaning for the mderlined words and 
put an X beside it. 
lo w'bm,Ja.nert 9s older siete~s wsre a.t school» she f'elt veey lcm,el:i,o 
a o to feel sad fo~ being b7 ,-ourself 
- 'bo to feel veey eheertul 
-Co to feel very helpful 
-
2 o Bill 11aa tired so he ~andered awa~ from ths group of bo~s who 
were in the · . -;y.srd o 
a. to stay with 
- b. to walk awa7 from 
- c. to be tired 
-
3 o When I wa.a a very small bab;r I used to be terrified or doge. 
au 
-bo 
- Co 
-
to be ve:ey brave 
to be frightened 
to like to play with 
6-2 
4e~ Petez; vas so excited when he opened his pr-esents he wa.s ,!:;.tembling. 
a. to be polite 
- b.. to shske all over 
- c • to be var-y eager 
-
5. The seals have leamed ·to ~Z:Jform thei~ tricks ve~y well. 
ae 
.-b. 
......... 
Co 
-
to try . 
to practice 
to do 
6 e Hie parents try to teach him to treat his b:t.?ot~er w1 th kindness .. 
to be good to him 
to tease him 
to laugh at him. 
Choose the eo~ract answer fn saeh sentence and underline ito 
Remember to take tu&""na with you:i! partrw.r. 
lo If ~ou are doing J'Otl.r work carefully, you are 9,oing it without 
thinking o~ with much thought. 
2 a If your mothe~ insists ·!;hat you wear rubbers on rsinJ" day:a, she 
makes you do it or she asks ~ou to do it. 
3o WhGn you greet someone, you speak to them when they arrive or 
when they leave .. 
4" If ;you wnt company, you want to be alone or you tf&lt to ba 
together with someone else. 
5o "If tha lights in the window are dim, they are very b~ight and 
shin7 or ·theJ" s.~ veak and paleo 
6o · If ycu Btumble~ you trip ove? something and almost fall or you 
start to walk qaicklJ". 
.. 
0 
0 
0 
Ans'trer Sheet No~ 6 
lo e.. to feel sad for being by 70urself 
2. bo to 'tf&lk away from 
3. bo to be frightened 
4o b. to shake all over 
s. Co to do 
6. S.o to be good to him 
lo If' you are doing your work ea.refu.llYJ~ you are doing it vithout 
much thinlttng or vith much thoug4t. · 
2~ ·xr your mother insists that you wear rubbers on rainy ~ys~ 
she mskes IOU do it or she aske 70u to do ito 
3., l!Then you greet aomeonef) you. speak ,to them w~sn tqex a.rr1vs or 
when they leaveo 
4 o If' you want company~ you want to be alone or·xou want to be 
~~ethe~with someone els~. 
5o If the lights in the window are dim. they are very bright· and 
shiny or they are, weak and Ral!• 
6 o I:f you stumble,· xou ~r+,p over somsth~ and e.lmoEr~ fall or you 
start to walk quickly. 
1 
~4:r uncleD a sailor, has made several trips to the south Poleo 
On one trip he was one of the men vho lgft the ship and went by. foot 
to Little Amerieao A few years before some of the men had built a 
shelter there and my unela'a task vas to see how it had lasted 
during the years~~~ No one knew if :!:t would even still be the~·• He 
and eight othe~ men started cut trom the ship together. They were 
fastened to each other b7 a long rope so that no one could wander 
a"tw.y and disappear. They did not take en" chances of losing anyone o 
They had onl,7 been walking for a short time when a storm ea.ma up, 
but the men eontinu.ed en their joumey just the sameo The wind was 
cold a..~d their bodies ached, but no o.ne complainedo Csrefull~, 
the7 made their wa7 across the smooth surface of thG ice and snow. 
At last they reachsd the spot where t~ wooden hut had been bui;Lto 
The hut had been covered by the snow., but it was still thereo. '!'o 
the tired men it was a valeome sight. 
some of the words in th\i sto:ey e.re underlined. Look at them 
aga.ino Read the sentence in which they vere used. With your part-
ner think -vrhst the m5aning of ee.oh word is in the ator:r. Sometimes 
thase words have other ~nmgs tooo ReaQ. each sentence below~ 
Put an X beside the sentanee.whieh ueed the underlined word tn the 
aeJne meaning as 1n the etoeyo 
LEFl' 
_ l.o When 'f!!"i sister broke her arm, she had to lsam to write 
with her left hando 
_ 2<'- What vas left behind, we will not ae& againo 
_ 3o We he.d a long drive ~head of us, so we left ee.rl:ro 
FOOT 
le 
-
Jaek n a hO\lSe is at tha foot of a steep hill. 
one footq 
_ 39- Sines we do not hava a oar, we shall ha.ve to get ·to· hie 
houaa a.n foot o 
-
l., The Pilgl"ims had to mekG sure their water would last ~til 
the trip was ove~" 
2. At la.E:rb the storm is over end the ~un is shining" 
-=- 3. :O:ld you sea bhe baseball game last Saturday? 
STILL 
l. Please be very still and do not xoo.b a sound o 
John has tried to lear-a how to write~ but still he has trouble~~ 
-
3., The wind 'tV"as not bJ.oving a.t ell and ·the lake was very still. 
REACH 
......... 
-
1. Even though it wes snooing hard.~~ we l?eaehad school without 
getting wetc 
2 & He :r-eaeh®d a.s fe:t, ~$ he could bU'"G still he W'Qa no·t touching 
th& eeil:lng. 
3. oan. ;rcu reach tha-t book for me? 
to have a task is to ~ve 
s. 
-b. 
to go alray cut of sight 
to be able to se® 
a. 
-be 
somethtng to aim for 
a Job to be done 
- Ce 
-
to be angry - e. 
-
a pie~e of mane7 
&o to go Oi.'l' 
-'b. to stop for a; vhilG 
- e. to hold 
.....,.. 
a shelter is 
s. 
-b. 
-
·c. 
-
7-3 
the top or uppe~ part 
the unde~~ath pa~ 
the VklV$S 
a boa.~d to put things on . ~ a. o a ne11spaper 
like a shad, a eove~ing that b.. a· ga.ms 
a.. 
-b 
- . p~oteets · ~ ·e., . a. trip 
a. cz:ea.ture -
to thi..!'lk eve~~hing is all right 
to talk about your troubles 
to f':tnish something 
3 o We had a long drive ahead of' us., so we lett sa.rly. 
FOOT 
3o Since we do not have e ce.r~ we shall have to get to ll:Ls house 
on footo 
lAST 
1. The Pilgrims had to make sure their water would last until the 
trip ws cvel" o 
STILL 
REACH 
lo Even th9ugh it 'liS.S ssno-rtinS hard, ve reacllsd school w1tl"4out 
getting wet. 
to disappear is 
a.. to go a:way out of sight 
to eontinue is 
e.. to go on 
a. shelte:tf is 
b.. like a shed, a c o'Vering ·the.'t 
protects 
to oomplt:t.in is 
b o to talk about your tr-oubles 
to have a task is to I1ave 
bo a job to be; done· 
the surfaoe is 
&o the top or ~pper part 
a joume,. ~s 
Co a trip 
8 
All the eh1ld.~en in the Third Grads ware invited to go 011 a. 
trGasura hun~ at Tom's house. Tom had hidden several things ~ the 
meadow neal" his home. He 1vrote these things on ·a list~ whieh he 
gave to the childreno Then he held a contest to see who could fi.."l.d 
the most things L~ ths shortest time. Tom blew his whistle and at 
this signal the aJ::dldren. Gcattersd in different directions o Janet 
looked at her list. She had to find some yarn and a p~e of clotho 
She looked evs~th.sre but she could not f'iri.d these tvo things o She 
/ 
could not imagine whe~e Tom had hidden them. While she vas lcold.ng.o 
sha stumbled over a reek and then happensd to eaa a robin's nest 
in the bushaso In the middle or the nest she diecovered the yarn 
a.nd clotho The myatel"'Y was solved. The other children called her 
a deteet1veo 
Read each sentence balmr~. Look at the underlined words. With 
your partner find a. word 111 this list which means the eame thing o 
Write the word on the line~ 
·im,sgine stumbled 
direction contest 
solved 
sevet.~l 
scattei-Jed 
detective 
lo She liked to think of harsel:f a.s a fairy princess. 
2 o Jsnet tripped over the roller skates that her brother had for .. 
gotten to put awayo 
3. While we were 1-ratehing the football game, it baga.."l to rain and 
the crowd ]2?o~ ®.and went awax. --------
4., Who could find the ans1ve:t- to the problem?--------
5o Who von the spelling .P:me? --------
6., Tom shouted:~ "On ,our mal~~k~ get set, go:" .as a §.!m, f'or the ra.ee 
to begin.., 
8-2 
7 o \ITe have read guite a few stories about animals. -------
< 
8. Bob 1 s lost ball ws a. 2§ep aec:ro,i to evsryone. --------
9. Which w:r do I take to get to the city? -------
Ans't"e~ Sheet No" 8 
~ lo imagL;.a 
2o stumbled 
3() scattered 
4o solved 
s. contest 
6. signal 
7o several 
8o mystery 
9o direction 
·. 
0 
9 
; 
I 
It was ra.fng har-d and it was aueh a drsa.:t~~ day tha:li Nanc7 
( 
thottght she -wa.d look through her grandmother= s attic • Her gran(}. 
I 
mother had sa~ all her clothes she had worn as a child and had 
I 
stored them ~two eno1m1ou.s trunks.. Nancy va.a thrilled. vhen ~he 
was told tha~ome day all these oldQfashianad things would belong 
to her;. As ~ opened the first trunk she held her breath. She 
pckiad throJall the dl'eases and blouses. tmdemealh the Greases 
I 
ahe uncovei a beautiful sh.Bvl and on the shawl was .s. pin.·· She 
1 • .... , • ·~ 
hald it up/ the light and i·t sparkled. She napped the shawl 
a~ound he~~oulde~s and pratsnded she was a princess in a tover. 
so high utat no one could find he~. She vas dresmini,:~ but then 
she hear1r mcthe~ call her and she realized ~here she waso · 
Rea e pa.ire of vords below •. They ere opposites. u.se them 
eaeh of the sentences below. Remember to take tu.ms 
trith 101 artnarQ vfrite the correct tli'O:rd in each 'bla..1r1k11 
tiny thrilleu old-fashioned underneath drea~ 
enormo calm new en top of pleasant 
1. wfld net finlthe paper because it vas the 
plot bookS instead of the table in plain 
s~· 
! 
2 • ~ glad the sm1 ·is out e.nd that 1 t is sueh · a. 
f becauae yesterday 1t was so--------· 
~ 3 IJ. k had been so w __ about going to the ciroua.l' -~nt hia father tried to keep him __ ....,..., ____ until it was 
) 
1
rna ·to go. 
~ /e __ """"""' ____ mice looked ver,- funny beside the 
f elephants. 
:~ t 
! 
s~ (}randmother'a hat looked vecy at~snge bee:. 
. . ------------------
side the------- one Mother had bol.lght yeaterdat. 
Read the sentences below.. Decide 't~h:teh itJ the co:~m!ct meaning 
for the underlined word. Pu.t an X beside the correct meaning. 
-l., soma animals ;e.reten,§l to be dead to fool their enemise. 
a. to make believe 
.......... b. to stop 
-eo to try 
-
2. When she looked unde~ the blankets., she tmcovered an old doll • 
.......... :· .... 
So 
-b., 
to lose 
·to hide 
-- 011! 
-
to open for all to sea 
3., She did not realize hOl1 late it vas getting until she sav the 
sun going down., 
' 
a.. to listen 
- b... to kn.ov 
- e. to believe 
-
a. to close 
- b~ to blink 
- Oe to Shine 
-
5., While we were aws;r fez- the summer, Mother stored all our rugs. 
a. to put things a'f!fEA'J tor later uBe 
- b; to elean = c • to tln')O"'n ava.7 
6e S.lle wanted to eava all he!' old books. 
a. to th~Ol1 a:we:y 
-b. to keep 
-
-
e. to dust 
a. to uncover 
-b.. to look at 
-- c. ·to ao~e:r 
_,.,. 
e,. 
Answer Sheet No. 9 
1. We could not find the paper bseause it wss underneath the pile-
of books instead o.f SJn .. .!9R o.t the table 1n plain. aight. 
2 o I am glad the sun is cut and tha.t :it is such a Rleasa..1'li;_ day, 
because yesterday it was so dl'earJ[i , 
3. Jsek had bean so thrilled. about go¥tg to the circus., that his 
I 
father tried to keep him calm unti~ it wss tinw to do. 
4. The t:tn:v: mica looked ver'3" ;u.?lny beJide the Sl'lormoua elephaa1ta .. 
5. Grandmother's qld-£ash1on<!! hat looked ve'¥!3 st:range beside the 
new one Mothe~ had bought yesterday~ 
-
1. a. ·to make believe 
2. o. to open for all to see 
3. b. to know 
lf." e. to shine 
5o a. to put things avay for late~ use 
6 .. b. to keep 
1· Co to OOV&l" 
e· 
Raview No. 10 
Put an X beside the two sentences that are eloaest in mean~ 
ing. 
1. _ I insist you do this. 
I make you do it. 
--I ask you to do it. 
-
2. -Hs stumbled. 
- He jumped It 
--Hs almost fell. 
-
3. There a~ several booke. 
- There aN quite e. £ew books. 
--There are thousands of books. 
-4~ The peanuts were scette~ed. 
-- The peanuts we~e colleetedo 
--The peanuts were tossed tn several directions. 
-
5o They will gr~~t USo 
-They vill velcoma ua~ 
- They will ehest us. 
-
6o The light ig dim. 
-·The light is bright. = Ths~s is vaey little light. 
7o we trust him. 
--we are terrified of himo 
......... We are ·afraid of him .. 
--
8 o He likes to pretend • 
........,. He likes to imagin~ he is someone elsa .. 
-He likes to perfcl<m. 
-
9o An elephant is a gentle animal • 
........ An elephant is an enormous animal. 
- An elephant is a huge animal. 
-
10., We ~rant on a journey. 
- We went on a trip. . 
-=- We want on an. airplane. 
·-
ll.. He likGd to complain about things. 
- He liked to f'ind f'ault "YTith things. 
- He liked to make things right. 
-
12.. He was thrilled • 
..,....... He lras plee.sedo 
- He was unhappy. 
-
1.3 ~ He -vrsnt: on f'oo·t;. 
- He 1v-alked. 
::He rode a horse. 
11-4- • He disappeared. 
--He ~ent out of sight. 
=He continued on his \my~ 
15., He solved it. 
- He found the answer to it. = He reoohed it. 
l6c. Latas eave it. 
-Let •s keep :tt. 
-=- Let~ s throw it s:way. 
-
17 ~~ He stored it. 
--He put it away for safe keepingo 
-He uncovered it., 
- ' 
18 e HG J.aft sehool. 
::He wan4ered to school. 
__ He went aw.a7 f~om sahool. 
10-2 
c 
c 
Answer Sheet No. 10 
Put an X beside the two aenteneea that ar~ closest in msanins 
1. x I insist you do this. 
T I make you do ito 
-I a.sk you. to do ito 
-
2 ~ x H~ etwn'blsd r: 
-He jumped. 
T He almost fell o 
-
3 o x There are several books. 
1rThere are quite a fev books. 
--There are thousands of books. 
-
4o :x: The peanuts were scattered •. 
--The psanuta were collected. 
x The peanuts ~ere tosBed in several di~®@tions. 
5. x They v1'1l greet U.S. 
T They will welconw us. 
- They will cheat us o 
-
6 oX The light is o.imo 
-- The light is bright. 
J.~ Ths?e is ve~ little lighto 
7o we trust him. 
T v1e are terrified of him'o 
T 'We ar-e afraid ot himo 
-
Sox He likes to pretendo 
x He likes to :!masine he is someone else o = He likes to perform. 
9o An elephant ie a sentle anims.lo 
'"i"' An elephant is an enormous anima.lo 
TAn elephant is a huge animal. 
-
10. x we vent on a Journ~~ o 
T We went on a tripo 
- we went on an airplane. 
-
ll o x He liked to c ompla.in about thlngs o 
x He liked to find fault with thmsso 
- He liked to make things right o 
-
0 
0 
0 
13 G x H® 11~nt ori toot o 
T He ·-walked .. 
:=-' He. rode e.· horse" . 
......... •. 
l4o~. He disappaarsdo 
T He -w-ent cut of sight~.~­= He continued on his we.y, 
15o x Ha solved it. 
1r .He found the answer to it • 
.....,.... He x=aaehad ito 
"""""" 
ll 
:lor; "tYa cot1.ld e:tw.&ys ~:gpeet Bl'l e.."t0!t:tng mtery .f:~om him. MY favor-ita 
nto:vy -vr~,s one abcu1; e. clog.., named r.ra.tt, 1-1ho had lived in tha same 
~Jmrtl as m}J gr-ar:"tdfs.ther. ~~irt balol'iged t;o a man w'h'o lived ®-the 
0dge of the tawn~ The ma.ry. ~nd t-he dog kept each othe~ company and 
"t-Ter& never seen apart. Peepla said that lfhen they talked;~ it seemed 
aa if they had their own la..~gtteg~. Ee~h mor-ning ].iett t1a.lked to the 
build:t.ng -w-haz:e his masto~ 't·ro~£=ked. At nigh .. ~; exactl:sr at 6 o'clock 
and never a minute later, It-iatt \vou.ld be waitil'..g fol .. his master at 
the ent~anGe of the bu.ilc.iing. Ozia day h7a.tt 9 a msater did not g.c.~<:f'G 
·jjl"I..G dog nt the dool'l at the uaue.l time. He had been hurt and had 
bean ta!:en to tt&..e ho$pital. Me:l';·t would not leave hie post. He re-
rn.e.:tl1.ed there all nig..l'tt longo I-lia m;?..st®~ nave~ retw.~etl$ but l\!lsti;, 
as ·uaa his oust om~ -vm,s at the gate at 6 o rcloek. At last the aay 
a~.ma ·Hhen Matt was not theJ?e" EV&l'7ane i..'!'lqui:r-Gd a.fte~ him., but 
Read each sentence~ With your p~rtna~ deoide vhieh word fits 
best in tha bl~ik. W~ite the word in the blank. 
l&meus.ge 
il1qu1re 
expacrt 
'i:eloo:me 
spec:ial 
fG.VOl""ite 
belong 
antranea 
axaetJ.;r 
apa.~ 
.._...==-·_,_,__,...., __ =---~the people ~peak and tn"ite is 
Chinese {I 
2o In the spring b~ssball is the best-like spo~t for many boyso 
0-
0 
11=2 
6. 1-le ~--- ~a in val~ soon because ther-e llU"e so ma.'V!y 
black e loo{W in the alq 61 
stati.on.o 
llo 
12. If you ere lookir~ fo'Y! a hOlWS;, you--===--==--""""""""""""' trher~ it 
iSo 
1'3~SZ701" Sh!$J~rt\i No. ll 
8 lo lR-l-ngu~~~ge 1· ~sual 
2o fe.vo~ite 8(1 custom 
3. en:'Granea g. exaotl~· 
4o spee:l.al 10 .. apart 
5. belong 11. 11elcome 
6c expect l2o it;'! quir-e 
12 
a t-:rhi'v·a tail a I~o ID£!'~-Ger hot-r suif·tly 'Ghey ~un. f~om US.t~ they can bs 
a2't·rc:ys seen on aaeotmt of this little v7hite patch~ but at one t:tmra 
they war~ all b~tr~;~1J.. But they we:t~e m.i.s~hievous rabbits u They · 
of·~en er&pt up very ·Olose to 1rhece other animal;;~ 11rere talking and 
trol!ld listen. to 'tihat they vie~a saying.. Rabbits 'tf®re not ve'!:~y polite. 
Tl"...o;r ¥re:t-:e small enough ao they eou.ld squeeze themselves into ver'3' 
peeking through the buahe$~ bee&u~e their eoat of ft~ was exaetly 
the eolor of the dirt or the berk of the tX"eea.. Their broun .fur 
p~otae~ed then!. But once a. l:tt·t;le ~abbit w""aa too bold,. :rt w.s.t:l 
·ana oogil:ming or vrit'ltel~.. KL'"lg Bee~ had ~een him and he 11es tcyirtg 
-to run a tray~ but he atumoled O"J~!'ll e zte~k and a€'\>t doun in the m1mr. 
r~ b~shed the sno~ off of h~elf but helh~got t~a little whita 
~ pstch .of srio\lr on his tail.. King Bear said that no\~ all rabbits 
1-rould. hatre s 'r:Yhit;e tail so that they coultJ. be aeen:J even though 
th$ rest of their coet matahed the color of the ground. 
1-Iith yo'l.l'r pa:vGner decide ·trhetha:r the pairs of sentences bal<nr 
r.wan tlls aama thing or the opposlte. Write s ii' the sentences 
~&l the same thing. i>Trite 0 if ·(6he;r m~e-.11 the opposite~~ 
Re ran swiftly·,. 
Be ran rapidly .. 
:tie remembered. to look a,t his l!-etche 
Rs fo~got to look et his ~ateho 
He could juat equee~s in~ 
The&$ ~as lot~ of rooms 
The~ sweater matches 70ur skirt. 
Your sldst is ~he eama colo:~ as t-he swaa.tar. 
0 
..----= 5 Q He is a po~L:t:to boy .. 
He 1~ a fz-esh 'bGyq 
6 s Ee el'ept along the g!-'ot.md o 
He e:r-a:~rled along the g:t;ound .. 
8 .. 
-
10. 
-
12~ 
·-
HG l.ivea close ·i;o me. 
I live neaP. him .. 
Ha ia a mischievous boye 
He gets into trouble o 
H0 is vsry timid. 
He is ve~ bold~ 
Ha st~~bled over a rook 
He leepsd ova~ a rock. 
That is tin)·~ 
~hat ls hu,ga e 
~e ~ill protect you~ 
He ui.ll lr.Gap you :?r-om dal'lgcr. 
s 6. 
==-
0 10 .. 
-
0 11. 
-=-" 
He :vs.n s"tY:l:r:'~ly o 
He ratl rapitl.ly o 
He relttembslY0d to look at his tr~tah~ 
He forgot to look at his ~ateh-
He could just equ0eze in. 
Tl'l..e:r-e '{·n?.s lots of• room ... 
'J!ha.t Si>Yel$;tGl? matt~hes yoUJ: skirt ll 
Ymu~ skirt is the swne color as iJh.e S"t-7eater. 
He is a poli·~e boy., 
H~ is a trash boy. 
Ea rn~ept along the ~ound. 
He ~:r-auleo1 &,long the g~otmd. 
!a lives Cl~G$ to meo 
I live ne~r hiii!to 
HG is ~ mischi®vous boy. 
He gets :tnto t:t,oubl~. 
He i$ VGllY timid. 
H0 is vel~ bold9 
He stumbled over a rockG 
Re lasped over a rock. 
That is tiny. 
Th.at is huge~ 
He 1.-'l'il.l pl'-'otac·~ you o 
HG ¥r111 keep you Z~om d~nge~. 
13 
The m"il muot g~·~ tt-u~ot~~h.e Ii01J often ~70 hf:1VO heero t!'l..a.t 
but not thou~1t of·uhat it megns. To see that the mail is delivered 
is an import&nt job. If e.nr~hi..Vlg 'should happen to the nw..il: it is 
n ser-ious mati;er-". t-lhen ot.w c ount!7 'HtMil first aattlad.=t ths task of 
I 
delivel~:tng the ma.il vras mueh her-der than i·t is today. The distanc0s 
betueen houses Ol? fS!lmS 't-Yere Very great e Often the n(;)SZ""19St tm·m 
'\ras over one hundred m.tles away. The~ we~e no sueh things as air ... 
plenes or ev~n trains. The mail ~as deliw~red. l'ly n:cen on horsebooko 
Ma..11y stories have bee-.a told abou·t these brave men 'tfho ~ode through 
·(;he mountains and the :forosts o The m~il.? ea:re.full:r t:tod in bundles 
and paeked L~ a leather case~ waa fastened to th~ hormeGs saddle. 
In great haste the me-n a.1'ld his horse 1~ere off. As they trould entei.? 
the d,Qj.~k roz:~st, no one mew \ihat dengel~a lay beyond.. storms o~ 
!ndia.~s ofte11. d~lt'!.yed thGf;a tlQll$ but thay -uors stubbOIIn and soma-
hOJv ·the'1 t:rould push f'ort-7$;ztd" · They ifould stop only long enough to 
mou~t s fresh hor-se whioh would be ~iting for t~em at the next 
po~r(. and ·~hen they t-1era of;? ~gsinQI Not a. minuie could be spar-edo 
Not u.11til the mail t:ras fin&ll:r deli vesad~ did tho men. rest. 
-
eeeh -Gentenoe and underline it. 
:to If it is a serious qu®etion, it is an important Qlle or it does 
not matter. 
2.. If they en:f.ier the woods, thsy are about to leave them or they 
aJ:a abo1.1t to go into them. 
!~. · !.f ~ou kt:.Ol7 17h~·~ he li::J~~f3 Jl yc:t~. m1d®J.:'lfJ'i5entl. ~hat he is s~ying Oj? 
(:) you oan haar him. 
0 
0 
5. If wcu arsk 'ifha~ you e~t"! see b~yond., you \vent to know lrl'l..at is 
behind or what is ahead. 
6. If something is finiehed in h~sta3 it is done rapidly o~ 
sl.o~rly" 
7. If yot\ are n:ulm'lting a h.or.se ~ you. are get-ting on him or you al~a 
getting off him. 
8. If you. fael fresh in the morning, you. feel ~sted or you feel 
9o If something is dela~·ad~ it ia stopped for e. 11hil~ or it is 
continued. 
10.., If ~ou ean spa1J-a: aometh:i.ngh you ca:r~. do 'tf:i.thou.t it o~ you ~0at1 
, .. t immediately 5 
11~. If you are s·&:;u.l:ibot.osn~ noth~:.g will change 70\:tr rud.~V!a. or you 
e~g® ~o~ nd~d easily. 
12. Distatlce he.s to do lrith ·(;he size and shape of e. place or trith 
1. If it is a SG¥i@tt~s ques·Gion# .!] i~ ~1- inm~"Ea!l~-~e. or it dcas 
not matter& 
2. If' they e~1.ter the woods~' they- are about to leave them or the:r 
ge ~:oo~~ .. tq,~. 
3. If the boy himself delivers ·~he package,\J !'!1':),.biti£e.-J:! ol~ he 
takes it a·w~:y ... 
l.t-o If ;rou know what he mea.\'la~ x.~s., ¥-11d~:rstem.\1. 'tlhat he,.is f!~.'.1j~ or 
you c~1 hesr him. 
5. If you ask tihat you c~n ac-e 'heyond.ll you ~:rant to kno~r t-rha.'G is 
behind oz~ 'What :ts ahas.d., 
.......... :=owow<a' I z;::::::s 
6.. If eom9thing is .finished in haste, .it is dons !:!..es!Z or slol'7lJ'I) 
1. If ~ou e.r-e mounting a hor-se, _;r_~u .. !il£! ....... ~ett.~-~ or you arG 
g. If someth1l'lg is delayed, ~ .!.~_stc~R!d_£'?~~ ... }7~ or it is 
eontinued. 
10.. If you can spare scmeth:tl:.g, Y,Oll...9 .. ~£t.g,,J!~)ih.Q~ or ;you tleed · 
it i:tmileclia te ly. 
ll. If yo1.t are ~tubbom, g~hins .. uill q_han2 .... l.Q11P --~ or you change 
your mind easily. 
12.. D:i.stance has to do with the fJize e.ne. ~hape ot: a place or t-ri.th 
foca8t!' but he \q'&fi! trnhappy tho~·e;, fle dz<st!\med of building hie home 
in & plaoe where the~a ~a~e no t~ees. Re left his friends in tha 
t·7oods and wandered off until he ce,ma to the prairie. He loved 
having all this space to himself~ but he needed to make himsel~ a 
home. Hs began to dig a hole a.FAd he 3cooped the d.irt out -with his 
front :fast o He made his burrow fer- underneath the grcm:."'ld so his 
en~mies eould 1.1ot l';!t3&eh him.. Then he tl.ug a secai.'!d hole to his home 
so that he hs.d a. baek dooiL"' by wQieh he eou.ld eseepe.. I~either entrance 
\I&.s ever aaa.led off. Ill times or dali'lger he had ·to be ready to dive 
into his ho:trt.e'" Bu1; hou woulo. he kG~P the ~rater from getting into 
hi~ burrow and ~eking a flood? Ha did not worry about this fer 
ltmg beem.usGT he 'ifas a. elever animal.. H0 piled. the di:t"'t high ai'Ound. 
the hole 'a'ith the entranee L-a the middle~ He pressed the di~" and 
sand firmly on the inside of the hole so the raut would not w~sh it 
dotm. In this v.-ray the 1:reter r-ema1i1ed on tlle surface of the ground 
' 
ana. his home '6'&.a safe from. all dangers. He also eould ptend en 
this pile of dirt ~~d look out over the plain for miles ar-ound. He 
i;·TS.a ·uell protected f'rom his en.omias.. Toaa:r the prairie is full of 
thase an.ime.ls • A number o:r tl'lese animals li v:tns e lose together is 
eslled a prairie dog town~ 
With your partner read each senteneeo Put T if the sentance 
i~ Ture ~ld F if the sentenca is False~ 
1~ If you are on the prairie~ you have plenty of shade £~om 
the sun bec~~~e of the greet n'xmber of trees ther-eo 
2.. If Jo!U"A was mhePl'Y beeause his toy ·i:;J:>oolt 't-ra.s broken, he 't~e.s 
smiling and laughing~> 
-4.. If you. scooped a hoJ.e in the ground:~ you filled ttP the hole. · 
5s If tha di~G is packed firmly, it is very loosee 
If you pl~ee something on the surface of the ground~ you put 
it; on. top of the ground .. 
........... 7. If 70u live on the Plein, you live in a place 'Vrhere there 
8. 
10. 
~ 
lle 
-
a~ few steep hillsw · 
If thG letter is sealed# it ia open. 
If thEn'a 12 a flood, thel~e ia danger- from too mueh '<i'~ter .. 
. 
If you ~orl1f_ebout something~ you feel troubled about it. 
He was vecy elevar to let tha glass of water slip from his 
hands arid fall on ths floor. 
12. A soldier helps to pr-otect our coru1try from ottr enemies. 
-==-
Ali'!O'tiOl' ShG~·i; ~ 0" :1}!. 
e 
1 .. F 7~ T 
2"' F 8. F 
3o T 9. T 
4. F 10. T 
s .. F 11, F 
6., T 12 .. T 
/ 
0 
0 
1.. apeci.a1 
c. 
-
ru~.sch:tevous 
:t::.quire 
bold 
SGlliOU.S 
eh'u¢kle 
clo~e 
important 
usual 
SeXliOUB 
to 'be sealed 
to be taken 
to be olmed by 
to hUL~r-y 
to d~liver 
to holc-1 up .for a t7hile 
f:!;esh 
polite 
best..,.liked 
to stumble into 
to fit i:."lto a gmal.l apaee 
to de l:t vel~ ;to 
apaee 
6leve~ 
eompla.in 
admit 
ape.~ 
poli·te 
6.. to expect 
to forget 
to feel su.:r-e 
to expl~in 
7. with haste 
8, S~7iftly 
a. 
-b. 
- c .. 
with speed 
trith ~are 
With "i<YOI=k 
fi~:~ly 
quickly 
exactly 
to 'f!C/i~lW 
to ma.ke 'i>7elcoma 
to keep from da.'<"!gez:. 
10. to scoop 
a. 
-b., 
-
exactly 
U..?!ha.ppy 
stubborn 
distance 
entranoe 
tiny 
e. 
to dig out 
to mount 
to ae:t.,ee.;m 
trightG>ned 
insist 
beyond 
lonely 
welcome 
You a~ sawing whe~ a 
ve~son is like~ you 
DB~ he is good~ bad&.~ 
To talk., •• If you are giving 
f.U.ractiana, yott 
might uae these vo~Go 
.e 
Ans~rel"' Sheet !!Jo ~~ 15 
1 .. a. impo:!?'Gant 6. 
2. ao to b3 o~'iled by 7 .. 
3. Gr. ·to hold up for a ~.1hile 8. 
4a c. beat.,..liked 
' 
s, b. ·to fit into a ama.11 
You are saying wh~t a 
pa~scn is'l~ke~ you say 
he is good~ bad •• e 
misohievouf3 
polite 
bold 
serious 
unhappy 
clover 
tiny 
IDtubb():M 
frightened 
lonel~ 
g. 
space 10 .. 
To talk ••• 
inquir-e 
insist 
welcome 
cht.tekle 
complain 
admit 
b~ 
a. 
b. 
c. 
a., 
-to fael su.:tfe 
1.rith speed 
qu..:teltlY 
to keep from danga~ 
to dig out 
!f you ar~ giving 
dir-ections~ you might 
use these words~. 
space 
distance 
close 
a pert 
e:saetly 
ent:s?snce 
be~ond. 
16 
Look e~1"'0fu:U.y at ai•'i m;rl ·(;fie U$Xt ·~ires you have the ehenee to 
~ e ~ca enG c You 11ill klOti00 tl't..et his eyes a.:re fized and they do not . 
1i!OV0 from side to side~~ He seem~ to be staring hard at something 
right in fl"ont o:r h:tm. If an o'tvl desires to look e.t something to 
one side of him., he must tur11 his '\·ihols head. Soma people say that 
ot.;la 'frere not al1reys like th~a.. At ona time they sa~ owls could 
roll their eyes around and see ll1 all dir~otions~ but one owl sa~ 
too mueh ~~ The king of the fcn .. ~sts wanted to leam 'ti'hieh a.~:tmla 
W€fi~ t.z.u.e ·to him. Re o~de:r:ed eaeh of the animals to tum his back 
to him e;nd not to .. look at whet he vea do:tngo All the aniw..a.ls., 
eucept the o-rrl [> ag~.,eed to obey. ~he king 0 s direetions did not 
suit ·the owl., ltho was sitting en the ·i:J.mo or a tr-ee·s Iie thought to 
himself~ "rEi. ~ron 6t ma.tt®r :~ if ! just paek onee. ~~ He rolled his 
eyes.., but the king of all. ths l~ving creatures saw him~ He "fms 
very 8ng~3 at the o~l but he did not scold him. Instead~ he made 
·~nG or~l~s eyes so that thGY could no longer move around.. on seoount 
of one owl, all owls si~ea th~n have been bor-n with f~ed eyesa 
1--U.th your partnaj? l'e~d eaoh se11.tence. Dee ide which \rord fits 
bGS"G it"l the 'blal'lko 1?r1te t-".ne wo~ in the bls..'"tk. 
tihole 
o~dered 
fixad 
limb 
1. The po:t~ is in the block of w-ood so tha:ii it 
---=--~--~-~--------
ean never fall out. 
. . 
2" Tha girl.....,.............,..._........,.._ at the doll in the windo11 es.ch day 
because ahe lTanted it so much. 
{ 
0 
0 
0 
3., In Ol.W oun ya.zil ue have a fmiL?lg tied to the -··---==--=-==~ 
of s traeo 
4.. It is .......,_, ......... ,._ ........... ===-tha.t the earth goes around the sun in 
365 dayso 
5.. Hill it _......,_.....,.,"""'"".""""""""""""''"-'"'-·"" .... _you if we have ice cream after dinner? 
6" It 't1'11l not 
d:tmier. 
if you have one cookie befor-e 
Mother told J~net not to 
----
befO:i?e her birtihday e 
8. He said no because he could not to the plan. 
------~W:ZP 1 tr7XI\d~ 
9.. Ol'!lY one child 11as sick today. AlJ. were :tn school ___ """"""_ ........ -.... 
Bob. 
10. on ~;mo1JI$L~ of the ~:a.in the baseball game will not be 
----
played toda'N· .. 
11. I only want part of the p:te, not ·the 
.-.=rare- '"'" .....,..., 
. .. pieo 
12. The soldier __ " __ .,.,.,_ _ ...... .,.., __ the :men to march at'ld they did 
~ ......... 
1-rhat they were told. 
• 
Answer Sheet No ... 16 
1 .. rue a. 7o peek 
2tl stared 8. agr-ee 
3. limb g., except 
!} " t;rue 10~ .&.COOU:"it 
5~ suit 11. whole 
6. matter 12. ol"Jdereo. 
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The men uho are in che.rg-a of OW? forests have a very important 
tasko Pa~t of their job is to proteet the forests f~om fires. 
Yea~s ago if a fire began in the ~oodsl little could be done and 
you could only hope that 't·he f'ire rrould go out by itself very 
quickly. 11en tr:ted to st;op the forest fires in the same vray aa 
·~he~ 11ould a house fire.. ·Al.l the men of: ·the tow-n 1fOU1d gather 
together and form one long line ~rhich would strertch f'toom the to"tra 
vall to the fire4 The pails of ~~ter uere passed from one nwu1 to 
the nex·t as rapidl:v· as possible • The la.srt ma.n.. sna:tched the pail 
from the man beside him and poured tl'ls -rr~ter on the fire. All too 
often the fire continued to blaze.. Today me11 are kept at special 
~oats to ~ateh fo~ the first sign of smoke~ Towers are built on 
- - . 
mountains so that ·bhe men can see .for many miles around. Even 
8 airplanes ars used to look fo:t~ fir-es.. One spark can start a. huge 
fire and destroy thousands of trees. If anyone sees smoke, an 
sls.rm is sent to all the tot-m.sclose by.. 1-Tithout uam.ing a f:!.:re 
----
e&Z! suddenly change its direction and ~we~ all through the forest~ 
The fire fighters must be prepared to move·in an instant. They 
uork hard to help us keep our forests. 
some of the words in the stor1 are underlined. Look at them 
~ga:i.n... . Read the sentence in vhich thei]· a.l..o:a used.. ~Ti th your 
pa::rtner think 1~ha.t the- mea:"ling of the uo:-:7Q. is.. Sometimes these 
1·rords aan have othel .. meanings too. Rasd each sentence belo-w.. Put 
<!lWl X beside the sentence lrhich uses the undeZ>lined liOr-d in the same 
mee..ning as in the s·tory .. 
8 
17-2 
ALARI.lll 
1. He beoama pale with alarm; when he hea~d "'Ghat there was a. 
fire near his house. 
2 o The man was worried "Ylhen he saw the river rising so high 
and he sent out an alarm to the closest city. 
_ 3 o Don • t be. alarmed by the ba.'c7 's cough. 
POST 
-
16 l·Till you post the names of' the childl'en who have not brought 
in their money? . 
2. The telephone pos·t was lying aerosa the road .. 
3.. Uhen school is over~ the policeman is always at his pos·t,. 
SIGN 
-
1. The sign 1mr-.aed the dl-;ivers of the eurve in the ~osd. 
2o We always look fo~ a robin as the first sign of spring. 
3 o :Pid you sign your name on the le·tter? 
S"W"'EEP 
1~ Be careful not to sweep yo~ hand across the desk o~ you 
'\fill knock everything on the f'loor. 
2 o They like to sweep the floors avery day. 
_ 3. They vera afraid that the storm would SteeP through the 
wnole country. . 
Put an X beside the corraet meaning. 
1. a task is 
a.. a signal 
-=- b.. a. piece of' work 
- c o a. greeting 
-
2.. to stretch 
a.. 
-b. 
- c. 
to push 
to lean aa 
to reach out 
· 3o to snatch 
:a.. .t-o1•.grab hold of' = b. . to search 
_ c~ to let go 
4. an instant 
......... a.. 
iJ·. 
- c. 
a moment 
hour 
month 
17-3 
·~o pro'ijact is 7 .. to blaze 
a, to keep f:!?om danger- a. .. t;o pu·G out \1ith 1rstexo 
-b .. ·to praise bo to bum. 
- to keep awe:y from to blot·7 Ca c. 
rapidly 8. spe.rlt 
.a. .. slowly a .. a little piece of 't-70ot1 
b. quickly =b. a i'ree minute 
e. Pf:r.fectly Co a little piece cf f:tre 
.il!rA.mi 2 0 
POST 3. 
SIGN 2. 
Si'JEEP 3 .. 
lll ba a piece of vork 
2. Co to !'each out 
So a.. ·to grab hold of 
b, ... a. a moment 
5. Bo to keep from dange:t." 
6~ b. quickly 
7o b .. to bwn 
8. Ca a little piece of fil"e 
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King Bear -vra.s loved by all the animals :i.n the forest .. The 
animals had made his dell look just 1:.tke s. king us pslaee.. In the 
middle of his room they placed a throne on which the king could 
sit. The door t-o the ki11g c s room was s.lvays ut'lla.tched. He was 
~aady tQ help ever-y animal. He listened to both sides of every 
fight and then oould settle the fight as best as he could. It was 
'"'V'3i .. 
the anima.ls 0 good fortune that they had such a fair_ kingo Because 
he 1-ra.s so good and kind, no one- quest :toned his oxzdera. For a long 
· time ·there was only g:1:eat happirieas in the 1-moda ~ but ·then the 
store of :fooel became lo-w~ The king a.n . ''lOU&"?.ced he would go out in 
-
sae:rah or a nevr la?ld. One yea'!! passed by and he had not retur-ned. 
some of" the animals began to gl""uuible among ona snotha~. They tra.nted 
".;o choose a n~nr king. Only .. Ghe hummingbird~ the smallest of all 
the animals:; :remained tr=ue- to him. The other an:i.mals crow-ned the 
tiger- their n.e1·r king. on that same fJ.Ay King Bear re·tu.z-ned. His 
beautiful eoat of' .fur 11ae ·tor£1 and in some spots was bare. Only 
the hummingbird vas the:~.-.e to welcome him home.. The other animals 
1-rere so ashamed they crept off SJ.'ld hid in tihe bushes.. The bear 
touohed the hurmn:l..ngbird' s throat and i .. G turned a deep red. The 
hummingbir-d ~as so happy he sang to the king and from that day on 
the hummingbird's family all had 1~d throats. 
't-lith: -;y·our partner put an X beside the oorr-ect meaning .. 
1. A den is 
the place whece kings li~e. 
the pleee where birds live. 
the place where s lYild animal li vea .. 
2... -~ palace is 
o. 
-
a p le.ee 'tfhez:e beal~a 11 ve 
a kingea home 
a. cupboo:c-d 
3.. A throne· :ts 
a.. 
-~ o. 
- e. 
a cha:i.l" used by a. ruler 
A bad storm 
a crowd of people 
4. to ~ave good fortune is 
a. 
-b. 
-o. 
to have a good time 
to have good luck 
to haue a pleasant dream 
5. to be ashamed ls 
a., 
-b. 
-
to be proud of 'tfha.t you have done 
to f0el tU1happy beeause of doing something you know uas 
1-rrong 
to be delighted 
6.. to question some~ae is 
a. 
-b. 
- e .. 
-
to sak them something 
to believe someone 
to teac.h someone 
7. to g~umble is 
a,. 
-b. 
-c. 
-
to be plea.sed 1~i'iih the viay things are 
to shout 
to o omp la:L'I'l 
8. to an..~ounce is 
to make known to everyone 
to keep a sec:t~et 
to complain to everyone 
9o to oro~~ someone is 
to give someone a re"tfa.rd 
to make someone a ~uler 
to thsnk someone 
c 
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Some of the 't-7ords in the r;rt;ol"Y lrex•e underl:tned.. Look at them 
a~'ain.. Read the sentence il'!. 1-rl1ich they·-tz.ere used. 1:Jith yom .. pa:!?t-
ner thin~·w~~t the meaning of the word is. Somatimes these uo~ds 
· ae,n have other meanings ·too.. Read each aentenee belov~ Pv.t an X 
beside the sentence which uses the a~derlL~ed word in the same 
meaning aG i..'i'l the story. 
FAIR 
·-
1. There 1-1er-e five cookies le.ft and tbere 11ere five ehildzten· 
rrho -wanted a cookie.. To be fair: eaoh child can have one .. 
2~ The sky is ve~y clear todey. ! hope it stays fair all day. 
3- At the ehm~h fair 11a bought many pzoasenta. 
SETTLE 
1. iiho ws~ the fir-st people to settle in Ame~iaa? 
2. Before the teacher could begin the class aha had to wsit 
until ·the childrel'l 1-rere all ae·btleO. do1-m. 
3.. we do not knmr how this fight bettfeen the two ahilW.~n 
began. It will be herd to settle ito 
LOW 
-
-
l. The c ookia jar. is low.. \:Je must buy some more very soon .. 
Bushes are usually quite low. 
3.. I can· not sing the lcnr notes. 
• 
l. o .. 
2. bo 
3. a~ 
4o b. 
s. b. 
6c. a. .. 
7. e~ 
8. S.c 
g .. be 
the place i·Thezse a -vrild animal lives-.. 
e. ldng 0s home 
a chair used by a ruler 
to have good luak 
to feel unhappy because or doing something you know was wrongo 
to e.sk them a o1ne thing 
to complain 
to make k!:'l01Jn. to everyone 
to make someone. a ruler 
PAIR 1. 
SET'J:LE 3o 
L01f l • 
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certainly we all like them as pets. :au·t rloga can also se~ve peop13 
in many 1.:rays. In otw to1-m there is a. blind man -who can. be seem. out 
walking iiYi tl'l ·nis dog.. This dog acts as the mann a eyes~ B~t before 
the dog and the man could go out walking alone~ they bo~h had to 
go to a spacial sehooli) On the day ~-then they were first introduced 
the lessons began. At fira'G the man and dog walked with a teacher. 
Both man and dog had to lea~n to a~dersta~d each other perfectly. 
The dog lee.~nad to obey his ma.ste:!?' s directions. The man J.eamed 
that he woult1 be safe t-rith the dog,. The dog 1"vould choose the beat 
-vmy so he 1rould no·t stumble •. Each day "'aha~ walked farther together. 
If the dog srtopped and l7ould not let the man go ahead, the man 
lea.m1e~ tha:t the dog -rras ·m:1.rning him that something "i7S.S in the vay .. 
som0times when they ~ere c~ossing a st~aet~ the dog ~ould even seem 
.. 
to shove the man and push him to safety be~rond the reach of the 
autcmobilaa. At last the day came when the teacher was satisfied 
that both dog and man 1-rere ready and the two of them 1v&l'~ allowed 
to go out' alone.. They returned to our town to live.. we all realized 
·this dogs s w-orth ·to ·the blind mm1 and ve oft~n admired the two of~ 
them as they walked th~ough the streets. 
1•Tith yol.l.1? pa.~tnar dl~a.-w e. line UL"1der ·t;he oor!'ee'l'; gron.p of words. 
1.., If·]· ask you to repeat ·what you said., I am asking you to stop 
'ivha.t you are saying~ or I am eJsking you ·to aa.y it aga,:i.n o 
2o If yo~ mother is satisfied with what you are doh1gs she is 
please~ or she is unhappyo 
3i> If' you admire someone, you look up to them or you o.o not think 
they are very good. 
4. 1-Jhen you ara il'l:~l"'odueed to someone, you a.re sayit!g good-bye to 
them or you. ax'e meat<ing them for the first t1m61. 
5. If 'fOU shove another• ahild., you are pu.sh.:tng them o:r· you are 
talking to them. 
6~ If you obey someone~ you ere doing what you ar-e told or you are 
doing only what you want to do. 
7 o If a policeman is wa.m.:tng you not to wa.lk on. the bridge]} he is 
telling you to f~: the b~idge or he is telling you about some 
8 e If you Ui.'ldersijand perfectly how to edd; you can no·t-; do it or 
you kno~r how to do it .. 
g. If a man is said to be of gr-est ~orth, he is ve1~ useful and 
Look at the unda~lined word in ea.ch of the follo\·r:lng sentences .. 
Put; an .X 'beside the cOl'Weet defin:J.tion* 
1. 1tfe "ffTilJ. _Q~rta:lnl_t_ ba leaving by SiX 0 8alock., 
immedia.tal'y 
finally 
of eoucse 
a... in ba.ek 
~ b. :tn front 
c • side by sio.-a 
3,., 1fe put a gate at the head of the stai1~s so ·the baby could crawl 
rr-ee from danger 
with bare feet 
fun 
0 1. If I ask you to l"epeat 11ha.t· you said, I am aski!J..g you to stop 
11hat j'Ol.l. a1 .. e se.y:tng:t or :&_,~ &..J!kin~~lQ!-L~-~I!l _!'G. a.ga.iq~ 
6. 
If your mother is satisfied ~ith ~hat you are doing, ~he is 
~ or she is unhappy~ 
If you adm:tre someorze~ you look up to the~ or you .. do not think 
they a~a var-y good. 
t-1hen you are 1n1fz~od:ueed to someone~ you are saying good-bye to 
tham or you ::.re -~eei;ing them for the i'~.l,st time,. 
It you ahove. another child~ rou a~e pushing them or you are 
·ts.l.ki..?!g to them·.. · 
If you obey someone~ you are doing what you are told or you 
are doing only t-rhe.:c you wanti ·to a:o:- ~ 
I:f a. polioe1nan is :m3.~n:tng you not to "HBlk on ·the bridge~ h~ is 
telling you to fix the br:ldge or- he is ·telJ.ing_:you about some 
d.angar. 
If you ~~derstand per£ectly how to add3 you ean not do it or 
you knot·i hotr to do it. 
If ~ man is sald to be of great worth~ he is very useful and j.mrJorta.l'lt or he is of no use ·to anyone.-· ·· 
2. b. in front 
3 a a. tree from danger 
8. 
g. 
12 .. 
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Put a~ X beside the t~o sentences that a~e closest in meaning. 
The news waa announaGd to ever-yone. 
- The na1va vas repeated several times .. = The net.;s waa made knoim to everyone .. 
He g~v.mbled all the time • 
~ He e omplained all the tilJ'I..e. 
::He wo~ried all the time. 
He is fair. 
He is satisfied. 
He is plea.sed.c 
Me order-ed the boy to do something. = Ha questioned the boy .. 
__ He asked the boy something. 
__ They will protect the boy. 
They will keep the boy from ~~ger. = They 'iJill !lrown the boy. 
He was introduced to the boy. 
--He met the boy. 
-He 'ire:tcomed the boy. 
-
The fire 1~ent out • 
-The f'iro blazed. 
-- ?:'he fire burned. 
-
The limb.of the tree b~oke. 
- The stump of ·hhe tree b~oke •. 
-The br.a.neh of the tree 'brol(e·. 
-
That is his gocd.fort~~e~ 
- That is his godd luck" 
......,. That 1a his trouble. 
-
He is ~arning you. 
- Ke is obeying you .. 
~He is telling ~ou of the danger ahesd of time. 
-
He stretched out his hand. 
--He stared at his hand. 
--He reached ·out his hand. 
He shoved the childo 
-He pushed the ahild •. 
--He erot-m.ed the child • 
........... 
15. 
., 7 
- .. 
Th~t 5_s his eustcm. 
-=- That is his task .. 
-=- The.t is his jobrt 
"""""" 
. He did it quiekly. 
--He did it quietly~ 
- He did it rapidly. 
-
That is of great ~octh. 
- That is true .. 
....,... That is vsry usafulo 
He will be finished L~ an instanto 
-- In a ve~y sho~t time he ~ill be finished. 
_,.... He 11111 be finished after a.n hour or two. 
He sr~tched the toy. 
-- rra fixed the toy. 
- He gra:ob$d hold of the toy. 
~ • ~.i 
4. 
6 .. 
8. 
lO .. 
11 ... 
it '11hO ne1rs "tves mmou..?leed to everyone. 
- The net-rs 1-ras j;epea.ted several times. X The t'1Ell7S uas nmde ~:ncnm to everyone .. · 
X He ~rumbled all the time. 
-x-na complained all the time. 
-He worriao. a.~tl the til'i!e. 
-
__ He is fa ill'. 
X He is setisf:i.ed. 
--~ He is pleased. 
He ordered tha boy to do something .. :1.:: He questioned the boy$ 
~ He asked the boy som~thing. 
_e:_ They trill protect the boy. 
X They will keep thG boy Xrom danger.. 
- They 1-rill ellmm the boy .. 
-
X The limb of the tree broke. 
---The stump or the tree broke. 
-x-The branch of the tree broke. 
--
X ~hat is his good fo~tme. 
-x-That is his good luck. 
- Tha'ii :i.e his t~oU'ole. 
-
X He stretahad out hie hal1d. := He ste.X~ed e:t his hand. 
x He reaehad out hia hand. 
-
13. 
0 
lli· .. 
18. 
0 
0 
That is his customo 
·x- Ths;i'; is his task. 
-r Thet is his job e 
~~--
X Hs ag~aed to clo i·t o 
-x-He said he would do it. 
- He solved. it .. 
--
X That is of g:r-e.a.t worth. 
-That is t!"ueo 
-x-That is ve~y useful. 
- . 
X He ~rill be finished in an instant ... 
-x- In a veey .short time ha ~rill be f'inishsc1.. 
---He will be finished after an hour or two. 
-
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The little girl held tightly to her 7ounger brother 0s hand~· as 
~ the tlfo of them w-alked _down the streH~t o Today was the little g1ri" 0 .s 
birthday~ but she did not expeet any gifts~ for her parents ve~a 
0 
very poor& Instead she and her brother played e. g~meo He pretended 
he was very rieh and that he could buy his sister anything she 
desired. They gazed eagerly into each store windov.. The toy store 
was their favorite oneo Everything 1n the VL~dow delighted them. 
"Look a.t that doll~" exc:laimed the little girl, "she is like a 
prinoe.as~ she is eo gor-geous .. 11 She smile.d with pleasure and imagined 
tor a moment v11at it would be like to hold the doll in her armso 
While her attention was on the doll~ her brother said to himself. 
"somehow I will manage to buy tha.t doll for heron He glanced a.t 
the price tag. 11\1hy it is. only fifty cents!" he said and he raced 
into the store, but he had made a mistake.. How foolish he had been! 
His mistake had spoiled his drea.mso The doll oost $5ooo·. could 
he ever sa·ve that much money? As he left the shop; he aav a men 
take it out or the store 'H'.indo't-ro The boy ran ahes.d to join his 
sister wh~ had gone up the street. 11She must know her doll ha.s 
been sold, 11 he thought to himself. He was so sad,. he did not see 
the man who had :rollowed them. He vra.s the· nw.n who owned ·the storea· 
He stopped the boy and as.idt~ ni was wongo .The doll costs onl:r fifty 
cants o Her& she is yours." The boy then handed the doll to his 
sister and turned to thank the man, but he had disappeared dow.a the 
straeto 1ihat a happy birthday it had been for both or them! 
0 
0 
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With your pe~ner look at the Q~derlined word in each of these 
sentences. Put an X beside 'Ghe correct meaning. 
l· Some vegetables vill _ID?oil; 1i' they gat too much ra.in. 
a. grow very fast 
-b. be no good = a.. be very good 
2. Most boys desire to have a bicycle. 
a. do not ~are 
-b~ ow 
- c. ~rant very muoh 
-
3. The boy ita.zs_g_ at tha new bicycle. 
a.. to look a.t for a long time 
- b. to go away from 
-e. to go near to 
4~ It 2!l~~hted tham that tha books arrived that day. 
a. made them very angey 
-b. alarmed 
.....- -c • pleased 
-
5 • Ee.~erlz the boys asked their uncle if the7 e ould go with him 
T;o1;he circus. 
a. vith gres.t desire 
- 'b. quickly 
- c. slowly 
6. The children exclaimed happily when 'they ss.lr that the tree -vras 
all decorated. 
a. to whisper 
- b. to cry out li'ith excitement 
-c. to sinS 
-
7. It gives me Ji?leasure to listen to music. 
_ a.. happiness 
b. pain 
-c. trouble 
-
8 o In the fall the leaves on the tree are gorgeous. 
a. many colors 
-b. beautiful 
- c. f~lling 
0 
0 
0 
9o I am gla.Q. '8QU brought tha.t b~oken wheel to my attention. 
a .. 
-bo 
- c. 
-
notice · 
parents 
carriage 
10. :a:ov can you !!JS.n&.ge to do tf!o things a.t the same time? 
a. 
-b. 
- c. 
to allow 
to 1naist 
to be able to 
lle Will you etlance at the picture as you walk by the store? 
a.. to look at quickly 
- b. to keep awy from 
- c. to stare at .fo:to:~ a long time 
--
12. It is .foolish to go in swimming right a.f'te:r dinner. 
a. 
-b. 
- c. 
-
smart 
not vise 
bmve 
21-3 
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l. b. be no good 
2. c. -w-ant very much 
3. a. to look at f'or a. long time 
4. c. pleased 
5. a.. with ~eat desire 
' 
6. b. to cry out with sxc1temant 
7· a. happiness 
8. b. beautiful 
9o a. notice 
10. e. to be a.ble to 
ll. a. .. to look at quickly 
12. b. not viae 
22 
Thera vas once a vary mischievous boy who lived with his mother 
in the middle of tow. He meant to be good but he always seemed to 
be getting into trouble. His mother vas a vary gentle woman and 
hated to scold him~ but someti~s when her son was not looking, she 
would frown and vender 'tJhat to do with him. lfalking home from 
school he al~ays passed a vindow with pictures of children from 
other countries .. He boasted to his school· friends of how he would 
t~vel across the ocean a great distance and he told them of all 
the magnificent things he would see. The children laughed at him, 
but this did not 'bother him.. He would wa.l~ to the top of a hill 
near his house e.nd fly his kite. There on the hill he dreamed of 
taking a luag trip around the wo~ld and ona day he almost had his 
wish.. The vind vas blo'td .. ng very ha.rdo It was winter weather. Ha 
held tightly to the string of his kite~ and suddenly his feet were 
lifted off the ground. He climbed higher and higher.._ l{1s friends 
called after htm, Q~til they ve~e hoarse and oould no l~ager speak# 
but· he did not reply.. This was fun! But vhen he wanted to come 
dow; the kite only flew higher. Then he was over his otm house. 
His mother vas in the street searching ave~here for him. She 
looked >vrorried. The boy oa.lled out to his mother but she could 
not hear him. Suddenly he was ashamed of himself for having alarmed 
his mother. His dreams seemed foolish. Much later the wind became 
still and he .tell slowly to the grQundo He raced home a wiser boy. 
22-2 
With your partner decide whether the following pairs of ~ords 
are the same i.n meaning or the opposite.. Write S if the two words 
. 
mean the same thing or 0 if they maan the opposite. 
l. mischievous good 
2. frown smile 
~. 
--
bother trouble 
4 .. reply answer 
5. ashamed proUd 
6& alarmed f'l.~ghtened 
1· magnificent terrible 
-
8. gentle kind 
-
Write T if the sentence is True and F if the sentence is False. 
-
1. A boy "Yho boasts al.l the time~> talks too mueh about himself 
and what he oa.n do. 
2 • A singer liill tey very ham to get a hoarse voice • 
-
3. If you search fo'I! something 70u have lost~ 70u. look veey 
hard to find it .. 
4. 
-
If someone lives quite a distance from youp it takes you a 
minute to walk to her house. 
.. 
Anawel") Shaert No. 22 
~ 
, lo 0 lo T 
2. 0 2. F 
3$ s 3. T 
4. s 4. F 
5o 0 
6. s 
;. 0 
8. s 
23 
Dick, a playmate of mine from sehool, went on a canoe trip 
with his father and brother. He did not have s h&avy blanket of 
his own, so he borrowed. one from me. "When he re·Gumed it, he had 
-this exciting adven·ture to tell. He and his older brother had 
been left alone in the small wooden cabin where they stayed~ while 
their father went out hunting. They were ~esting on their beds. 
The door vas a little way open. They heard a scratching sound out-
side but paid no attention to it. D1ok glanced over at the door. 
It 1vas moving open_, but 1t eould not open mueh '1·ider because h1a 
bed was in the way.. A little ereature squeezed his vay through 
the small space • It t-ra.s a .porcupine • From sehoo.l Dick remembered 
one fact about poreupines# that they do not throw their quillsg 
but still he ·did not feel very brave. Both boys ware wide a.vake 
now. The poreupi.."le poked through their things on the floor. Dick 
watched him walk on his sw-eater. He va.s £ond of his sweater~ but 
he did not dare reach out and gr~b it for fear the porcupine vould 
see him move. Dick had once seen a dog struggle :to take out a 
porcupine's quills from his.body and he knew just how sharp the 
quills 'tfere. But if the por-cupine knew he was. beir-..g spied upon 
he never made any notice of it. The porcupine's visit was onl7 a 
short one· and soon he walked out the sarae way he had come in. Not 
until their father returned did the boys feel bold enough to move. 
Neither boy was harmed, but both had had a terrible fright • 
. 
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With ~·our pa.rt;ner put a..t1 X beside the correct meaning., 
lo a playmate is 
a... an enemy 
- b. a friend 
-
_e .. agama 
2 o a emature is 
a. a directs. on 
- b. a. c otta.ge 
-
-
c.. an animal 
bold 
dare 
3. to have e. fright is 
a. 
-b. 
- c. 
to have a scare 
to have a secret 
to have a friend 
!J.. a. fact is· 
a. . ·something~ tha. t can .. wait 
= b o sflmath1ng that will hur-t you 
c. something that· is tr.ua 
bOZTO\i 
poked 
fond 
squeeze 
1., I'oie.y I _____ ..,..... ____ your bamme~., if I promise to give it 
baek to you so~~? 
2 o To see the parade my little brother had to --------
bet~aen all the people. 
3.. She w-a.s covered with paint bees.usa she ha.d. _________ ...,.. 
her hand into the can of paint. 
4. The-y ____ .....,_, __ on the enemy ~o lee.m their plans witholt 
their knowing it. 
5. It iOU are Willing to face danger, you are --------· 
6" usually. :Bpb was a brave boy:~ but beeause the bear looked very 
angr,1 Bob did not to go nea~ his cageo 
7 o Baby had to leam that dogs are very friendly • a;."!d will not 
____________ _.her. 
8. Jack»s mother save him a new baseball glove for his birthday» 
because he is var-y ------- of the ga.me. 
1. b. a friend 
2., .c. an animal 
l. .. borrow 
2o squeeze 
3o poked 
4o spied 
s .. bold 
6o dar a 
7o harm 
·8o .fond 
3.. a.. to have a scare 
4·.. e. something that is true 
24 
tie tY"el?a all very comfortable inside the house a My- brother 
and I sat b7 the fir-epla.eeo The fire vas blazing. we both felt 
vary va.rm and snug. Outside the 'tvind howledo There had been a 
steady fall of snow since mom:ingo LooldJ"!g ou~·· our lTindow ve could. 
see one drift ~hat would have covered our automobile. I had. never 
seen a 1t1orse storm.. It was a. dangerous night for anyone to be 
outdoors o rle 1-re-re all silent and only the sound of the wind could 
be heard. Our dog vraa stretched out at our feet almost asleep. 
Swldenly he sprang up e.nd rushed over to the dooJ?. We were ·all 
puzzled and wonder-ed -vrhat he was tl?y:tng to tell uso He pulled at 
'ifiY father 0a arm ova~ and ever again. He seemed to insist that my 
father follo't<i' him outsio.e, but no one could explain vhy he would 
behave· this ~ray on this cold winter evening. ra.y rather dressed 
himself in warm, wool~.m clothes. He unlatched the door and the 
tvo of' them want outside. I~ a short time my father retumed carry-
ing an~ther mane Later we learned that this man had fallen Just 
outside our house and hurt his leg, so that he could not move. The 
snow had almost immediatelJ" hidden him. In some vay our dog had 
realized that something was wrong~ though none of us had hear-d the 
man D s cries. When my father first vent outside with our dog" he 
eould not see anything, but our dog had followed the man•s scent 
until they found him. For the rescue of the man we gave our dog a 
huge bone as a reward. 
24-2 
With your partner put an X beside the correct meaning for the 
~· unde~lined wo~d. 
1 o we do not fi.t"Ad it very iiomf'ortabl!, to r7s.lk with a shoe that has 
a. stone in it. 
e.. free from pain 
-:=-b. usual 
- or:, common 
-· 
2. The me.n promised to give a. £SW§r.,9. to the person vho found his 
watch. 
3. W~ saw the rescue of the men vho had bean lost at seao 
• eee= --
a.D rePl7 
bo ·saving 
-Co smile 
4\) wrapped up in his mothar 0a fur-lined ctla.t he felt very sn\1&• 
a o ·~unn:.r 
o. heavy 
-Co w-arm 
........ 
5., As children 1-re soon learned that it is da.ngerol.!! to play near 
tha stove. 
a. lots of fun 
-b. polite 
-o., not ~afe 
-
6. W'nan someone is :;.~eading to you~ you should be silent. 
a. bright 
b. qui.at 
-o. polite 
-
7 0 can you understand vhy that animal would behave this wa:y? 
24-3 
With :rou.r par·tner decide which gl.,oup of \fords is co~rect and 
dra~ a lL~e ~~de~ themo 
1. · If someone explains something to you:~ the~ are trying to ms.~e 
it clear or they want to make it harder for you. 
2o If wa do something imnleclistely. ve do it right say or we put 
it off until tomorrov. 
3" If' a. door is unlatched, it is closed or "it is open. 
4 o If there has bean a stead7 fall of rain since· moming., 1 t has 
. . 
hardly ra.ineo. at all or it has been raining a.ll it-s.~. 
5o If you are puzzled because ·yow: dog suddenly · ata:~ts to bal'k~ 
you do not understand why he is bar~ or you are pleased 
because he is barking. 
Ansi~er Sheet No. 24 
1. a~~ free fl?om pain 
2. o. prize 
3. bo saving 
4. Co "tiTS.rM 
5o c. not safe 
6., b. quiet 
7 •. a .. act 
1 o lf somsone explains something to you, !!_~:v are. tning to make 
it clear or they ~ant to make it harder for you. 
2.. If we do ·a~methin.g immad1ste17., !!S do it right D.."tf&if or we put 
it off until tomorro~. 
3.. If s do:or is 1.mlatohed~ it is closed or it is open. 
8 4. If' there has been e. steady fe.ll of rain since moming, it has 
hardly rained at all or it has been raining all dazo 
5.. If you are puzzled because yo~ dog suddenly starts to bark» 
zou do not undeJ?sts.nd vrhy he is bal?king or ~ou are pleased · 
. because h& is barking. 
0 
0 
Rav:l.ew No. 25 
Decide whether the pairs of sentences below mean the same thing 
or the opposite. vlrite s in the blank :lf they mean the same thing 
and o if they mean the opposite o 
lo The fruit had spoiled. 
~he fruit was ~ipe. 
2 • She was de lighted s 
She was thrilled. 
She was puzzled. 
She understood perfectl7. 
4. Eve~hing was silent. 
s. 
6. 
-
-
r .. 
Se 
9. 
10. 
-
ll. 
-
12. 
13. 
-
14. 
-· 
15. 
-
Nothing could be heard. 
I't is dangerous to walk on tha.t ice. 
That ice is not safe to ua.lk en. 
The sudden noise gave him a terrible fright. 
The sudden noise alarmed him. 
He felt ve~ foolish. 
He felt vary ole~ar. 
The noise bothers ma. 
I like the noise. 
He unlatched the door. 
He opened the door. 
He has many playms.tes. 
He has many friends. 
That animal is veey bold. 
That animal is ver.ay timido 
He is very gentleo 
He is veey rough. 
He glanced at the car. 
He looked a.~~7 from the caro 
lie is very f'ond: of that toy. 
Ha likes that toyo 
He vas not harmed at all. 
He was perfeetly a.ll Fight. 
_l6o She was frowning. 
She vro.s smilingo 
17o ·She did not reply. 
-- She did not answer. 
l9o 
-
can :you explain that p~oblem to me? 
can lf'OU make that problem cleaa? to me? 
He came to our rascua. 
He saved us. 
JO o He is ashamed of himself. 
He 1a proud of himself. 
2lo 
-
Eagerly he ~aited for the train. 
He did not care whethe~ the train came in or noto 
22o 
-
He was sesr~htng through his room. 
He ~as look~ng hardo 
.. ". 
25-2 
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e 0 1. The fruit had spoiled. 
- The fruit was ripe. 
s 2 • She vas de lighted. 
- She was thrilled. 
She was puzzled. 
She ~~derstood perfectly. 
s 4. Everything 1ra.s silent • 
- Nothing could be heard .. 
s s .. 
-
It is dw1geroue to walk on that ice. 
That ice is not safe to walk on. 
s 6. The sudden noise gave him a te:~?rible fright.. 
--- The sudden noise alarmed him. 
0 1· 
-
He felt va~ foolish. 
He felt very clever. 
o 8. The noise bothers me. 
--- I like' the noiae • 
.A._ 9. He unlatched the door. 
He opaned the door. 
S lOo 
"""""""" 
He has many playmates. 
He has many friends. 
0 11.. That animal is very bold. 
-=- That anima.l is ver3' timid. 
o 12. He is very gent~e., 
- He is ve~ rough. 
o 13. He glanced at the car. 
- He looked away .fz-om the car. 
S 14. He is very fend of that toy. 
--- He likes that toy. 
S 15. He wa.a not harmed at a.ll. 
-- He 11as perfectly all right·. 
() 16. 
-
She was fr-owning. 
She WS smiling. 
e 
S 17. She did not reply a 
....._ .. She did not answer. 
s 18. can you explain that problem to me? 
--
s 19 .. 
-
0 20. 
-
Oe.:n ~ou make that problem clear to me? 
He eame to our rescue. 
He saved us o • 
He is ashamed or himself• 
He is proud of himset f. 
Ansver Sheet 25-2 
0 21. Eagerly he waited for the train .. 
--- He did not car& whether the train eame in or not .. 
s 22. 
-
He was searching through hi a room. 
He was looking hard. 
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Onee long ago all chipmunks had just a plain brawn coat. This 
story is told of how chipmunks got their stripes. .Chatter Chipmunk 
was in the middle of the forest9 He saw his friend, Meadow Mouse. 
Both little creatures were very busy preparing for iiinter. .Mro 
Chipmunk was collecting nuts and Mr • .Mouse was fixing his house, 
so that the cold winds could not reach him. There was plenty to 
be done before the winter weather set in. Cha.tt·er Chipmunk looked 
up from his work. He spied a tiger, glaring at his fr-iend, the 
mouse o The mouse did not see him. The tiger had a wicked look on 
his face. The chipmunk knew he vas no match for the tiger who was 
many times his size, but he had to act qUickl7. The tiger edged 
closer to wher~ the mouse vas work~~. He was ready to leap upon 
the little fellow o Chatter Chipmunk yelled to the· mouse and his 
friend scampered otf as fast as he could. The tiger looked around 
to see who had robbed him of h!s meal. Re turned to run a.tter the 
chipmunk. His sharp claws tore the chipmunk 0s back before the littie 
a.~ima.l could jerk a:cia.y and. run to the sa.tet7 of an old tree stump. 
Chatter never told the mouse how he had sa.ved his life~ but ever 
sinae that day all chipmunks nave had a han~some stripe down their 
back. 
With your partne~ write the correct wora in each blwnk. 
leap 
jerk 
' 
pla.in 
tore 
edged 
collect 
glaring 
wicked 
size 
busy 
1. Janet wor-e a _____ _....._ green dress with no trimming on ito 
2. John is veey cle&!ling his room so he oa.n not 
go out and play yet. 
26-2 
3. Jack likes to , ______ stamps and he has saved a great 
number of them alread~. 
4. At Thanksgiving there lTas -------of turke,- for eve:ey-one 
and ve still have some left over. 
5o He has been at -me tor a long time but still I 
-------
don ct know why he is angry at me. 
6. The-------- boy vas not sorry for his bad deeds even 
. . 
though he saw how sad he made his family. 
7. At the fight Jack -vra.s so muah smaller than the other boy that 
he 'tvas no for him. 
-------
a.. The-------- of the elephant is huge when l"OU look at 
a. mouse. 
9o ~rhe woman-------- through the erowd so she could get 
to her son who was lost. 
10. ThoUgh the man held him very tightly~ he was able to 
-----
away from him. 
llo The horse leamed to------- over the renee when he 
was very littleo 
12. The boy -------- his sweater on. some nails on a .fence .. 
Answer Sheet No. 26 
1. plain 7. match 
2o busy 8. size 
3. collect 9. edged 
4. plenty 10. jerk 
s. glaring ll. leap 
6. wicked 12. tore 
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we all realize that birds ar-e not all alike o Some ere much 
bigger than othel"s. Theil") coats are different colora. Even their 
bills are different sizes and shapes. Bil"ds find many ·Uses for 
their bills$ but their most important use is in helping the birds 
get their food. Ovls like the meat of' small animals. Their bills 
a.re made to help them tear the meat. The top part of their bill 
has a sharp point that hooks over the lower part. Their bill makes 
a perfect tool. Some birds on the other hand have bills that are 
short and thick. These birds think that the seeds of cart~ in ~eeds 
are delicious. Their bills help them to break the seeds so they 
ca11 eat them wi.th no trouble. A hummingbird has a long thin bill, 
but soma people say that the first hummingbirds had short bills 
just as most of the other biros have. These first hummingbirds 
liked the sweet juice found in flowe~s, but because they vera so 
small they had a hard time getting at the juice. Without meaning 
to do it, they often tore the f·lowers to little pieces. The queen 
ot a.l~ ths living creatures saw that soon all the flo't·ters would be 
spoiled.. She pulled on the 'bill of the hummingbird. She stretched 
it until 1t was long enough so that the bird could reach the juice 
and not destroy the plants. Today all hummingbirds have long bills. 
With rour partner write T beside the sentence if it is True 
and F if it is False. 
1. If something is important~ it does not matter at allo 
2. Zf the storm $POiled your plants, the plants wers destroyedo 
_ 3. If something haa a. eha:rp point. it is round and smoo·th at 
the end. 
Answer Sheet Noo 27 
0 
1. F 
2. T 
3· F 
4o F 
5. T 
6. F 
1" F 
l. a.. something used ro~ some kind of work 
2. a. .. the same 
3 .. Co you make it get larger and longer 
4. b. to rip it 
0 5., c .. is part ot it 
0 
c 
·~ 
--
-
-
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4. The dresses of the twins are so different~ it is hard to 
tell them. apart. 
5~ If rou think the food is delicious~ you like to eat it 
because it is good. 
6. If' you do not know the sha.pa of something~ you do know that 
it is roundo 
7• Certain fish like salt vater and so all fish like salt watero 
Put an X beside the correct meaning. 
1.. a tool is 
2o 
3· 
4. 
5. 
.a. .. 
-b .. 
- c. 
something used for some kind of work 
something that is of no use 
a. job 
alike means 
a .. the same 
-b .. happy 
-
-
c. enemy 
when y~u stretch something 
a. 70u bend it 
-b. you f'old it 
- you make it get larger or longer e. 
to tear something is 
a. to fiX it 
-b. to rip it 
- to color it c. 
-
a pieee ot something 
a. is the whole thing 
-b .. is something good 
- is part of it 
--
e. 
0 
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My brother and I were watching a chipmunk gathering nuts and 
we noticed how he carried them in his cheeks. His cheeks served 
s.s poekets. He darted in a.nd out among the bushes and collected 
the nuts as fast as he could. ·My father said that at one time 
chipmunks did not he.ve these pockets and he told us this story. 
. once long ago all the little creatures had been asked to 
gather a thousand nuts. Mr .. C·hipmunk worked vary hard. He found 
a great number of nuts in a ~ove of trees at the bottom of a steep 
hill~ He would struggle up the hil with his paws full of nuts, . 
hide them :tn a seeret place~~ and then in a fla'ah he would ·race back 
down the hill. He 't•ras a very busy little chiPY!!Wlk.-· '$Om~ of the 
other animals wer~ not so willing to work. They spied the chipmunk 8s 
store of nuts. They laughed to themselves as they thought how 
simpla it would be to take some of the chipmunk 1a nuts and add them 
to their ow pile. They wai·ted until it was dusk.. With no sun and 
the stars not yet out, it was hard for anyone to see them. At this 
time every night they would circle the chipmunk's hiding placea 
wait until the way was clear and th~n steal their friend's nuts. 
It wa.s all so easy. They:.o.la.pped their paws 1n delight. The t:tme 
came to count the nuts. The chipmunk was puzzled. He had worked 
. . 
so hard but he h&.d the least number o£ nuts. :sut the king of all 
. 
the living creatures had seen what had happened. He chased the 
chipmunk's-enemies from the forest and as a reward for his bar~ 
work the chipmunk no-w had pockets in his cheeks tf? help him vhen 
he was gathering nutsG 
Ree.d each sentence o Look a.t the underlined -vrord. vlith your 
~· partner find a ~ord in the following list which means the same 
·tn1ng and write it on the lLYle. 
served 
flash 
clear 
delight 
cirele 
darted 
grove 
least 
dusk 
steal 
struggled 
simple 
1 o t-.fhen we were on our camping trip in the woods~ two stones "ttex~ 
used as a fireplace. 
2o The dog had been v7aiting to come inside and when I opened the 
o.oor ~ he !:!n .... vm. .. ;t!st into the house 0 
3 o That Jlroup_ of tra~s is where we often play hide tmd go seeko 
5 o once we lmmY how to ape 11. a ~ord., 1 t seems very tS!,.J!l a 
m P'tW:;:::;:a::: 
6 o The tiger wa...7lte.d to be .free and he W~£..ke!J. ve:t.y ha.rq to get out 
of his cage" 
-
7 o When an airplane is going to land, :t·t .first must move in a rirm_ 
around the field. 
So If Mary has f'ive pennies and Jack hss eight pennies# Mary has 
the ~~21est number ot pennies. 
9~ An automobile accident can happen in a short time. 
10 o The boys could no"? play baseball any longer because it \.ras the 
-
time of avenin$ Jus~ befo~e it is 9Srk. 
11. When the -vmy iS:.!_~ and no car is in eight, you may walk 
across the street. 
l2o It gives us great pleasure to give presents to our friendso 
Answer Sheet Noo 28 
l. sel.,Ved 7o circle 
2. darted 8. least 
3 .. grove g. fla..sh 
4. steal 10. o.usk 
5. simple llo clear 
6. strugglet!L 12 .. delight 
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In the vinte~ many animals are asleep. some of them are very 
"trs.:rm and snug in thsir burrori'S underneath the ground.. Others find 
shelter in old t1~e stumps.. Evan the bear, often called ths king 
of all the animals in the woods~ sleeps in the wtntero but I have· 
heard that this was not e.lwe.ys true. Once the bearD as kingJt 
remained awake a.ll year round. He "t<ratched over all the animals to 
see that nothing vent w~ong. In the beginning he treated all the 
animslso even the timid little meadow mouse~ w1tn kindness. But 
O!te day a ra.bbtt brought him a present of soma :food. He liked 
this so much that he ar-.snounced to all the· G..."Aili.!als that they 1~e!>e 
all to hunt :ror food for him.. Orten he snatched the food fx:rom the 
animals 0 paws e~en before they could give it to him. The animsls 9 
own families were starving~ but the bear insisted that everything 
he added to his sto1~e of food tia:ast e He vrould not bee,~ any excuse" 
If even one animal tailed to br-ing him some food, the bea~ would 
' 
rage for hours. All the animals ~ould scurry sway to escape the 
angry bear. He ate more and more and became not Just plump but 
very rat. He left o~ly- l:tttle .ool"~ps of' food tor the other animals .. 
The queen ·or all the living creatures saw all this and did not 
like it. She told the bear that he would be king only in the Spring 
and summer~ but in the Winter he would sleep because he vas so fa~ 
No mo~e would the animals wait on him~ 
Read each sentenceo Look at the underlined word.. With your 
partner find a word in the following list which means the same 
thing and write it on the line. 
remained 
added 
snatched 
failed 
treated 
announced 
1. After five o 8clock only t1ro children _!tax~<! at Tim 9s party for 
it was time to go home for dinner. 
2o usually he is very good~ but today he !}?ted :os~rd his ~eriends 
in a. mea.t'! way. 
3 ~ Before I could stop him~ he had J3rabbe4, my package from me. 
4. It lTS.S told to everyone that tomorrow they would go to the fir-e 
-. 
station.--------
5o He ~as sad because he had not succeeded iri his search for his 
lost pen. 
6. He .E!!t o~ a little more aa.lt on his food to make it taste 
better. 
Put an X beside the best answer. 
l o a buX"row is 
-
a.. 
b. 
c. 
an a.n1ma1 8 s home in 
the ground 
an s.n:tma.l·l{e food 
s beaverva home 
2. to be starving is 
to be satisfied 
to be careful 
to be ver.y hungry 
3. scraps are 
a, •. 
...,.. .. b. 
- Co 
the whole of something 
good pieces 
small pieces left ovs~ 
4. to have an excuse is 
a. to have a. reason why 
you oan°t ~o something 
b.. to bs polite 
-.- ·c,; to ha.ve an adventure 
-
5. ·· to be plump is 
. a •. ··to be eage.r 
=·.b" to be quite. fat 
c. to bs delighted 
6. to be timid is-
.. 
a. ·to· be shy 
- be to 'be brave 
- c. to be safe 
Answe~ Sheet No., 29 
1.. remained 
2. treated 
3. snatched 
l. a. an animal's home· in tha 
2. Co ·to be very hungrt 
3. a. small pieces left over 
ground 
4. announced 
5a failed 
6. added 
4 .. a. to have a reason why you cannt. do something 
5o Do to be quite fat 
6 .. a. to be shy 
Review No. 30 
~ Put an X beside the two sentences which are closest in meaning. 
1. They spoiled the house. 
--They destroyed the house. 
::They discovered the house. 
2. They eolleeted the rocks .. 
--They circled the rocks. 
::They surrounded the rocks. 
3 • They are ve1~y different • 
--They ara very difficult~ 
- The:y a.re not alike • 
-
4. I leaped .. 
I stumbled. 
I Jumped. 
5. He will excuse you. 
-- He will forgive you. 
-- He will serve youo 
-
6. _ H~ struggled over 1 t .. 
He gave up on it~ 
--He· worked hard on it. 
-
1. It will be very difficult. 
-- It will seem very simple to you. 
- It will give you. no trouble. 
-
8. He remained there. 
--He searched there. 
- He stayed there. 
-
9. It is very important to me. 
- It mes.ns a. great deal to ma. 
-It delights me~~ 
-
10. He will steal tha.t. . 
-He 1fill take what does not belong to him. 
- He will match that o 
-
11. He searched until he found it~ 
--He failed to find it. 
--He did not succeed L~ finding it. 
-
12. There is plenty of food. 
--There 1a just enough food. 
--There is lots of food. 
-
30-2 
0 13 • Do not tear it.. -= Do not r:tp it. 
- Do not stretch it .. 
-
14o He is too timid to help you. 
-He is too busy to help you. 
-He has too much to do to be able to help 70Uo 
- ' ' 
15 • The animal da.rted a1my. 
--The animal moved quickly. 
- The animal stretched. 
-
16. The sun had set but the stars were not yet out. 
--It was the middle ot the night. 
- It was dusk. 
-
l7o Everyone else had more than heo 
--He hatt ths least. 
--He had tha mosto 
-=--
18. He was starved o 
-- He was very hungcy. 
--He was delayed. 
-
c 
• 
Ansver Sheet Noo 30 
1. X They spoiled the house. 
:r-They destroyed the house. 
:::They discovered the house. 
2.. They collected the rooks. 
'"X They cir-cled the rocks. 
"1r"' They surrounded the roeks. 
-
3. X They are very different. 
---They are very difficult. 
:r-They are not alike • 
............. 
4o X I leaped. 
-I stumbled, 
X I jumped .. 
5o X He 't-vill excuse you. 
~He will forgive you. 
---He will serve you. 
-
6. X He struggled over it. 
---He gave up on it • 
. :r- He worked hard on it. 
- . 
7, oct will be very difficult. ;r- It will seem very simple to you .. 
X It will give you no trouble. 
-
8. X He remained there .. 
--- He searched there. 
-x- He stayed there. 
-
9.. X It is very important to me. 
X It means a great deal to me. 
- It delights me. 
-
10.. X He will steal that. 
:r- He will take what does not belong to himo 
- He· will match that. 
-
11.. He sear-ched until he found it. 
"'1r He failed to find it • 
:r-He did not succeed in finding it. 
,__ 
' 12 o X There is plenty of f'ood. 
---There is just enough food. 
X There is lots of food. 
-
• 
13. X Do not tear it. 
X Do not rip :tt. 
-Do not stretah it. 
-
14. __ He is too t1¢d to help you. 
X He is too busy to help you. 
-x-He has too much to do to be able·to help you. 
--=oo 
15 .. X 'rhe animal darted a. way. 
:r-The animal moved quicklyo 
- The animal stretched. 
-
16. X The a~~ had set but the stars vere not. yet outo 
- It lras the middle of the night • 
Jr It was dusk. 
-
17. X Everyone else had more than he o 
:r-He had the least. 
--- He had the most • 
........... 
18 o X He was starved. 
'"1r He vas very hungry. 
= He was delayed • 
0 
0 
Lesson J 
1 .. 11\irite ·the alphabet, on the lines belcn~.i. 
_____ • ......_........,._ • __ ,104...,_.,.,....,. _____ .,. _____ , ___ .._... .,....-~-
2 • .Put. tb.e letter that tomes after each ietter. 
. . 
). Put -the le tte;r tha ·t. comes before each le t·lier. 
_z, C Y X D · J 
.................. If t ~ ' ------- ' _...........,. ' ~~' ~- ' 
-
_o~ _>o~., _v 
Key: 
lo A .o C D E F G H I J lt L M. N 0 P 1o?t R B T U V V~ X Y Z 
2. Y.Z,.. .tJ~ l!"~.Q_ V_VJ_ L{_b_ H_j_ G_tf_ .t1._b1_ Il_ L_li. T_.Y_ 
CLJ.,L"<...B..,.D.,LM...fLE..£_0_£_N..£._U,Y_ 
3o _:iz 
- ' 
JL o, ...:LY, .. :t:L:x, ...J;._D, A 
-- p 
J_J, ST 
-' 
_J~.J~·~ 
.Ji_H, _D_E, ...f_G, J:LI, 
_bt_M, Jli, J3.J;i; .)_1\:, .J5_L, 
Ji..o, .J2...~t., J!JT 
• 
1. Write the alphabet on these linesa 
•-'-*-- -·-----·----- l ill , __________ , _____ _ 
Ar~anGe these words in alphabetical order. Write them in 
the sgaceD below. 
yet cattle x-ray flood 
oil inch left beach 
among palace wide juice 
harbor rather tin master 
~ill ugly vegetable doctor 
queen gift scold evening 
number zebra 
1. --• -• -• _,. ,..._.,._~_...,w,_ .,....., 10.0 ._....,._.:.NIM _ __._4Z:ck-lui\_., --
2"---------·------ '} 20.o___. _____ .............., ,...,..,... .... , 
12. ________________ __ 
21. ----~~~·---, ... ~--•-•otw~,. 
4·------------------
22. _____________ __ 
ll'Y. ____ .._._,_M ___ ,.,_~ 
l5o-----~---------- 24. _____ _ 
7·---~ 25·----------·------··----·------
$ .. 26 .. 
--
• 
Write the alphabet on these lines • 
ABODEFGHIJ~LMNOP~_RSTUVWXYZ 
J\.rrange these v;·ords in alphabetical order .. Write them in 
the spaces below. 
1 
..... amot.tg 10 .. juice 19 .. scold 
2Q beach llo kill 20 .. tin 
3"' ca·ttle l2.s lef·ti 21 .. ugJ:~r 
l,r:. doet.or 13 .. mas tel' 22 .. ~..regetable 
, .. even1.ng 14~ number. 23 .. wide 
6 .. flood .j 5 - ,. o:i.l ;?.l'f'$) x-.-:;:-ay 
? .. gift J.6., palace 25 .. yet 
s .. harbor l?~ queen 26 .. zeb~a 
9 .. inch 18 .. re.the:r 
• 
• 
Lesson. J 
The alphabet has been divided into three parts. Put numbers 
in front of each word to tell if it is in the first, seeond, 
or third part of the alphabet. The first two are done for you. 
l 
ABCDEFGBI 
3 trade ~. 
warn 
-· 
_indeed 
gather 
~ 
chest 
--=-
often 
-
shore 
-
vacation 
-
discover 
-· 
__pan 
our 
........... 
_Jet 
~roud rock 
-
~eig]at 
_hate bend 
-
~fit 
bold 
-
nails 
-
secret. 
-· 
~usual .hunt 
--
_oro lee 
lick 
-
led 
-
instead 
-. 
weak 
-
:_magic settle 
-
_camp 
visit; 
---==> • usual. 
-
Key .,. Lesson ..3 
• 
2 rose 1 are l dl'"Y 
3 trade 2 proud 2 rock 
3 we.m l. eigat 2 net 
l fairy J. hate l bend 
l in:deed 1 gum l fit 
l gs.ther l bo.ld 2 king 
l chest 2 nai~s ) secret 
2 often 3 usual l hunt 
3 snore 1 broke .. 2 mine 
3 v:aoati on . 2 J,.ick 2 led 
2 journey l. instead ;.weak 
1. discover 2 magic. 3 settle 
2 pen 2 quis·~ l asleep 
2 ou:r: 1 camp 1 coal 
3 yet 3 visit- 3 usual. 
• 
• 
•• 
Lesson f 
Viri te the letter that comes before each letter sho-r .. n. 
-~' _J, _L, G _, _c, _T, I 
-' 
_o, y 
-' 
Write ·the leti·ter that comes betv:een the two letters .. 
e_g b_d d ..:> J. 
-
:U...._ji 11 w w_y 
-
r t Q s a_e 
-
..__ 
a c k :m g i 
- - -
h __ j f h j_l 
--
o_q m_o p_r 
"if X -.;- z t v .... 
--- - -
s .. _.. .. 
Which letter comes first? 
I 
-~-, 
J. or ~ ~--
m orb __ _ g or ~- b • . 
f or .g --~--_ b or h .... . o:• 1 or s 
--
o or k J. or c 
---
r or m 
--
_ _)IJ., 
• 
• 
•• 
Lesson 4 
Key: 
~~r~t. te the letter ths:t comes be.foxne each lette1-a showno 
X,Z.:., _iJ, ..,11-.,L, £p, ~T~ JLI.~ JLO~ .J-Y~ ;;!_W, _k}ff:! 
~,~.m,ID.~:~~~,~~» 
Write the J.wtter that comes bat;we@n the two lette~s<~~ 
eJ~g b C...d' 
-
drl..f 
........ 
)fe.;.Q~P uvw Wll-.~ c= 
xu~t q ra cde 
"""""' 
-
a h-e It I :m g.h,i 
......... 
--
h_t.j flj ... h tk,.i 
O.J2.Q. m no par 
~ 
-
c,,~ 
V \'I.JX .:n: vz t t.4V 
-
....,.... 
-
s i·u 
-
1Jtlh1.cb. lettelt" c-ores~~ f:'i.llst'? 
I b j or 1 t :m OJ'! b g 0~ C'L_,.. @~ ~ -.;:rll~ 
l. or s f or 'g 
...L b cr :n. h .._,.,. tf.I:CIU;.:...;r.;at 
0 0~ lt k :: 0!" ~ c l" or ~u •t''i) 
""""'"""'' 
.J ===--
--
• 
• 
J.tesson 5' 
! 
In libraries books are arr.anged 1.n alphabetical order according 
to the first word in the title. Put the number before each 
. ' . 
title to show where it should be placed on t~e.shelf. 
Swamp Animal? 
Magic Mirrors 
I 
Young Woodsman {The) 
I\ ~ ; . 
Jou.:t"ne¥ to:Ma.rs 
Peddler Sam 
Animal Pets 
Fun for .AJ.l 
Thirty Silver Dollars 
Billy Bear 
Imagine the Funt 
Oceans and Lakes 
Under the Trees 
Velvet Shoes . 
Children at ·Jihe Circus 
I 
I 
Zebras are Striped 
·wooden Soldiers 
. 
David~. the D1~er Boy 
Lad) the Story of a Dog 
Queen~ s Castle 
Happy E"O~dah 
Edd:i,.e :ml~phant 
Nu~~er Nin~ty_Nine 
Georgie, the Clown 
Ribbons for Jane 
Kites in China 
r~esson ~ 
Under each lett ..e:r of ·tli~ alphabet put a n.umber beginnl:ng with l 
up 
~GO 26. 
.A B 0 D E F. G H 
... J ~ 1 M N 0 p \:(. R 8 T u v v~ XY z .!.. 
f!!. - ~ c &, 1 f) '1 IC 
~~ J<}.. I .f) ~~ f$ I lit l"l II: l"i u 
t .:; 
d.C ~2. .aa :;._,}- ~.,'2& 
New, using the letter and numbers for a key~ see what this puzzle says. 
23 9 14 20 5 18 20 9 13 5 9 19 6 21 14! 25 15 21 
3 1. 14 19 ll l 20 5~ 19 12 9 4 :;, 15 18 
13 1 1.1 5 
19 l4 15 23 13 5 14. 23 8 1 20 4 15 
12 9 11 5 
• 20 l5 '-~- 15 15 ll:-
1 19 14 15 23 25 
Ley: 
'\f,inter time is fun! You can s~at.e, slide, or ma&:e snowmen.. \'\'lw·t 
... •rou i.l.:.:r:;1 to c1o on a sno\•.;y day?· 
Lesson? 
" 
In each blank below~ write in correct order £~ the lette~s 
in an alphabetical list that come between the two lette~s 
that are gi veno The f.i!>S'G blank has been filled in for youo 
·--===---0 
v ...... , .... == ........ = ........ -=-........ """ ....z 
L .............. _... __ ....,..,"""""" .. _-=-=...,.·:....:,J?- . 
KEY·: 
J t .. L M ,.~ .. . ...., 
--
A ~ c 
.. 
p 
·===-=-
G.'<f"' 'L: ;.,.=t ' -r =. ... ii: 
v -..:,\tilL:(..._ .z. 
p c rQ S T .... 
. ~-= .,..._ 
' ' 
c. :r? ,}i:._ .. ,r-6~ 
B~J'l.~J (~-~­
N () p ~ 
c~~=-· G. 
F~;f 
R c:-- U 
z.; .. =-;;> L... =-· 
RUJs=•,=•=Ja, 
u..,.,..,,..,!' """"""==========·]. 
0 - 2 ~
. . 
M_bl.Q...........,P._.......-==-==-Q, 
E EG11 I 
0 Pt~RS T 
...... ==-=---.... 
.. ....._. 
·-
J.n each pair of wo:t'"ds below you. will have to look at the seeo:ud 
I • • 
letter ·to depld~ which wo:rd cdmes f:i:r~t; in an alpha'betic(-J.l lis·t. 
W:r:t te tll~?,t wb:r.-9. on t.he blan.t':: beside :bhe word-4 Then tell vvl:i:r you 
a:Uos~ thai~ worrl~~ Th~ firs·t one has been done for yoi,.l .. 
Words Why? 
lo shadow or sister .sh~.~"4--~ ... - .. ...12 c~nnes be:rore --L.. ... 
2 .. able or angry ....._... ..... _...,~~ . ,..~. comes b~fc;,ra ~ftlJ:b;lf 
3~ heart or 'hunt 
_r"',. ... ~.~~~'"''"' ............ Qol"''' 
--
cbn:i.ea be:~o~L"e 
- .......... 
4-. idee~ or inn 
-........ ~~~~--~· ... 1 r-."\'--"UI""....,_ 
--
comes before 
-
;, pick or pop ......... tlll, ~'""~ 
-
comes bef'ore 
-
6., neat or no~th w..n~~'r.' 
-
oqmes befol"e 
--
?· rot~ 0!." rage ~~~~~ 
--· 
comes before 
--
8 .. worse or wheels ...... WD" ............ Il"'C''PPII!Ipq 
-
comes before 
-
9. trade or teeth 
-
.. ~ 
---
cc.mes be:t"oJ. ... e 
..... p-~~ 
10 .. proL-uise or parroii -r'Cbt:::--..=r-'iii~'\Fw~ 
-
comas 'before 
--
11~ ora~b. 01." claw ..okt"" ; ~~ IO;I¥4:ldUf" oa••·~ 
-
cQmes before 
-... -
12 .. lot or la!.~e __ .. comes before 
-
Lesson 8 
1\ey~ 
e ~~~~ shadow or aist®r sha-dow 
.-srn~,__.,.. .hacomes 'be.fo~e ..... L 
2 .. able o~angz:.y~ JAeomes befor~..Jj 
'Z. 
v<J h.Gar'"r; ~r nun:t .. bS!A:c·r e., comes before_kt 
4~ idea. or ·inn _Ui_~ d comes 
-
befo~e.J) 
5~ pick or pop._.-?)~~- l-.CO:m®S before 0 .....,..,. 
-
6o neat or north.._..Qe.aJ.. .. _ e comes ..,_ befo~e_Q 
'?o rob or rage_~<lf!._ a comes before 0 ·~- --..J. 
a~ worse or wheels wheels h eomes before_Q ~ Utn;gJi 
-
lOo:~ promise or parrot~Jro1 Q_eom.es befoxs.e r .......... 
I 
11., crash or claw __ ~vJ I comes befo:~?e \"' 
-
-· 
12. lot cr lake i a k.,e Qaomes before 0 ~- .. ..- -
• 
.Lco!c at the ·three words in each bo:K,. Number t.hem 1, 2,. 3· in the ft order in which they iNculd come in an alphabe·tical lj.s ·t .. 
reason coin di<:m1on.d 
~---·--,-~,.---· ------"""i:--oo•-• or-·------ • • .___._.__ 
-, ,_ - It; ~",._ .. 77lillft'lll_snc.f,_ _ __ ,~ 
eaten stor-m busy 
excuse EPNallov.: blosso?U 
• 
~nees 
1 
load odd I ac.c:~.ng ; · lady o:ffer 
-=-----·~--t-------:-~:::·-1·---=:~d 
mar~ wooden hatch :mista~e ~ wall hitch 
---·---;~_...,., ......... ~ .... ----·· 
nor princess 
group nine pages I glue I needle · pleasant 
----.. -----......... ,.._~~ ....... --...... Q__,, -,~-··~$"'··-· ... - ··--·~··~l-~-~-J.-- .. ·~·--"'-~-~-~ .. -· . 
• 
• 
Lesson q: 
l 
.Lco1c at the three v-:ords in each box. Number them l, 2,. 3 in -~he 
order in which they would come in P~ alphabetical list • 
.3 cub 
j rush 1 cheese 
! reason 
.a. coin 
--~-
..?.. doe 
.3dcy 
1 di<::mo~~--~-
, eaten ~ storm I J busy 
J e:1wuse .3 sv:.'allow 1 blossom 
. Jj. elf 1 snail I ,i breath i_ .. _____ .... _..,., .... _,... ___ .. "'_!t.~-~--.. -..... _______ .,. ______ ,~~---~·--olll--' ......... ______ .......... _._ .. ~1> 
1: ::::s I ;~::: I ~ :::an · I 
I a dcdng I 1lady 3 offer ~-:el t ---···-·t--·---~~~::--1~ 3 hu~:~d. 
I' mar~ ~ .3 wooden # hat,ch 
:J :mi sta~e - 1 wall ..?.. hitch 
_______ w _ _l___, ___ •-•• ._,,__... ___ l---...--------y 
' ~::::e I ~ i I :t.glue ~ t needle · ..:t. pleasant -----~---~ ... ,_.  ._ ____ .,.,,~ .. -~···--·-··-· ... -- ----··-~--·-< ·-----··-·- ~ ··--. l ·- _____ .,..,..,_,.___, 
..,:~nor 
..B princess 
.:!.nine 1 pages 
Review Lesson Lesson 3D 
1Nhich letter comes just bef'ore and just after the J.etter.s given? 
D c ]. 
-- --- ---
F 
_...__ 
v 
---
H. 
---
0 R 
--- --
s G M 
-- --- ---
_lcf.__ 
N 
--
_u_ w 
--
p y_ E 
-- --- --
~ the alphabet ~w~rds en these lineso 
-------------------------------·---~------·-U-··--H~---·----5 ~----------~ 
~----..... -... ·-----~--------·----
Which comes fir•st? Write the word on the line. 'l1ell why it 
comes first,.. 
:E'og or full _ _fq_3----... ._.._ ___ o comes before _Jl__ 
c.ci!les before 
--· 
number o1.• n.ine 
-·--·-.. -···-· _, ...... ~ 
---
centes before '""'~"-
qoldur,U~ comes before 
-rid or rush --··-------------
--
comes before 
Jt',~~ 
wo.od or weak ~ ..... Qilr.w_,.....,.,..~_.,..,.. .,...._.., comes before ·~ ... ~-
• 
___ oo:m.e~ 
'bef<n:e 
---
wotte o:r. warm.-----.. 
-
comes before 
-
cave cloth 
~~,oq-
comes before -o..u.,..~ 
lips or lane __,___~.,.,.,.._ ___ , ... .,. ..... 
....... - ... ~ ... comes before 
comes before _..,_, ____ ..,._. 
hatch or hour ~ .. _ _... ___ ..., .... __ _ comes before 
bait or broke comes before 
carriaae or circle 
-........ ...,_,_............_,.,_.. 
comes before 
'lJWIM'M:OO~ ~ 
• 
Key: 
tog or full----~()~ -~- ~CL comes befo~e_!!__ 
l:lne Ol .. lu.c?..t~ J._comes befo~e_u.,_ 
nu:mbe:r or n:tnea=Ol~ .Leomes bef"():!4e_.kt. 
rid or rusn_.J:ld_.... J_eomes b®fo~e ....... LL_ 
steal or at~>ne__s}~,Qj- ...e...co:m.es bef.o:f?e __ CL,.,... 
wood or wealt...,. .... ..\t.\.Le.a...L .,e,.eo:metS befo:i?e ___ .;::p:;.,.,, _ 
\ lips or lane,_ .!..0.-.f\ e,. .... 
,meadow or mistake~~ 
ha·tch or hcm.r .•• .b~ 
bait Ol"' broke f2.a,it .._. ... _ 
-~comes before k 
QLComea before __ ~o=----
. 
o~comes .befor~__J____ 
~comes befo:we ___ .;...t __ 
[J_..come~ before __ o __ . 
-4 
Lesson i.l. 
A~range these words ii alphabetical order. Look at the list 
carefully. There may be more than one word vd th the same 
first letter~ Some letters of the alphabet may be missingo 
Write the words on another piece of paper. 
silver young question 
agree puzzle path 
yell begin allow 
chance worry rich 
empty born s.mo.lte 
neither dream cott~g~ 
spoil .moon masts 
tray whole valley. 
eager unless thin 
kept· fif'ty grin 
lane important heels. 
deer lip a 
Key: 
agree heels silver 
all0\7 ~mportant amolte 
begin ~ept .spoii 
born lane thin 
chemce, lip~ tray. 
cottage . masts unless 
daer moon valley 
dream naithe~ whol~ 
eager path worry 
empty :puzzle yell 
f'ifty question young 
grin rich 
~Jumb<:n:o the v;ords in each bo::: -;~o show hov; ·they should be 
ar:t~t:U;lgetl in al.phabet.i cal order~ 
~-~ . ''" •~-·"""'-~-=-..-:.....--~.-.......,._.,.._,a.._._~.,"~==--=====->~.,:__-=-,_-,_ r . . . ~ n 
I age path flap send I; wheelG rr 
l
i, draw JJ.eat drew rand under ·~ 
geld owl elf · ·!iea yes J 
I eleven mile greet • use ' t.racl\: e 
I hi-t life bus -.,el vet D 1~ob ~ al'ao J king cave you j. si:r ~ ~-~- r-:~-. -~1~~----~=--~--~--~t 
l clarn idea ~ dc: .... r•e o·ver 1 j.aJ-;n ~~~~ . i;!1~ I ~~;; -~~t · ~i ~~~e 
fight ·jump i hate :l·t ball 
go . . I .me Eft ~ car . c!m.t; ~ . does 
~~--t _lL----j~~ 
:...ge king 1· bus 1 :1:-~p.g · rob 
clap life .(·' cave ~ send sir 
. draw mile drew t~a ·track 
eleye:n neat elf use. • under 
gold ·-- . owl l flap vel v~t vvheelsj 
hit .. . path greet you yes 
I. :;!rl tt ~:~;. drop jump dare it does 
easy -ci c'k · ~ easy · over ~ egg 
fight i low ~ gift I up J hat I go 1 m<>et I hate I yet. J jam l~~-~--L _ . _____ .. . ___ .:1 __ L_ ___ _ 
Lesson 13 
Number the words in each box to shovv how they should be 
• arranged in alphabet::i.cal order .. 
&age 
.ldraw 
Sgcld 
*eleven 
~hit 
,a clap 
ts. path 
.If neat 
§OWl 
smile 
~lif'e 
tlcing 
Sflap 
.3drew 
+elf 
/-greet 
tbus 
,:l.cave 
1.seud 
.rand 
.5 tea 
tJ.use 
svelvet 
b you 
I 
I beg 1 heat 1 also .1ever S'hat, 
2. ciam il- idea I J dare a. over 1 1.s j aro. 
*easy .3 kick Sg;tft ..;up l tJ- egg 
J drop Slow ~ '~'-easy e. yet · ~cttge 
.s'figh·t .,_jump J ~hate ._,it t 1ball 
• go • meet I .acar tant f d does --~---,-----1-~--+-. --l 
l:....ge 
!~.Clap 
3draw 
Jf eleven. 
I 1 bus 1 rang .:l. cave ~send 
3 drew· 4 tea 
1 rob 
.2- sir 
I sgold 
I 6nit 
l 
1 king 
:z..life 
..;~mile 
~neat; 
rowl 
"'pat;h 
4f. eli~ 't use';:-. ·. 
s- flap svel vet 
t, greet ' you 
3 track 
If- unoer 
swheels 
6 yes 
l 
----!!--·+---·-
I~ I ant .a car . :J..ever .9 drop ~ .1 ji;lmp ...1 dare Sit I also 
~ 
a I ball 
2. cage 
.J does 
4 easy , f- ·a c::c 4. easy i t OV€r § 4 egg 
i S'f'ight i S"low 1 Sgift R ,sup 1 .s"'ha·t I~. _.-.! ~-~~e-~ __ .__._...._,1~~-hf.:--t~-J~::_L_=--
Lesson Je.G- • 
Suppose you are trying to find in a dictionary each of the 
:nu.mberefl words belmY $ Beside the ,,.~,·ord are a pair of key words 
from ·the dictiont-.r~J'· Would you find the numbered word on that 
page? Vvculd you turn ~Goward the frcnt of the dict;icnary or 
towe.1 .. d the bac~? 
Word t.Cey '\!Vords Loo:C on .Look tovtard Look toward 
tht'tt page the front the back: 
1 .. gift jam~· journey 1._ _...1(__ 
--
2o ·travel ugly-usual 2 .. _ _ _, ___ 
·-
3. search ·!;all-tight ;._w __ .. ._.._ 
1,.. pleasant palace-port 4. -Jo:AP-IM~ 
----
5. roast reason-rush s. _ _...a_, __ 
-
6 .. coal chug-crash 6 .. 
--- -- --
'7 0 among advent.ure·~asleep 7 .. __ ,. _____ 
--
8. ~eys gentle-gun 8 .. _ 
---=-.,-
------
9 .. whisK:er year~·ycung 9 ....... Q-
-· 
. 
-
--~c--.. 
10. nails pan-paw 10. 
- --- ---
11 .. sugar rang-rob lL. 
---- --- -----
12 .. meadow master-month 12 .. 
------
13 .. except eao:er· .. exulain ~~ - 13 .. 
-- --- ---
14 .. i'laro.es ch1.+g-cousin 14 .. 
--
_,_.,;r-~ 
-
15 .. quiet o:t'fer-oursel ves 15·~--·~ 
-
_,.,_••"IQI'rD __.. 
. ' 
• 
• 
Lesson Jt+ · 
Suppose you are t1-ying t.o f:i.nd. in a dict.:tonc.ry each ('}f the 
numbered words belm".·$ Beside the v:or•d 0.re a pair of key words 
from the dictionc...ry. Would you fil'l.d the numbered word on that. 
page? 1fi'CUld you turn t.oward the f'rcnt. of the dictionary or 
toward the bac~-c? 
Word t:.ey Words Look on Lock t.ov;ard LoO~( toward 
that page the front the baclc 
1. gift jam.- j qurney lo~NINII )!~ 
--
2. trav~l ugly-usual 2. 
-~---
X 
-
)o search tall-tight 3. __ -~ 
-
4· pleasan·t palace-port L~ • ~- ---
5. ·roast reason-rush 5 •. ·1( 
---
6. coal chug ... crash 6._~-
- ---
7o among ad ven ·t.ure-~asleep ?. __ a ~-a 
--... - ... 
--
8. ~eys gentle~gu.n 8._ 
--------
_--15__ 
9" whistte:r year-ycung 9. __ "i 
--· ·--.... 
lOo nails pan-·paw 10 .. 
-- -~- ---· 
11 .. sugar rang., rob 11. X 
l2o meadow master-month l2o __ ,i __ 
-- ---
13(1 e:xcept1 eager-e:u:plain l3o X 
1~ .• f'lames: chug-cousin 14 .. ;\ 
-- -
. j( 15 .. quiet offer-ourselves 15. 
----
I 
c 
c 
0 
\ 
P~e·r.end tbr:~t you $t;tl·~ l.t.·oo1~J.ng f.fl.l~ i~l~~ nu.:.tti~.h ... ~~d wor1.is in tll>b 
d.io t~t cns.:r-J ~ TJ::l.G key ·words .atte 'be~ ide the n'l.miber:red wo::£:cL. frell 
whether ;rou. wouJ ... o. ftnd t.he w,:>~d Q:n tha ·t pag~~ turn toward tll~ 
:f.'l?ont ot t.J::;.e dictionary OJ? tu.rn tO\"lard. o"J.I;'"J be.clta 
Wo:~?d Guide WoX:'d :r,~oolr on 
I 
! page 
lomge halt-hat lo_ 
2omeat lad-J~ot 2o_..,. 
3.po1nt peQi•pv.t 3o_ 
4oflash gather~sun 4. 
-
5acot~age dieqdust 5Q...,. 
6obeacb ee.g~S-r ... Gnemy 6o_ 
7 othin ·tieket ... tra~ "'I O...,r=o 
8q\iOke wa:tst..,wo~~y 8p-
-
S.,qtti$t aettle ... soup9a_ 
J.Oqshoroe :vsason-~ose lOo 
-
llougly weak-wore lle~_ 
l2.young fai~wfix l2o 
-
15creply ~aged·~ah 13·~-
J.4.<1 cheese diemdX7' l4o 
-
l5Qgent1e flasb~~ll. 15o __ 
that Look tow-ard 
the front 
·-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-r"" 
_ ... 
-
Look tO'J'ial')4 
the back 
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
I 
Q 
Syllables Lr~sson ~ 
®Jtl§ 
Qw man-:r vowPsounds do ~ hear 
these pictures? Put tne number 
~ 
0 0 
0 
I 
tiiM\trW•~-=-
0 
.Hov~ many vowel sotmds do you near af..; you S1~y the !},ames of 
these picrtu~'E~s? P,.1t tnf.l number in th.e boxeso 
Li.sten for th~ 1Tt.'l!'~1el so:v.nds as you say ·these words qui atl.y to 
your partnero Put the number of vowel sounds you can hea~ in 
the bOJto 
beach .t'elt motor pretend 
LJ I:J 0 0 
slide swallow tray palace garden add 
[] 0 [] [] w 
Did you know the:t you can tell the numbel~ of syllables by "'Qjhe 
number of ·trowel so.ultd~. you .. hea.:t"? 
I 
0 
0 
0 
Syllables Lesson t 
ke7'! 
®Ji5§ 
~w many vowJtlsounds do ~gJ ~ear 
these pictures? Put the number i 
. 
Row man:y vcPNel sounds do ~rou hear as you St~Y the :t::.ames of 
these pitr~u:.:'E~s? Put: thJ:J number in the boxes .. 
Listen for th.:J 'l.ro·l:rel go·o.nds as you say ·these wordaa qnietJ..:r to 
your partner.. Put the number of vowel sounds you oan hear in 
the box .. 
beach 
'1"1 l__j 
slide 
[2] 
felt; 
17f L!J 
swallow 
motor mile valley 
f.Ll w 
tray palace garden add 
[~J 
Did you know that; you can tell the number of syllables by the 
num.beJ.:- of -~,rowel smm.ds. you .. hea.:-:'? 
~:1-Q~ ,, every sylla1J1e. must ha·~·~ a vowel st:mnd in. i'f:; .. 
I Syllables /)... 
Put a line between the syllableso Ramembe~, if the word has 
a double consonant$ you usually divide ~he.word between the 
two consonants co On the line before the word. write L or S if 
·the vowel sound in the firs1 syllable is long or short~ 
After ~he word vvrite 'i:ihe nu.mber of vowel sounds ,you hear. 
§...._.suppose_L 
..__cottage_ 
laddel'" 
- --==-
hello··! 
- -
.....:_J..azy __ =-·-·" 
cottage 
- -
bright 
- -
sk;ate · 
........,.. -
Key: 
___...happy'"""""""' 
funny 
- -~ 
nodded 
- ....,..,.,.., 
-=-:tt~.aybe ... 
kite 
~ __ ..,_ .• !'=""==-» 
bunch ~ .,.. __ ..,. .. __ 
.~Sll);l,POSe-=-­
hUSband 
~ ~ 
___,fifty_ 
blossom 
....,.._ """""'""' 
moment . 
~ ~. 
'. 
midclle 
........==o -
rabbit 
~· -~ 
..........,hu.lm;ning_ 
sist;er 
- --
.~repal"e===­
cle.p. 
-==?='" =---
... , ..... }lerv~t­
turnin 
"""*==" J!'-
.valle-<l" ~ "-
__.ugly......,.=-
cab:tn 
"""==" ......,.,... 
begin 
~ ·~ 
e· 
• 
SyllabJ.es .B 
Divide t,b.ese words into syllables.. Uncler eL.cl".~ o:ed. \'!rite the 
vowel sound heard in the :t'irst syllable.. The fi..!:'E.·t; t~: o are 
done for you .. 
winfl.ow 
.:>hor~; 
scold 
meadow 
shadow 
finish 
Key: 
wiz~dow 
shorfi 
scold 
}ong D 
mea~ow 
shod e 
sha<ipw 
.:>hod a. 
fiD{ish 
.short i 
tc{ble 
longcv 
angry 
matter 
scat·ter 
tc4ble 
lo(lg a. 
6.!1}g:c·y 
short a 
ma~ter 
I 
.shorTO... 
ritfoon 
shor+ ·, 
soa~·ter 
.shorf a 
paper tiger 
_pum:gis:in indeed 
whisker ticket 
sister puzzle 
siJ..ver spider 
pa/per 
I t~ger, 
long a .. lonq I 
pum~kin in/'deed 
' r . 
.sl1orf u. .shor-~ 1 
whi~kel .. tickjet 
Shor-f ; .shorf i 
sisJter 
slv;r~ i 
:pu~zle 
shorr u 
s:iqver SJJi/der 
.sharf·, long i 
Lesson J.l 
Here are a list of words. Say them c;_uietly to ·J _ ~.1:·• ··• -r·tne:IJ. 
(Remember to take t'!lrns.) V'ri te them l'l.'3c.tly in the cclun.n 
where they belo~g. 
passen6er, husband, number, important~ flash, oil, pleasan·t~ 
lady, cert.ainly, a:rternoon, chug, adventure, expluin, faj.ry, 
I 
clear, fellow, fj.ght,. m:i:sta·ce, imagine 
One EiYlle.ble 
flash 
oil 
a hug 
clear 
fight 
~Yo syllable 
husband 
number 
l)leasant 
lady 
explain 
fairy 
feLlow 
mistake 
Th.r•ee Syllable 
passenger 
im·oorta.n t 
cer·tainly 
afternoon 
adventure 
imagine 
0 
Lesson 5 Rev'iew 
Draw a line bet,ween -'che syllables. Write L or S if' the vowel 
sound in the first syllable is long or·short. 
_window 
_mat;·!ier 
__ ang:~:i 
spider 
-
begin 
-
_scatter 
hello 
-
__ meadow 
Write these ·words in the cclti.mns where they belong: 
wonder, question, passenger, tall, teacher, welcome, wide, 
syllable, fairy, seccnd, secret, fightp nap, princess 
One syllable ~no syllable Three syllable 
----··----=---·--·--~----------==---•-n-~·-·-m~-------- ~ ·= --- .. _ .. 
0 
0 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
l 
I 
~ 
0 
0 
a 
Lesson~ 
As a rule each syllable has e vowel soundo But in th® last 
syllable in words like ~able~ candla9 and apple the ! takes 
the place of: a: vowelQ D:P.V:tde each wol'ld into syllables J.ike 
t;l'le three that are ma~ked;j) Say the 'I!'J'Ords quietly to you.X> pa~t .... 
nero 
tt:\ble ca.iile a!Wle 
' castle gentle pafJJile rattJ.e 
cattle needlll:} pullple castle 
chuckle handle ruffle rumble 
circle marble saddle settle 
puzzle bundle e.ble nibble 
simple tremble J?ipple syllable 
AZ'e there any one syllable woros'? 
~ ... ~ ............ 
Are the~e any three syllable words? 
Key: 
oas\tle ge~tle paable rs.t!tlc 
oatltle necjdle pu~le oasitle 
chuc~l0 mx!i.le rufifle ru'*le 
oi:rhJ.0 ma:dole sa$1e se"tttle 
puzl&le bur./fjls $le ni'b\ble 
s:tmt>le trenible riPiPle syl~~ble 
A~e there any one syllable WO:i?dS'? no 
-
Are thel'"e any tln?ee syllable words? zea-ona 
0 
0 
a 
Syllables Lesson 7 
P:Lclt out the three-syllable words and write them at. tl'l..e 
bottom of the page. 
remember 
ev<;:lrywhere 
horseback 
doorstep 
faster 
dripping 
holiday 
worried 
Key: 
remember 
eve:cywher~ 
holiday 
funny 
something 
, important. 
unbutton 
gentle 
newspaper 
several 
visitors 
important 
unbutton 
newspaper 
che@rrully 
tonight 
fisherm.an 
mast~r 
chuckling 
evergreen 
vacation 
wonder 
several 
visitors 
cheerfuliy 
fisherman 
evergreen 
vacation 
c 
Jl .. ccen.t Marlts Lesson g 
Say the word ~Q.l:$t~o Whi.ch syllable do you say with more force? 
That syllable is accented. Take turns saying these words to your 
partner to decide which syllable is accentedo Draw a cirale 
around that ayllableo ~~ite the words wlth the accent on the 
second syllable a·t the bot;toni of the pageo 
secret become chatter danger 
potato bundle humming fellow 
spider coffee insist matter 
above ta:rther pretend reason 
doctor harbor worry tu.~ip 
whiskers ticke·ts mercy· sis·ter 
Key: 
~ret. (§joome @_~er @~~r. 
•.-""'\,l 
W'dle. ~:F),g tf~low p~o . ; "a;~~., .. ,:-... 
~e:e (§,f;ree ... . i~J§j) ~Gar 
........ .... 
~~ ~~her pre(~ ·~on 
-
(@]>tor @or @!Jey ~ip 
~~~ers ~~et.s ~ ·-o ~.rtrY (B" s. er 
--;,uP 
«==ia.'GI~~-~C:..CID-tor:ea 
above /J insist t pre/Gend I 
.w. 
Wrl te ·the v;ord under· tho ·pJ;int.ed v·ord o 
and put in th0 c;ccent m~-r:;:. The :f.'lrst 
ch,:.;.tter 
empty 
fellow-
s par~cli:ng 
Key: 
¥ 
ella 'G'c.er 
b 
i.ic~:tng 
l 
emp·ty 
·' f'ellO~Y 
sparl<ling 
lady 
mo·bor 
co:rf·ee 
danger 
ticket 
e.-mover 
·t' 
ctange:r. 
:pitcher 
husband 
among 
number 
shadow 
.:} 
husband 
,II 
among 
/.'... numbe1~ 
4 
shadow 
'• 
~iv~de-it l~t~ syllebles 
tv;o ~re 6 cne i'o:r ;; . ·1; • 
offer 
r·emember 
borrmv 
puzzle 
settle 
of'fer 
. , 
re{m.ember 
jl borrow 
puzzle 
q 
se·<itle 
Review Lesson 10 
Div:ide these words ixr'Go syllables. Put. a circle around the 
accented syllable.. You may use the dictionary if you.. need it .. 
marb'le set,tle 
nv.mber needle 
above danger tremble 
shadow remanber 
window puzzle vacation 
Lesson l.j 
Ta"Lce turns v'iri ting the "~NordsG 
·liwistied 
twi s' 4--e..d 
except 
among 
offer 
wonder 
silver 
farther 
Put in ·the F.~uccnt marks. 
before 
danger 
begin 
forest 
perhaps 
signal 
ugly 
worry 
0 
0 
0 
Key: 
t1..~steQ. 
-f'w;sso.s~ 
excE~pt 
@.~{ftQ 
.f'OX:8~t. 
!~~r· 
ai m~ras8. 
9.!!'1.",7{3 
· ca..rrn r!B 
offer ©frf'ero 
·P;:liFu 
wGnd.(:)r 
won ° 'd®rf> 
silyer $01 ~I? 
. f'ar·tn®r 
·Po..~/ the. ir 
.. 
Le~aeon ll 
o· 
0 
0 
Accent Lesson G.~ 
In each of the following columns there are one or two 
words vdth the accent on the second syllable. Put a 
circle around those words. 
secret coffea cha;tter 
potato harbor humming 
spider ticltets intend 
above forget reason 
.• 
. < 
J . pretend kicking· '!f.l.eh~l 
matter remember ~olite 
'· 
turnip fellow forgot 
~ 
sister enjoy pitcher 
wonder dange.r ·wonder 
among per naps ;.. .. 
. ~'· be coma 
forget welcome donkey 
silver worr-Y became 
Accent Lesson 12 
Key: 
--
sea11:et cof'f'ae chatte~ 
~cs .... =~~ (fot:il ~~~ . }Mt~b~r humming 
~·1Q.er tiC!u$"t-9 {f!~n]) 
"'"'.r-'FI.o.~ ~ ~~~!) :reason 
' .. ·.@"Bt~~ ki~kili~g merey 
ruaiit5r ~!3 ·@!~:!>· 
·! (.1.~¥.e:oj turnip :fellow 
,·~*~t:er ~ ~ {'~ pi tO~'!$' 
~ 
Jt~onde~r da~.ger ·\'II' Onder 
{13-!l.!..O;rr.g p~:l:'lr~'ft$ fuco~ 
... (torfiaw we'lcom@ donKey :. ·l 
. ·~--~ . .. 9ilver ~~Yorry ~~~~ 
l :. : 
••• 
0 
0 
a 
Lesson IS 
Write all the two syllable words at the bottom of 
' -
the page. 
Put in the 
remember 
fortune ... i 
needle 
cottage 
imagine 
nails 
Key: 
for tune 
nar bor 
Men day 
accent marks 
furniture 
heat 
become, 
breath 
parrot 
afternoon 
nea dl,e 
be come 
cot tage 
on those words. 
grin 
Monday 
bunch 
cupboard 
perhaps 
immedia·tely 
cuu board 
par rot 
per haps 
harbor 
mystery. 
disappear 
, l 
/eight 
pitcher 
pitch ex-
~ 
Lasson 1 J/-. 
Divide these words into syllables. Put in the accent ma~ks. 
Ta~e turns writing,the vrords. 
remember 
I 
·.: 
Monday_ 
matteri 
nine 
parrot 
mista~e 
popped 
center 
I 
re mem ber 
Mon:'o.~w· 
mat' tar 
nine · 
par' ro:;t 1: 
m1 s te.:..:t e 
pop 1ped .. 
cen1 ter 
lady 
coffee 
farther 
finish 
brealt 
chatter 
journey 
col.lar 
I 
la dy 
cot/fee .. 
fa:r·'ther 
fin 'ish 
break 
ehat~ter journey 
coi;lar 
0 
Accents IS"' · ·v!. ev: 
Put e. circle around the_ accented s:rllable in eEch ·. c1·c. 
become ohat.ts!" danger sistnr 
coffee spider insist 
Wri:Ge the word in syllables \under the printed word. 
Put in. ·the a.ece1rt ro.arko 
~icking borrow shadow fellow 
ticke-:t ce:title settle number 
Put a circle around the words in each column that have 
the accent on the second syllable. 
harbor silver pitcher siste:t• 
spider forget forgot above 
beoc~.ue tJlC::ncl. er :motor chatter 
merry perhaps cabin reason 
GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TESTS 
For Grade 2 (Second Half) and Grade 3 
Type 1.. Word Recognition 
Write your name here 
When is your birthday? 
Date .......... . . Grade 
~ did egg . ,.,. ~ ~f'l dog two ~ ~ 
be bed 
bag sh~ 
To the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Dis-
tribute papers. 3. Have children :fill in blanks at the t\)p of the 
page (with your help). 4. Instructions to children: "I want you 
to look at the first picture, tlus one up here (holding up your 
copy and pointing to the picture of the dog). Next to it there 
are some words. One of the words goes with the picture. You 
are to draw a ring around that one word that tells about the pic-
ture. Put your :finger on the word that belongs with the picture. 
What is it? (Let one child answer.) That's right, •dog.' The 
four words are •did,' •egg,' •dog,' and •two' (B<>inting to the 
words on your own copy and making sure children look up at 
your copy). We are going to draw a ring around the word •dog' 
because that's the one that tells the most about the picture. 
Everyone ~d the word •dog' on your paper and draw a ring 
around it. (Check to make sure children have marked the correct 
word.) Now look at the box right underneath that one. Find the 
word there that goes with the picture. What is it? (Let a c;hild 
answer.) That's right, •bed.' The four words are •be,' •bed,' •bag,' 
'she.' We are going to draw a ring around the word 'bed' because 
that's the one that tells us the most about the picture. Everyone 
find the word •bed' and draw a ring around it. (Check to make 
sure that each child has marked the correct word. Continue in 
the same way for the third and fourth boxes. When you are illus-
~ing with your copy ask the children to look up if need be.) 
FORM 1 
How old are you? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 
School . 
may make 
come milk 
·horse play 
hose house-
Do not open your books until I tell you to. Now I am 
going to show what we are to do next. Inside the book are 
some more pictures and words. (Examiner holds up copy of the 
test showing the inner pages.) You are to do the first one, then 
the next one below it, etc. (Exanliner points down first column, 
then second, etc., and also demonstrates order on all three pages.) 
As soon as you have drawn a ring around the one word for 
one picture, go right ahead and do the next one. Now remember, 
first you are to look at the picture, then at the words next to the 
picture, then find the one word that goes best with the picture 
and make a ring around that one word. Make a ring around one 
word only for each picture. Do you understand? All right. Open 
your books and BEGIN. Go ahead.'' 5. Inspect the work of each 
child; see that each works from top to bottom of columns and 
that each follows the pages in order. Urge children individually 
to try the examples in .order but do not tell thent the answers. 
Discourage dawdling over difficult problems; tell them to try· the 
next. Watch for children who make rings indiscrinllnately and 
tell them to make only one ring for each picture. 6. The signal 
STOP is given at the end of 15 minutes. Collect papers imme-
diately. 7. The score is the number of exercises marked correctly 
minus one-third the number incorrect. If more than one word 
in an exercise is marked, that exercise is scored as incorrect. For 
further details see the Manual .of Directions. 
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. 
orange carriage apple paper 
]and been occupy secret 
floor gold lumber recover '-
part draw lover button 
only before grind throat 
bread great string stroke 
~ 
? lost food knee . rmg ~~ ~Jl man fire hang knew 
0 
green horse notice forget 
woman world stream forest 
valley village loose swift 
snow settle worse sword 
doctor finger period forehead 
dinner ocean organ orchard 
plate stamp insect merit 
inquire author"' . SWim stair 
gross greedy stubborn trample 
. 
stumble stately prisoner grocer· 
·~-
. 
"'- jacket hatch chirp chip '\.,,__ 
. 
' hatchet hateful chill sharp 
distant meadow raisin realize 
frost merchant razor labor 
harbor annual fast mast 
anchor appetite task ·mask 
onion onward shamble shark 
/ 
,/ 
opinion ourself sheer hark 
---
~- slender slipper closet supper strike paint study farm 
( 
arrange arrow final knife 
owner hero fierce success 
veil . VIgor thread temple 
rail . VICe needle thorn 
weave military medical medal 
~ 
mystery . model meddle m.IITor 
/ /, 
. 
arbor / _:! gymnasium grassy argue/ / 
/ 
gurgle gypsy harbor apron 
..--
phy~ician glimmer . garrison 
museum mysterious comparison garter 
wriggle nestle doughnut drawbridge 
wrestle . dormitory donation wrmger 
0 
dragon dying chocolate chandelier 
feeble dwelling chimpanzee chiffonier 
weapon weave equality epaulet 
poison modest equestrian . questioner 
statue slumber pulverize pursuer 
glitter slope . puppet pugilist 
advertise admiral rheumatic rhythmic~ 
moral affirm rhetorical rickety 
GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TESTS 
For Grade 2 (Second Half) and Grade 3 
Type 2. Paragraph Reading 
Write your name here . 
When is your birthday? 
Date .......... . 
0-~ 
Grade 
1. Put an X on the ball. 
rn-.. . ' . ,] 
-Q· ~ -.· ..... 
""":;:' 'Q. 
2. Draw a line around the milk 
bottle. 
To the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute 
papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at the top of the page. 4. In-
structions to children: "We are going to see how well you can read. Do 
you see the stories and pictures on the front page of your booklet? 
Everyone look at the first story-up here (illustrating with your own 
copy). What does it say to do? (Have child answer.) That's right, 
put an X on the ball. Everyone find the ball and put a cross on it. 
Be sure you put it right on the ball. (Check to see that they all have 
marked it correctly.) Now look at the box right under that one. What 
does this story tell you to do? (Have child answer.) That's right, 
draw a line around the milk bottle. Everyone find the milk bottle on 
your paper and draw a line around it. Be sure to put it all around the 
bottle exactly as the story asks you to. (Check to make sure it is done 
correctly.) Now look at the first box on the next side--up here (illus-
trating with your own paper). What does that story say to do? (Have 
pupil answer.) That's right, draw a line under the little hook. Be sure 
you find the little book, and be sure you draw the line under it exactly 
as the story asks you to. (Check to mak:e sure papers are marked cor-
rectly.) Now look at the box under that one. What does this story ask 
you to do? (Hav~ pupil answer.) That's right, draw a line from the 
~to the tree. Do it on your paper. Be sure it goes from the pig to 
FORM 1 
How old are you? . .. ' .. . 
. School 
3. Draw a line under the little 
book. 
4. Draw 
the tree. 
a line from the . pig to 
the tree exactly as the story asks you to. (Check to make sure it is done 
correctly.) Do not open your books until I tell you to. Now I am 
going to show you what we are to do next. On the inside of the 'book 
are some more pictures and stories. (Examiner holds ~p a copy of the 
test showing the inner pages.) You are to do No. 1 (Examiner points 
to it on his own copy), then go on and do No. 2, then do the next one, 
and the next one, etc. (Examiner points down first column, then sec-
ond, etc., and also demonstrates order on all three pages.) As soon as 
you have finished one story, you must go right ahead and do the next 
one right below it. Now remember, first you are to read the story be-
low the picture; then you are to take your pencil and do exactly what 
the story tells you to do. Do you understand? All right. Open your 
books and BEGIN. Go ahead." 5. Inspect the work of each child; see 
that each works from top to bottom of columns and that each follows 
the pages in order. Urge the children individually to try the examples 
in order, but do not tell them the answers. Discourage dawdling over 
difficult problems; tell them to try the next. 6. The signal STOP is 
given aj: the end of 25 minutes. Collect papers immediately. 7. The 
score is the number of directions which are followed correctly. The 
mark made must be the one specified in "the story" to be correct. For 
further details with respect to this test see the Manual of Directions. 
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1. Put an X on the little white 
-kitten with black spots on his 
back. 
2. The hen has just laid an egg. 
Draw a line from the hen to her 
egg .. 
3. People live in houses. Ani-
mals· live in _barns. Put an X on 
the place where the animals live. 
4. Every morning this boy combs 
his hair. Draw a line from the 
b0y to wha~ keeps his hair neat. 
5. Nuts grow on trees. Draw a 
line from the squirrel to what he 
must climb to get his food. 
6. People buy newspapers. They 
like to read the news. Draw a 
line under the boy who has news-
papers to sell. 
7. Mother set the table. She for-
got the napkin at this place. It 
belongs next to the fork. Mark an 
X where the napkin belongs. 
MAPLE ELM PINE 
8. In the fall the maple trees lose .I, 
"""' ' their leaves. The pine is _green all-
winter. Draw line under name of 
tree which does not l(j)se its leaves. 
9. In this quiet village the church 
bells ring on Sunday morning. 
All the people go to church. Put 
an X on the place where the people 
go on Sunday morning. 
13. In the West some wild horses 
still live on the plains. Once a 
year men ride out to catch them. 
Find a picture of a horse that has 
not been tamed. Put an X on him. 
10.. Some children are playing on 14. _ Baby is playing in his pen. He 
the beach. 'rhey want to dig in has dropped his toy. Brother will 
_, 
the sand. Father is brjnging them get it for him. Look for the toy. 
something to use. Draw a line Draw a line from the toy to the 
from it to the children. one who dropped it. ~~-----------------------------~----------------------------~1 
11. A bicycle has two wheels. 
Wagons anc:I cars have four wheels. 
Engines often have six or eight. 
Draw a line under· something that 
has two wheels. 
12. In the early days of our coun-
try people had to hunt in the weods 
- for their food. They shot deer, 
r
?;?- rabbits, and even ooars. . Draw a 
line from the hunter's gun to 
f something he shot in the woods. 
-~ -~~--~ c...~ ~~?--  . 
15. We had a big Thanksgiving 
dinner. First came soup and then 
turkey with vegetables. Last came 
pie and cheese. Make an X on the 
picture of the first thing eaten~ 
16. Peas, beans, cabbage, and let-
tuce are green vegetables. Corn is 
• 
a vegetable too, but it is yellow or 
white. Draw a line under a vege-
table that is not green. · 
17. Arthur Brown lives on a large estate. 
Once a year his gardens are open to the 
public. Then the entrance gates are opened 
wide and the people drive in. Draw a 
line under the high fence which surrounds 
this est~te and mark an X on what is 
opened to the public once a year. 
18. Fans have 'long been in fashion. 
Thousands of years ago palm leaf fans 
were waved in Egypt. Beautiful ladies 
once carried feather fans to balls. To-
day we have electric fans whose blades 
are rubber. Put an X on the feather 
fan. Draw a line around the modern fan. 
19 ~ Our five senses - seeing, hearing, 
smelling, tasting, and touching - are rep-
resented by the pictures above of an eye, 
an ear, a nose, a mouth, and a hand. 
Which picture represents the sense of 
touch? Mark an X on it. Which picture 
represents the sense of smell? Draw a 
line around it.• 
20. Mary is making an apron. She is 
goip.g to trim it with lace and ribbons. 
The lace will go around the edge of the 
apron and a bow of ribbon will go· on each 
pocket. Draw a line from each bow to its 
place on the apron. Mark an X on what 
will go around the edge of the apron. 
~~~==~~-----------EAST---+ 
21. This road has a dangerous curve in 
it. If people were warned of the curve 
there would be fewer accidents. Mark X 
where you would put a sign to warn cars 
traveling east. Mark 0 on the road to 
show where you would put a sign to warn 
cars traveling west. 
T-RAIN TRACK REMARKS 
N0.42 NO. IS ARRIVES . ON TIME 
NO.liO N0.30 DEPARTS 11:42 A.M. 
NO.I4 NO. 6 ARRIVES I 0 MIN. LATE 
NO.7 N0.26 DEPARTS I P.M. 
22. Railway stations post arrivals and de-
partures of trains on blackboards similar to 
the one above. If you wish to meet Train 
No. 42, it will arrive on time, coming in on 
Track No. 18. Draw a line around the 
number of the train that will be ten minutes 
late. Place an X on the track number of 
the train departing at 11:42 A.M. 
. 
;~lt 
23. From the stalks of the blue-flowered 
flax plant the ancient Egyptians wove linen 
to wrap their dead. Linen is still made 
from flax, but of greater importance is the 
oil from its seeds, used in making paint. 
Put an X on the part of the pl~t used for 
linen. · Draw a fine around the picture 
showing the use of a modern product of 
flax seeds. 
MERCURY 
DEGREES 
ZERO . 
EXPANDS 
CONTRACTS 
24. A thermometer meastires temperature. 
Mercury, enclosed in ~ glass tube, rises when 
heat increases and contracts when heat de-
creases. We read the temperatur~ in de-
grees -above and below zero. Put an X on~··;_ 
the word that tells how mercury acts when -
it grows colder. Draw a line under the 
word that tells in what form temperature 
is read. 
GATES 'ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TESTS 
For Grade 2 (Second Half) and Grade 3 
Type 1. Word Recognition 
Write your name here . 
When is your birthday?. 
Date ...... . . Grade 
~ did egg ,• y ~r~· ·~ ""~i ' . dog two ~ 
be bed 
I'J hag she 
To the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Dis-
tribute papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at the top of the 
page (with your help). 4. Instructions to children: "I want you 
to look at the first picture, this one up here (holding up your 
copy and pointing to the picture of the dog). Next to it there 
are some words. One of the words goes with the picture. You 
are to draw a ring around that one word that tells about the pic-
ture. Put yout finger on the word that belongs with the picture. 
What is it? (Let one child answer.) That's right, 'dog.' The 
~our words are 'did,' 'egg,' 'dog,' and 'two' (pointing to the 
words on your own copy and making sure children look up at 
yout: copy). We are going to draw a ring around the wor~ 'dog' 
because that's the one that tells the most about the p1cture. 
Everyone find the word 'dog, on your paper and draw a ring 
around it. (Check to make sure children have marked the correct 
word.) Now look at the box right underneath that one. Find the 
word there that goes with the picture. What is it? {Let a child 
answer.) That's right, 'bed.' ,The four words are ''be,' 'bed,' 'bag,' 
'she.' We are going to draw a ring around the word 'bed' because 
that's the one that tells us the most about the picture. Everyone 
find the word 'bed' and draw a ring around it. (Check to make 
sure that each child has marked the correct word. Continue in 
the same way for the third and fourtli boxes. When you are illus-
trating with your copy ask the children to look up if need be.) 
How old are you? 
FORM 2 
•oo•••••••••••••• 
. School 
may 
come 
horse 
hose 
make 
milk 
play 
.house 
. . 
' 
Do not open your books until I tell you to. Now I am 
going to show what we are to do next. Inside the book are 
some more pictures and words. (Examiner holds up copy of the 
test showing the inner pages.) You are to do the first one, then 
the next one below it, etc. (Examiner points down first tolumn, 
then second, etc., and also demonstrates order on all th,ree pages.) 
As soon as you have drawn a ring around the one word for 
one picture, go right ahead and do the next one. Now remember, 
first you are to look at the picture, then at the words next to the 
picture, then find the one word that goes best with the picture 
and make a ring around that one word. Make a ri~g around one 
word only for each picture. Do you understand? All right. Open 
your books and BEGIN. Go ahead." 5. Inspect the work of each 
child; see that each works from top to bottom of columns and 
that each follows the pages in order. Urge children individually 
to try the examples. in order but do not tell them the answers. 
Discourage dawdling over difficult problems; tell them to tr'y the 
next. Watch for children who make rings indiscriminately and 
tell them to make only one ring for each picture. 6. The signal 
STOP is given at the end of 15 minutes. Collect papers imme-
diately. 7. The score is the number of exercises marked correctly 
minus one-third the number incorrect. If more than one word 
in an exercise is marked, that exercise is scored as incorrect. For 
further details see the Manual of Directions. 
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water mother check desk 
~ 
round . flesh desert mormng 
0 
DO§ deep king sparrow sparkle· 
DO door paper squirrel reveal 
plant person bacon beware 
front banana . come Innocence 
picture people ~.~ room friend 
country change 
-
field ~ ~ warm ~ fi' ~ '-{~ 0 
whom fellow shake smoke 
·wheel mail weak smile 
farmer party smooth steal 
inch paint smell vessel 
dance fence knight folk 
date . prince knock nurse · 
shoulder travel skirt skate 
finish finger shriek slain 
trick traveler beetle beguile 
0 prisoner treasure beet bridle 
overcoat overthrow bald badge 
overhead oyster beau ridge 
central manage housewife holiness 
. 
cottage seldom housetop hemisphere 
neglect saddle remorse reindeer 
needle seldom reprove rooster 
blessing stranger banjo bandage 
shepherd stocking blanket bandit 
·cloudy cluster message material ~·. ~·---~ ....... _ ....... ~ 
· closet differ · ~ · ~~--"· swallow meadow 
.. ' $, . 
• .......,. ... . .;" ... t~' / 
., .. _____. 
shatter shave religion 0 warn or 
sharpen serpent author weave 
pantry launch ""'\ I !/ joint local :e~ laundry lavish jewel compel 
/; I '""-
goodly good-by kennel kernel 
~~ 
address goddess kimono knuckle 
hj 
wizard ruddy rumple ~~ wove ~- ~ ~:-?~'f'-~ I '-' wolves whereof rudder rocker ·~ 
secrecy seasick cutlass cuticle 
sexton seashore cutthroat cutlery 
battery poultice 
\ 
. posterior pottery 
settlement ordinary symposium syndicate 
ornament symphony sycamore 
virtue vote propellers promoters 
volume pasture ~projectiles profiles 
garment instant ~ij vaporous velocipede 
benefit 
-,;~~' ; . HI 
govern ~. ~ \1 ': vanguard vaudeville 
'• 
' footman formal palatial palatable . ~ 
. ~ 
foliage . parchment perfumery marriage 
\ 
\ GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TESTS _, 
For Grade 2 (Second Half) and Grade 3 
~ \ 
'\ 
Type 2. Paragraph Reading 
Write your name here . 
When is your birthday? 
Date .. · ........ . Grade 
1. Put an X on the ball. 
2. Draw a line 
bottle. 
around the milk 
To the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute 
papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at the top of the page. 4. In-
structions to children: "We are going to see how well you can read. Do 
you see the stories and pictures on the front page of your booklet? 
Everyone look at the first story-up here (illustrating with your own 
copy). What does it say to do? (Have child answer.) That's right, 
put an X on the ball. Everyone find the ball and put a cross on it. 
Be sure you put it right on the ball. (Check to see that they all have 
marked it correctly.) Now look at the box right under that one. What 
does this story tell you 'to do?' (Have child answer.) That's right, 
draw a line around the milk bottle. Everyone find the milk bottle on 
your paper and draw a line around it. Be sure to put it all around the 
bottle exactly as the story asks you to. (Check to make sur" it is done 
correctly.) Now look at the first box on the next side--up here (illus-
trating with your own paper). What does that story say to do? (Have 
pupil answer.) That's right, draw a line under the little book. Be sure 
you find the little book, and be sure you draw the line under it exactly 
as the story asks you to. (Check to make sure papers are marked cor-
rectly.) Now look at the box under that one. What does this story ask 
you to do? (Have pupil answer.) That's right, draw a line from the 
~ to the tree. Do it on your paper. Be sure it goes from the pig to 
How old are you? ....... " .. . . . 
. School 
3. Draw a line under the little 
book. 
4. Draw 
the tree. 
a line from the to . pig 
the tree exactly as the story asks you to. (Check to make sure it is done 
correctly.) Do not open your books until I 1:ell you to. Now I am 
going to show you what we are to do next. On the inside of the bqok · 
are some more pictures and stories. (Examiner holds up a copy of the 
test showing the inner pages.) You are to do No. 1 (Examiner points 
to it on his own copy), then go on and do No. 2, the.n do the next one, 
and the next one, etc. (Examiner points down first column, then sec-
ond, etc., and also demonstrates order on all three pages.) As soon as 
you have finished one story, you must go right ahead and do the next 
one right below it. Now remember, first you are to read the story be-
low the picture; then you are to take your pencil and do exactly what 
the story tells you to do. Do you understand? All right. Open your 
books and BEGIN, Go ahead." 5. Inspect the work of each child; see 
that each works from top to bottom of columns and that each follows 
the pages in order. Urge the children individually to try the examples 
in order, but do not tell them "the amwers. Discourage dawdling over 
difficult problems; tell them to try the next. 6. The signal STOP is 
given at the end of 25 minutes. Collect papers immediately. 7. The 
score is the number of directions which are followed correctly. The 
mark made must be the one specified in "the story" to be correct. For 
further details with respect to this test see the Manual of Directions. 
' . 
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1. Put an X on ~he little white 
kitten with black spots on his 
back. 
2. The hen ha~ just laid an egg. 
Draw a line from the hen to her 
egg. 
3. People live in houses. Ani-
mals live in barns.- Put an X on 
, the place where the ariimals live. 
4. Every morning this· boy combs 
his hair. Draw a line from the 
'b0y to what keeps his hair neat. 
5. Nuts grow on trees. Draw a 
- line from the squirrel to what he 
must climb to get his food. 
6. People buy newspapers. They 
like to read the news. Draw a, 
line under the boy who has news-
papers to sell. 
7. Mother set the table. She for-
got the napkin at this place. It 
belongs next to the fork. Mark an 
X where the nap~in belongs. 
ELM PINE 
8. · In the fall the maple trees lose~~, 
their leaves. The pine is green all'"ldl!f -~ 
·winter. Draw line under name of 
tree which does not lese its leaves. 
\ 
~----
9. In this quiet village the church 
bells ring on Sunday morning. 
All the people go to church. Put 
an X on the place wher~ the people _ 
ge on Sunday morning. 
13. In the West some wild horses 
still live on the plains. Once a, 
year men ride out to catch them. 
Find a picture of a horse that has 
not been tamed. Put an X on him. 
10. Some children are playing on 14. Baby is playing in his pen. He 
the beach. They want to dig in has dropped his toy. Brother will -' 0 -
the sand. Father is bringing them get it for him. Look for the toy. 
something to use. Draw a line Draw a line from the toy to the 
from it fu the children. one who dropped it. 
0~-----------------------------l-----------~----------------~ 
11. A bicycle has two wheels. 
Wagons and cars have four wheels. 
Engines often have six or. eight. 
Draw a line under something that 
has two wheels. 
12. In the early days of our coun-
15. We had a big Thanksgiving 
dinner. First came soup and then 
turkey with vegetables. Last came 
pie and cheese. Make an X on the 
picture of the first thing eaten. 
try people had to hunt in the weods 16. Peas, beans, -cabbage, and let-
for their food. They shot deer, tuce ~e green vegetables. . Corn is 
__ -...c.;r rabbits, and even ooars. ·nraw a a vegetable too, but it is yellow or 
line from the hunter's gun to white. Draw a line under .a vege-
1 something he shot in the woods. table that is not green. · 
--~r ___)~~_..._..· ---L~:-- ~ ~~·: __ - ~~~ 
~~· f) 4!: ~ :'I ...... ~ ~ 
--- w . """ ~ ::\· . ... - ,.s ~·: .. ~ K1 
. ' i 
. -~ -:-.~:-··-
-""!~,.,,.!:::: f I l ~ .. :r..., 
" 11!7. Arth~ Brown lives qn a large estate. 
. __ .fOnce a year his gardens ·are open to the 
-,.-...:1' public. Then the entrance gates are opened 
. wide and the people drive in. Draw a 
-, line under the high fence which. surrounds 
this estate and mark an X on what is 
opened to the public once a year. 
18. Fans hive long been in fashion. 
Thousands of years· ago palm leaf fans 
were waved in Egypt. Beautiful ladies 
once carried feather fans to balls.. To-
day we have electric fans whose blades 
are rubber. Put an X on the feather 
fan. Draw a line around the modern fan. 
19. Our five senses - seeing, hearing, 
smelling, tasting, and touching - are rep-
resented by the pictures above of an eye, 
an ear, a nose, a mouth, and a hand. 
Which piGture represents the sense of 
touch? Mark an X on it. Which picture 
represents the sense of smell? Draw a 
line around it. 
----------------EAST---+ 
21. This road has a dangerous curve in 
it. If people were warned of the curve · 
there would be fewer accidents. Mark X 
where you would put a sign to warn cars 
traveling east. Mark 0 on the road to 
show where you would put a sign to w~­
cars traveling west. 
T-RAIN TRACK REMARKS 
NO. 42 NO. IS. ARRIVES . ON TIME 
NO.IIO NO.JO DEPARTS· 11:42 A.M. 
NO.J4 NO. 6 ARRIVES ·10 MJN.LATE 
NO.7 N0.26 DEPARTS I P.M. 
22. Railway stations post arrivals and de-
partures of trains on blackboards similar to 
the one above. If you wish to meet Train 
No. 42, it will arrive on time, coming in on 
Track No. 18. Draw a line around the 
number of the train that will be ten minutes 
late. Place an X on the track number of 
the train departing at 11:42 A.M. 
23. From the stalks of the blue-flowered 
flax plant the ancient Egyptians wove linen 
to wrap their dead. Linen is still made 
from flax, but of greater importance is the 
oil from its seeds, used in making paint. 
Put an X on the part of the plant used for 
linen. Draw a line around the picture 
showing the use of a modern product of 
flax seeds. 
MERCURY 
DEGREES 
ZERO 
EXPANDS 
CONTRACTS 
24. A thermometer measures temperature. 
Mercury, enclosed in a glass tube, rises when 
20. Mary is making an apro~. She .is heat mcreases and contracts when heat de-
going tp trim it with lace and ribbons. creases. We read the temperature in de-
The lace will. go around the edge of the grees above and below zero. Put an X on .& -'0~ 
apron and a bow of ribbon will go on each the word that tells how merc;ury acts when · """J. !!" 
pocket. Draw a line from each bow to its it grows colder. Draw a line under the 
.~lace on the apron. Mark ·an X on what . word that tells in what form temperature 
. .,.;n. go \]to111ld the :,. ~ :on •.. --:=-~- is read. 
~ 4; .... _....., 
- ~- --- -~--~~~~~-... J::---,--
